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METAL 

toJAZZ... 

"With Monster Cable, everything just sounds bigger and better.., 
it's got this kind of 'otherness' that you can't really describe, 
but it's the same kind of thing that happens 
when you master a record." - J. of White Zombie 

You wouldn't expect 
Lee Ritenour, or ev 

J's make-your-ea 

jazz finesse w 

ombie's t stage with 

e page in a magazine, for that matter. 

style of metal and Captain Fingers' 

r meant to inhabit the same worlds. 

"When I play, I need the sound of »9 guitar to match 
what's inside my bead. The cables I use are the link 
between my instrument, my audience and me. 
Monster Cable does that better than any other cable." - Lee Ritenour 

Monster® 
makes 
the connection. 

But the ccomplished guitarists have more in common 
than y thin k.They both have a very distinct sound. 

An oth very selective about the equipment they use 

hat's why they wouldn't use anything but Monster Cable 

ings and during live performances. 

From J's searing solos to Lee's " singing" guitar lines, 

Monster Cable preserves every note exactly as the artist 

intended. Whether your style is smooth and clean or hard 

and nasty, there's only one cable that can bring out the 

Monster in your music. 

MONSTER CABLE 

The Cable Choice of Professionals 

Monster Cable 274 Wattis Way, South Sar Francisco, CA 94080 • 415/871-6000 • Visit our Webs te at www.monstercable.com 



Explore A New World Of Music. 
15 new songs that showcase the musical imagination 

and guitar virtuosity of Joe Satriani. 

• 

crystal 

e 

Janet 
The New Album Now Available! 

Produced, Engineered and Mixed by Mike Fraser 

Additional Production, Engineering and Mixing by 
Eric Valentine, John Cunibeni and Joe Satriani 

www.satriani.com www.epiccenter.corn www.sony.corn 
epic 

epic records group 
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When two legends get together, only one thing can happen. A new one 
is born. Announcing the arrival of the Roland Ready Strat. With its built-in 
Roland GK-2A pickup system, you can drive GK-2A compatible products 
and access their unrivaled collection of sounds right from the guitar's on-
board controls. Play it as a straight Stratocaster or combine and conquer. 
The Roland Ready Strat. Stop messing around. 

Sold at authorized Fender Musical Instrument dealers only. 

www.rolandus.com www.fender.com 
(C..' 1998 Roland Corporation. All nghts reserved. Fender and Strancaster are registered trademarks of Fender Musical Instruments Corp 

112Roland 
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departments features 
frontman 

SCOTT WEILAND 
Is there a future for Stone Temple Pilots? 

by tom lanham 

side women 
WENDY & LISA 
Sex kittens no more, by david john farinella 12 

working musician 
How to set up your own tour, take care of 

your hearing, keep the bond's books, and 

insure your equipment. Plus, the benefits of 

recording for a foreign label. 

private lesson 

SPINNIN' WITH KID KOALA 
The turntable tricks of a fast-breaking DJ. 

by ken micallef 18 

songwriting 
THE ODDITIES OF HUFFAMOOSE 
Can jazz changes and modern rock live in 

harmony? by dave simons 11 

records 
The method and music on new 

discs by Eric Clapton, Ryuichi 

Sakamoto. John Scofield. and 

others. Also, Rev. Horton Heat 

takes on the studio clock. 

back ide 
A Grammy for Kenny G? 

Don't hold your breath. 

by tom conroy 

product index io 

ad index 97 

classifieds 92 

letters 

the musician interview 

B. B. KING 
A lcurney to the essence of the blues. 

by michael gelfand 

business 
YOUR MUSIC ON TV! 
You don t even need a record deal. 

by paul feinberg 

headlines 

LIFE WITHOUT LABELS 
Want a career? Odds may be better if you're 

on your own, by peter spellman 

products & 
applications 
home studio 

ULTRAHORSE 
The tools it takes to do El ritpop in L.A. 

by alan di perna 

fast forward 
Cool new products from Alesis, 

Dig Tech, Yamaha, Gallien-Krueger, 

F. and Nady Systems. 

editor's pick 

RI VERA'S SEDONA AMP 
Hi-powered sound for the acoustic guitar. 

oy maureen herman 

studio techniques 

DATA OVERLOAD 
a guide to keeping track of your home 

studio t'acks. by mike levine 

power users 
LORIS HOLLAND 
A New York studio whiz ctemystifies 

Akai samplers, by howard massey 

technology 
SON OF NAMM 
rois of new gear you'll want to hear. 

oy howafd massey & michael gelfand 
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the new album featuring 
"One Belief Away" 

produced by Mitchell Froom, 
Bonnie Raitt and Tchad Blake. 

Also available: 
Nick Of Time • Luck Of The Draw 

Longing In Their Hearts • Road Tested 
The Video Collection • Road Tested Video 

Catch Bonnie on tour throughout the year. 
hollywoodandvine.com/bonnieraitt 
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idlers 
second thoughts 
Last week I got the invoice for Musician. As is my 

usual practice with these free magazine 

offerings, I immediately marked it "Cancel," sent 

it back, and waited for my free issue to arrive. 

Today the magazine came . . . and I really 

like it! I've been receiving Guitar and Guitar 

Player, and if I see one more infantile article or 

ad for Dimebag Darrel I think I'll cut off my 

Clinton. I'm going to stop subscribing to those 

teeny-bopper mags and start a two-year 

subscription to Musician. Sorry I was so hasty. 

Jerry middlefield 

Clooldnearecom 

[No apology necessary. Were glad to have you 

on board.] 

tyranny of youth 
Any people who don't realize that the music 

industry as a whole is self-serving and has little or 

no interest in developing artists' careers need only 

to read " Don't Sign Anyone Over Thirty" (Headlines, 

Apr. 98). It's so obvious that record companies are 

looking for the quick fix to help their "economic 

crisis." (Yeah, I wish I was that poor.) 

The only thing worse than those who are 

obvious about it are the ones who try to cover their 

tracks by throwing out a few exceptions to the trend. 

Tim Devine of Columbia points out that he signed 

Bonnie Raitt to Capitol. Well, Bonnie was 22 once. 

If she showed up on his doorstep today as an 

unsigned artist, what would he do with her now? 

Steve Rosenblatt of Capitol is quoted as 

saying "for every Hanson, there's a Dave 

Matthews." Yet these two bands are apples and 

oranges. The Dave Matthews Band was around for 

years, touring all over the country and developing 

a following that allowed them to sell close to 

100,000 copies of their independently released 

Remember Two Things without the assistance of 

any of these record labels. They came with a 

virtually guaranteed return, built solely on their 

phenomenal talent and incredible work ethic. It 

was a no-brainer for the record companies to sign 

them. To compare that with this marketing 

creation called Hanson is like comparing the 

careers of the Stones and the Partridge Family. 

The prospect of a long-term career in the 

music meat grinder is bleak enough for young 

artists. I can't imagine having the fortitude—or 

the lack of a grasp on reality—to be over thirty and 

still be trying my hardest to make it happen. 

chuck woodhams 

cdwood420eaol.corn 

It doesn't get any more surreal than [Columbia 

A&R executive] Tim Devine's observation, " If 

Hanson had bad songs, it wouldn't matter how 

young they are." Screw the music "business" 

and all of the toadies employed therein. 

john pierce 

jp@gemlink.com 

working for scratch 
A note to Limp Bizkit (" Hang the Di?," Working 

Musician, Apr. 98): Although some of the weaker 

hip-hop Dis may "scratch during the chorus and 

pick [their] nose," watch it. There's real talent 

among hip-hop Dis. Some control three or four 

turntables, keeping very sophisticated track of 

each of them and providing artful additions and 

layers to the attitude of the message. 

The art form started out of poverty, where 

kids couldn't afford instruments and such. I'm 

very interested to hear Limp Bizkit's music, given 

that they so casually blow off what I consider a 

very powerful movement from the ghettos. 

barnaby hazen 

bastard@gte.net 

street songbird 
Thank you for your story on and by Kathleen Mock 

(Headlines, March '98). What was missing was 

any indication of what a wonderful singer she is. 

Very often, singers and songwriters for whom I 

produce demos will ask my opinion about my 

taste in artists. And I always answer, "One of my 

favorite singers is Kathleen Mock. She sings in 

the subways. I don't like Madonna's singing. She 

sells out stadiums." 

In a better world, the New York City subway 

system would not be able to hold all of the fans 

that Kathleen Mock deserves. 

michael sansonia 

SINGER66NYeaol.com 

corrections 
Apologies to Jordon Schur for misspelling his 

name in the Apr. 98 Working Musician. 

Send letters to: Musician. 49 Music Square 

West, Nashville, TN 37203. 

Email: editors@musicianmag.com. 

S
unday morning in Podunk. The air was heavy and 

cold; patches of snow sat on the frozen mud that 

surrounded our motel. My guitar player and I were 

still half-asleep as we loaded the U-Haul, but basically we 

felt pretty good. Our band had wrapped up 

a week-long gig at some local lounge the 

night before. Money was in our pockets, 

and a five-hour drive to the next venue lay before 

us. Our lives stretched no further ahead than the six or seven weeks we 

were always booked in advance. Beyond that, nothing mattered. 

At least that's how I felt until a beat-up station wagon pulled up 

with five guys in it and their own U-Haul on the back. They were older 

than us, in their forties or fifties, in worn-out clothes and cowboy hats, 

looking like they'd been driving all night. 

The image of that tired band, far from whatever they called home, 

stays with me. But so does the admiration I felt for people who are so 

crazy with music that they have no choice—they've got to play. We 

the 

musicians are not a practical people; we make decisions 

that saner folks wouldn't even consider, though to many of 

us there's no alternative to building a career in music. 

What if you get a deal with a record company? Does this 

mean you're home free? Hardly. It's always a struggle. 

That's the message in this month's Headlines story. It's not 

that labels are bad; in fact, they want you to be as huge as you'd 

like to be. But if " a career in music" is what you're chasing, why not 

consider more than one strategy? Somewhere between the summit of 

stardom and the Podunk Motel, you may find the path that's right for you. 

A final, sad note: As we went to press we learned of the untimely 

death of a longtime friend, Melia Peavey. There wasn't a closer or 

more successful partnership in the music industry than that built by 

Hartley and Melia. Please join us in contributing to the Peavey house, 

a fund established by Melia to benefit abused and neglected children. 

Contact the Peavey House at Box 2898, Meridian, MS 39203. 

--Robert L. Doerschuk. editor 
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Walking into Clarksdale 

The Atlantic Group 
' 7998 Atlanec RecordlAsCorp. A Tern. Warner °romp, , 

featuring 12 new songs 
including " Most High" 

Available at 

tieritlerl 
www.atlantic-records.com 
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'1; Eliminator 

G ) STUFF. 

p
rofessionals know that your best playing doesn't 

matter if your audience can't hear you.They rely on 

industry-standard tools from Whirlwind to protect 

each performance and recording from frustrating failures 

and poor sonic results. Built for years of tough use, here 

are the products sound specialists buy when they can buy 

what they want — the good stuff. 

In the studio, the Hot Box is 

Whirlwind's top-of-the-line DI 

for sending your pure guitar 

sound direct to the mixer.The 

ultra-high input impedance, 

super-wide bandwidth and 

vanishingly low noise mean 

you won't find better sonic 

performance anywhere. 

On tour, the Director is the 

premium quality DI standard 

with an input select for instru-

ment or amp/preamp, a 

ground lift switch, and a filter 

to roll off amp noise. 

On the gig, the IMP 2 is the 

high-quality DI for musicians 

on a budget. Rugged, good 

sounding, with a ground-lift 

switch to fight hum. 

Only from Whirlwind, the Mic 

Eliminator is a specialty DI 

that takes your direct guitar, 

amp, or preamp signal, and 

adds the clean sound of a 

classic SM57 + a Jensen 12" 

for that famous "mic'd" sound 

without the mic. 

The Selector(' switches one 

instrument to two inputs or 

two instruments to one input 

using Whirlwind's patented 

totally silent switching circuit. 

whir 1 

The MD- I is a battery pow-

ered studio-quality mic preamp 

with a transformer isolated 

line driver output and a built-in 

headphone monitor.The MD- I 

lets you monitor your mic plus 

the monitor mix and you con-

trol the balance. 

The MicPower is a convenient 

portable phantom power sup-

ply that operates from two 

standard 9V batteries to 

power condenser mics. 

High Performance PM Tubes 

are manufactured using the 

latest techniques and special-

ty metals to get great sound 

plus reliability. If you own a 

tube amp or effects device, lis-

ten to the difference these 

tubes make. 

The Qbox is an all- in-one 

battery powered audio line 

tester for when you need to 

get things fixed or set up fast. 
It has a built-in mic, speaker, 

tone generator, headphone 

amp, and voltage detect LEDs 

for verifying phantom power. 

The Tester is the industry's 

favorite continuity tester. It 

finds shorts, opens, or cross-

wiring on cables with virtually 

any combination of XLR, 1/4", 

and RCA phono connectors. 

TM 

99 Ling Rd. • Rochester • NY • 94549 ' TOLL FREE 888.733.4396 • FAX 716.865.8930 • httpliwww.WhirlwindUSA.com 



I
n "Barbarella," from your new 12 Bar Blues solo disc 

(Atlantic), you mar your playful sci-fi references with 

one ragged line: "I'm a selfish piece of shit." It 

doesn't sound like you're kidding around. 

When I live in my disease, my drugs come first, and 

everything else comes after that. I wrote that song when 

I was using. I was in misery. And I happened to be 

watching Barbarella, and the line stuck out: " Barbarella, 

come save me from my misery./Can't you see it's a 

disease?/Shoot the guys and I'll gladly sing a tune for 

you/And we'll watch Lost in Space on my N." 

Was this around the time you went AWOL and wound up 

hanging out at the Chateau Marmont with Courtney Love? 

That was my first arrest. My wife bailed me out, I 

jumped out of the car, took a cab to my dealer's. I was 

dope-sick, I got well, I went to the Chateau Marmont. 

Courtney and I shared suites right next to each other and 

did a lot of drugs for a couple of weeks. 

Didn't you also disappear from a court-ordered rehab 

several months later? Rumor had it you'd discovered that 

your band, Stone Temple Pilots, had hired another 

singer—Dave Coutts, who recorded with the group as Talk 

Show—and proceeded without you. 

Yeah, I did. I left for a day. I was having tooth problems, 

so I found a hotel doctor who prescribed me two bottles of 

Vicadin. And I took two bottles of Vicadin in the period of a 

day and a half. But I was allowed back into the treatment 

Scott 
center. This was a year and 

a half ago, and [the STP 

gossip] was why I left. I 

decided I'd leave and try to 

get loaded, but Courtney 

and a friend of mine intercepted me downtown; they'd picked up a call 

I'd left on Courtney's voicemail. My wife came down and staved for a 

couple of days, and I took the Vicadin and went back to treatment. 

You deal eloquently on this album with your struggle to reach sobriety, 

as in "The Date." But which important date are you talking about? 

It's about the date that my wife and I separated. I wrote the song in 

half an hour. I went to the studio right after we broke up, wrote the song, 

then put on a drum track, put down an acoustic guitar track, and electric 

guitar track, a piano track, a synth track, a percussion track, and then sang 

the song. All by myself. My relationship with my wife is pretty hardcore—a 

lot of love, a lot of pain. I think we kind of gave up on each other. because 

it's always a two-way street. Just like the SW: There may have been my 

drug addiction, but there was also the jealousy that Robert, Dean, and Eric 

had toward me being the star and the focal point of the band. That caused 

so much negative energy that ft inspired me to want to isolate more and 

"STP's 
r negative 

energy... 
'inspired me 
to be further 
away from 

them." 

enan 

more, to do more drugs and be 

further away from them. 

The opening, "Desperation #5," 

states your case adventurously, 

with scratchy guitars, synth-clicking 

drumbeat, and ethereal muffled 

vocals. It's about as far from STP's 

grind as you could get. 

I wrote that song the day after I 

got out of detox, and I was still 

loaded on detox meds. That was the 

first song I wrote for this album, the 

song that my friends used to talk me 

into making it a solo album instead 

of putting [old side project] the 

Magnificent Bastards back together. 

They said, "You created this 

yourself. Why do you want to put 

together a band and buy houses for 

four other people? Why not keep the 

money yourself? Why not have total 

creative control, like you did with this 

song?" Half the song was created 

on eight-track cassette, then it was 

transferred, pumped through the 

studio mains at Ocean Way, 

remiked, and then smalled down 

onto two-inch tape to compress the 

shit out of it, make it sound fat. 

That's why the song sounds like lo-fi 

and hi-fi mixed together. 

How did Daniel Lanois, of all 

people, hop aboard to mix several 

of the cuts on 12 Bar Blues? 

My A&R person was not 

completely happy with all the mixes 

on the album. He recommended a few names, but I recommended Daniel 

'_anois, because he's one of my idols. He and Eno are the purveyors of 

what these dance-trance bands are all trying to be: They've been doing 

the sound for years. So I said I would love for Lanois to mix these four 

songs. He got the whole album sent to him, and he called me up and said, 

"Scott, I'd like to mix every song on this album. I'll do these four songs, 

out I have to let you know that this is the first album—songwriting-wise 

and production-wise—that I've been jealous of in ten years." That was the 

greatest compliment I could ever receive. Now I'm not only working with 

Daniel Lanois, but we're also becoming musical collaborators, and he's 

also the guitar player in [touring band] the Action Girls. 

And the future of STP? 

Once people get bored with eclectic music and wanna hear rock & 

roll again, we'll get together and make an album that'll save rock. 

We'll make the next AC/DC Back in Black!—Tom Lanham 
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hat are the advantages and 

disadvantages of going after 

session work as a team? 

Wendy (below right): We don't normally get session work as a 

team. What usually ends up happening is that she'll push me for the 

gig or I'll push her for the gig. Like when Lisa was doing Ivan Neville's 

thing she called me, and when I was doing . . . 

Usa: Well, you initially got called for Seal back in the Eighties. 

Wendy: You have to also remember that after we left Prince we did 

our own records for the first five years, and since then these have 

d 
after Prince a small 

world meaning the 

pop world, which is 

huge too, of course. But to break out of that in any way is extremely difficult. 

It seemed inevitably that you would be pegged automatically. 

Wendy: There's no question, you lose credibility. We have tried 

desperately to break that mold, which has helped and hindered at the 

same time, because we are kind of considered a bit too left to make 

it on pop radio, which is actually okay with me. 

Lisa: That's always been a hard question. We've been asked that for 

years now, and I never really know what to say. 

The obvious thing is that if I was Joe Schmoe I 

probably wouldn't get hired for 

anything, so it's definitely got me in 

the door. But sometimes what I 

have to offer is either a pleasant 

surprise or sort of an, "Oh, really? I 

thought you were going to be a sex 

kitten [laughs]." That kind of scares 

me too, when Wendy and I get calls 

for something. A lot of times I wonder what 

they're thinking or which Wendy and Lisa they 

want. But we're really versatile and we'll rise to 

the occasion, whatever occasion that may be. 

Were the solo albums an attempt to break 

out of the sex kitten role? 

Wendy: It wasn't an attempt, because 

we're not really sex kittens. 

Lisa: Well, it was a little bit of both. On the 

first album we just did what we felt like doing, 

and it was apparently viewed as being rather 

different from the whole Prince camp. Then on 

the second record we tried to play into it a 

little bit; we were like, " Okay, you want some 

funky things? We can do that and we love 

doing that." So we sort of run the gamut. Then on the third record we 

just said, " Fuck that." We're going to do something we want to do. It's 

been like a hundred years [since Prince] anyway. 

Wendy: The record we're doing now with Tchad Blake far 

surpasses any of the work we've done. 

What kind of musical feel does it have? 

Wendy: It's as real and as honest and as song-crafted as we've 

ever been. It sounds great. — David John Fannella 

résumé 

Victotia Williams 
Doyle Bramhall 

Seal 
Tricky 

k. cl. lang 
Soul Coughing 
Michael Penn 

"If I was Joe Schmoe, I probably 
wouldn't get hired for anything." 

-LISA COLEMAN 

been the sessions we've done, because we were in a hellish situation 

with Trevor Horn's record label. We weren't able to put a record out 

for a certain amount of time. So during that time, we were doing all 

these sessions and producing people to keep going. 

You mentioned the Prince relationship. Did that narrow your options 

when you came out of that, or did it broaden possibilities for you? 

Wendy It's been a combination of both, to be really honest. We have 

fought tooth and nail to try and break away from a small world that existed 
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If you think it looks gorgeous, wait 'til you play it. 
Introducing the Fly Classic. Take a close look at 
the latest evolution of Ken Parker's revolutionary solid-
body. the Fly, and you can't help but notice the wood. 
Stunning Honduras Mahogany, painstakingly hand-
crafted into an incredibly resonant one-piece body. 

Now pick up the Classic. Immediately you're 
blown away by its weight: about five beautifully 
balanced pounds. But the real treat's in store when 

you play the Classic. Plug it in and hear its firm, 
chunky tone. Its fat, sweet midrange. Its amazing 
sustain. And that's just in humbucker mode. Switch 
over to the Fishman piezos and experience the 
Classic's warm, rich acoustic sound. 

Check out the Fly Classic. You'll find it 
looking and sounding gorgeous at your 
authorized Parker dealer. ----? 

01998 Parker Guitars. For a Parker catalog send $2.00 for shippieg & handling to Parker Guitars, Dept PM 316 South Service Rd.. Melville. NY 11747-3201. 

Call for the name of your nearest Parker deaer (800) 335-0800 To receive more information about the Fly Classic via Faxback call: (516) 391-8530 doc# 2003. 



DigitalEditing 
MASTERING, PART Il ll 
H

aving already discussed EQing and 

balancing, we're ready to tacioe a 

mastering engineer's third—and last— 

major reason for existing: digital editing. Most of 

today's records aren't delivered to the 

mastering studio fully assembled. In fact, if the 

project has been mixed to analog tape, between 

ten to fifty reels will arrive at the mastering 

session. This makes it necessary to use a 

digital audio workstation (DAW), which is 

commonly used for assembling the reels into a 

properly sequenced record. But what's made 

the DAW indispensable is its ability to perform 

numerous, non-destructive edits—particularly 

when creating composite mixes. 

Example: After setting the EQ for a given 

track, I might notice that the vocal hook sounds 

low in the mix. If changing the EQ doesn't work, 

I'll create a composite edit, using the main mix 

for the intro, verses, and solos, and a vocals-up 

mix during the choruses. If this same track is 

going to be the first single, the label will need a 

four-minute radio edit, for which I could shorten 

the intro—but if there aren't any good places to 

cut in and out, I might want ' to use the 

instrumental version for the intro and paste it 

right into the first verse. Thanks to the DAW, all 

this can be done easily—the song can be put 

back together without any hassles because the 

editing was non-destructive. A few years ago, 

fixing these problems meant sifting through a 

week's worth of garbage in search of an elusive 

piece of analog tape.—Joe Palmacclo 

Joe Palmaccio is a mastering engineer at 

Sterling Sound in New York. 

Foreign 
ais 

I
t your band longs 
for national press, 

national airplay, and 

high- profile 

bookings—and you 

want it all before releasing 

your first album—it may be a 

good idea to leave the country: 

You've got a better chance of 

achieving these goals in Britain. 

Just ask songwriting partners 

Nepo and Druggy G of the O. This 

punk/pop/hip-hop combo moved 

to London in 1990 from their home 

in the New York metropolitan era 

and landed a deal in 1996 with Polydor 

U.K. By the time their first single, "Get 

Wasted Time," came out last fall, the 0 had gotten 

raves in Melody Maker, one of the U.K.'s leading music weeklies, received airplay on BBC Radio 

One's influential Evening Session, and staged gigs at the Dublin Castle, one of London's 

tastemaker clubs. 

According to Nepo, "there's definitely the sense that London is the land of milk and honey" 

among their musician friends back in New York. " It is easier to get noticed in England because 

everyone is just dying for the next story—as long as you get credible quickly, before the press 

have a chance to annihilate you." 

Like bands anywhere, the 0 benefited from smart networking, but the band also found a 

natural artistic home in London. 'They have a love for British music,' says Polydor A&R manager 

Rick Lennox, who signed the act. "They know more about the Beatles than I do." 

(continued on page 16) 
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TYPE II 

It's Not Science Fiction. It's Reality. 

hod.  
Every bit you add doubles the resolution of a 

digital recorder Compared to 16-bit 
fi,rmats, ADAT Type Ifs non-compressed 

linear 20-bit recording offers a wider 
dynamic range, lee quantization distortion 
at low levels, more headroom and even 

lower noise. Result detailed, full-spectrum 
audio fidelity that far exceeds the quality 

of any analog recorder 

Don't get fooled by the science fiction 
of some "24-bit' recording systems. 

Just read the fine print: the state-of-the-art 
ADAT Type II recorders offer audio 
specs that rime any 24-bit system, 
without resorting to tricks like data 

compression or track sharing. 

W hile the rest of the world is trying to figure out the 

final frontier of recording formats, you need to make 

a decision. Whaes the best choice today that will 

keep you ahead of the game tomorrow? 

The answer ADAT Type II. It's the next generation of Alesis' 

award-winning digital audio technology that combines the 

proven power of ADAT with the astonishing fidelity of 

true 20-bit linear recording. 

With the new XT20-, you get a serious improvement on the 

world standard for professional recording. The new LX20-

is the most affordable ADAT ever made. Both provide all the 

real-world qualities that made ADAT the most popular 

professional recording format: modular design, efficient 

tape-based media and complete compatibility with over 

110,0(»ADATs around the world. Plus, as the only modular 

digital multitracks that write 20 bits to each track of tape, the 

new ADAT Type II recorders offer audio quality that's 

miles ahead of any 16-bit system, period. And with the 

introduction of the ADAT-PCR" interface card, 

you get the advantages of nonlinear editing on 

your Mac® or Windows® computer seamlessly 

integrated with ADAT format recording. 

Most importantly, the intuitive ease-of-use, comprehensive 

features and incredible affordability of the ADAT Type II 

systems put no limits on your creativity. Because, after all, 

the final frontier is really your imagination. 

For more information on ADAT Type II. the X7'20, the I.X.,90 and the PCR. see your Authorized Alesis Dealer 
Or call 800-5-ALESIS to order the ADAT Type II Systems video and brochure ($4.95 for shipping and handling), 

There are over 110,000 ADATs in use 
today, and the new ADAT Pipe II recorders 
are compatible with all of them. The 
X720 and I,X20 will work with your 

16-bit ADAT tapes, and you can combine 
the Type Il recorders in a system with 

any model of older ADAT. 

If you think tape isn't as advanced 
as other removable recording 

media, think again. You'd need 
more than 30 zip° disks to equal 
the 3.4 gigabyte storage capacity of 
just esse inexpensive ADAT tape. 

e•Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks: XT20, 1..X20 ared PCR are trademarks of Alest's Corporation. Mac is a trademark of Apple Computers. 
Windows is a trademark «Microsoft. Zip is a trademark of lonsega. 

Alesis Corporation 
1833 261.11 Street Santa Monica CA 90404 800-5-ALESIS alecorp@alesisLusa.com www.alesis.cœn 

ALesis 



(continued from page /4) 

The experience of the 0—now a threesome with 

drummer Burnman Devlin—highlights the pros and cons 

of getting a foreign record deal, particularly in Britain. 

The intense competition among music companies in 

this comparatively small country can make the wheels 

spin faster. Within nine months of their arrival in London 

in 1990, the 0 had signed a publishing deal with EMI 

Music. " If you've got what it takes, there's a lot of people 

out there dying to sign stuff, and the mechanism to get it 

moving is far quicker than in the States," says Druggy G. 

Although the 0 signed recording and publishing contracts 

with U.K. companies for the world, other U.S. acts with 

foreign deals have kept open their options for America. That 

allows them to return home with more negotiating clout. An 

act signed directly to a multi-national label in the U.K. will 

also see a slight reduction in its royalties on albums sold in 

the U.S. or other markets under the foreign royalty rate 

clause in many recording contracts. 

But before you head to the airport, take a hint from the 

0 and check your passport. An American musician will need 

a temporary worker visa to perform or record in Britain. Nepo 

and Druggy G came to Britain as students but stayed to 

work. "That is a big rule we broke," says Nepo, recalling how 

immigration officials booted them out of the country until 

their paperwork was sorted. 

Despite such difficulties, it can make business sense for 

a young act like the 0 to venture abroad early in its career. 

American musicians lose sight of the fact that nearly seventy 

percent of the world's record sales are outside North America, 

and that Europe as a whole is a larger music market than the 

U.S. The 0 will shoot first for a hit in the U.K., followed by a 

look toward Europe before aiming to crack their homeland. 

"The plan," Nepo quips, "certainly is to just have America on 

their knees begging for us to come back."—Thom Duffy 

M
usicians typically take their hearing for granted . . . until they 

have a problem with it. The bad news is that hearing damage 

is permanent and irreversible, and because it usually occurs 

gradually over a long period you may not realize you are hurting 

your ears. The good news is that the damage is preventable. 

One proactive thing you can do is to wear hearing protection when you are 

playing or listening to live music. That means onstage, at rehearsal, and when you 

go to see other bands. A convenient and inexpensive option is to buy generic foam 

plugs at your local drugstore or gun shop. If you want to get earplugs that provide 

a more natural sound, you can buy plugs designed specifically for musicians. A 

third possibility is to visit an audiologist, get an ear mold made, and be fitted with 

custom earplugs. Other preventive measures are mostly common sense: Turn the 

volume down, increase the distance between you and the source of loud noise, 

and limit the duration of exposure. Finally, be conscious of avoiding loud sounds 

in everyday life, not just musical situations. If you do happen to be in a loud 
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On the 
Road 
Again 

OP 

T
hose brave souls who try to book their own 

tours usually come away more familiar with the 

headaches than the glamour. " I'm pulling my 

hair out right now," says Boston rocker Jules Verdone 

who's currently in the throes of plotting her own route 

to Austin, Texas, and back. " But 1 have to approach this 

O 

with a lot of positive attitude and plenty of coffee." 

Like many in the same boat, Verdone is a youm 

artist with little money who's looking for exposun 

and interested audiences. But with no booking agen 

to set up her tour, she's left to her own devices ani 

dubious sense of direction. " 1 can't tell how far Ne 

Orleans is from Austin, and I sure don't want t. 

drive fifteen hours if I don't have to," she says. 

Nevertheless, armed with a trusty Rani 

McNally atlas and The Musician's Guide to Tourin. 

and Promotion, Verdone charts her course and call . 

clubs along her route, asking for gigs. "We sem 

packages with the Diary of a Liar (t) Division) am 

some flattering press out to the clubs and then call, 

she explains. "Otherwise we're somebody you haven' 

heard of on a small label that might not mean anythim 
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today, 
TOMOITOW 

environment for an extended period, try to rest your ears for a day or so afterwards. 

As guitarist Gareth Prosser of Fat can attest, using hearing protection the right way is almost 

as important as using it in the first place. " In rehearsals and when I'm at other shows I always 

wear two earplugs," he says, "but at our shows I'll just use an earplug in my left ear and leave the 

right one open to keep the eel. I tend to get tinnitus"—buzzing. whistling or ringing that's usually 

caused by noise-induced damage—"in the unplugged after we play live. Sometimes listening to 

CDs on a Walkman while we're traveling brings it on, but only in the exposed ear. I want to get out 

of the habit of using only one plug live; it's just the psychological barrier of dealing with it." 

If you suspect you have sustained hearing damage, contact HEAR (Hearing Education and 

Awareness for Rockers/www.hearnet.corn) or go to a licensed audiologist and get tested. At 

the very least, you'll have a baseline to compare to future tests to find out if your hearing is 

deteriorating. And what about those people who feel it's not " rock & roll" to protect your ears? 

"When you're young, you feel like you're invincible," says Kathy Peck, executive director of 

HEAR, " but what's happening is that you're aging your ears and losing your hearing way before 

you should."—Jason Zasky 

to anyone. You have to be quick because these 

[club] people are busy. But being charming and 

succinct at the same time is almost impossible." 

The Badlee's Pete Palladino, along with 

manager Terry Selders, base their booking policy on 

radio play. -As soon as we get an ad on radio," says 

Selders, "we attack that market with everything: 

college radio, local press, regional press. We send 

posters and promos to record stores and 

sometimes even free copies o the record if the 

store didn't buy any from their d stributor." 

Though the Badlees have label deal with 

Polygram and moved nearly 100, copies of their 

debut, River Songs, they still ha die all of their own 

business affairs. You have to b up front [with club 

bookers]," says Palladino, -and I t them know what 

kind of airplay you're getting locally. You might have 

to play for no money, and you might have to play 

radio station events, but it's free publicity." 

DIY booking is something you learn by doing. 

Contact your distributors and exploit their 

relationships with area club folks, keep a database 

of contacts, track your promotional mailings, and 

most importantly, give yourself a reasonable 

amount of time—at least three months—to book 

your dates. And if it means playing Sunday night in 

Huntington, Indiana, push for a drink special night 

or some other kind of promotion to draw numbers. 

"You know what works better than a song on the 

radio?" laughs Palladino. " A happy hour buffet. 

Believe it or not there are worse things than 

getting outdrawn by a buffet."—Bob Gulla 

Dollar 
General 
G

ot a long road trip coming up? It might 

be smart to assign some of your 

band's organizational duties to a 

reputable business manager—one who already 

represents acts you're familiar with and who's 

been in the business for more than a week. 

"I see our role as being the CFO of the 

oreanrzation," says Dwight Wiles, a CPA who 

handles finances for Deana Carter, Pam Ms, 

Brooks & Dunn, and others. "We're involved— 

hopefully—in every financial decision that the 

artist is going to make, from tax questions to 

whether to lease or buy a bus. When you start 

touring, suddenly you've got this litle company, 

arid it's good to get started on a procedure that 

wíll grow with you." 

Good business managers should be savvy to 

issues such as establishing a separate 

corporation for touring and another for royalty 

income. Why? "When you're driving around the 

country in a bus, you're a walking liability 

bombshell," he says. " If there's an accident on 

the road or your lighting collapses, you've 

established a corporate shield to protect the 

individuals against litigation." 

Probably the most important reason to hire 

a money manager involves planning for the 

future. Says Wiles, "We really want to get our 

artists to the point where if they don't want to 

work anymore, they don't have to." Who could 

ask for anything more?—Bob Cannon 
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Turntable whiz 

Kid Koala 

finds music in 

the grooves. 

by ken micallef 



L
ong before Beck Hansen 
proclaimed his love of "two 

turntables and a microphone," 

innovative alb Dis were reinventing 

the wheel, scratch-style. Eighties hip-hoppers 

such as Grand Wizard Theodore, Public Enemy, 

Jam Master Jay, and Scott La Rock were the 

forerunners to such current turntable terrorists 

as Invisbl Skratch Piklz and the Xecutioners. In 

these mighty hands vinyl becomes a mangled 

tool, bent, pushed, and prodded to extreme 

levels of turntable ath eticism. 

But beyond pure spinning and scratching, 

newer artists such as Canada's Kid Koala are 

"When you're playing with a band it's 

obvious if your part isn't working," says 

Koala, who studied classical piano for ten 

years before discovering his turntable fetish 

at the age of sixteen. " Its a conventional way 

of looking at music, but it's also more of a 

challenge. I've been doing this noisy stuff all 

my life, so now I'm trying to do something 

more coherent. Sometimes I'll just use the 

decks as ambient sound and throw in 

crickets or breeze, just to give it some 

dimension. People never notice until all of a 

sudden the crickets are gone." 

While Koala shies away from the moniker 

it tight." To demonstrate, Koala plays what he 

calls a " chirp," a simple, back-and-forth, 

eighth-note scratch with his index finger. "You 

can double-time the chirp, and maybe add a 

flair"—this sounds like a swooping windshield 

wiper. "The chirp with the flair is called the 

flirp. Do the chirp with the flair right after it, 

then back to the tlirp"—the effect is that of a 

car engine skipping as it tries to start. 

Other techniques in Kid Koala's 

repertoire include the hydroplane, the crab, 

and the transformer. " If you took a pencil 

eraser and pushed it forward along the 

record, it would bounce," he explains. " It 

einsScratchin 
using the turntable as a tool within a wider 

scope of music. Koala's self-released mix 

tape, Scratch Scratch Scratch, is thirty-plus 

minutes of spoken-word hilarity and musical 

hijinx that sounds like Public Enemy hanging 

with Walt Disney on the set of Fantasia. 

Koala's record selection—typically easy-

listening Eighties pop and off-the-wall spoken 

word ( including three mint Barbie story 

discs)—contributes to what he calls his 

"scratchappy land." Koala's Ninjatune debut 

will come in June, and he has also appeared 

on Return of the Di, Vol. Two (Bomb) and 

Ninjatune's Funkungfusion, and has done 

remixes for labelmates Coldcut and DJ Vadim. 

Using up to three Technics SL 1200 MKII 

turntables at once (with Shure SE35 

cartridges), Koala (23-year-old Eric San) layers 

records, one over the other, using a Vestax 

PMC 05 Pro Mixer and Peavey VM2 tube 

preamp direct to either a Fostex eight-track 

tape deck or Roland VS-880 eight-track hard 

disc recorder. Having learned his craft with 

Montreal group Bullfrog, Koala brings a musical 

approach to what is largely a land of swooping 

squeegee sounds and static hip-hop beats. 

"turntablist," which is reserved for the elite, 

there's no doubting his skills. Running the 

gamut in his daily, four-hour practice 

sessions, from " military scratches," " orbits," 

"bananas," " shimmers," " stutters," and 

"Chops," Koala takes a drummer's approach 

toward turntable technique. 

"It's like we're trying to do paradiddles, 

going back and forth between different 

scratches, trying to maintain them 

consistently and cleanly." 

For his forthcoming Ninjatune release, 

Koala layers sounds in the fashion of such 

sampling genies as DJ Shadow and the Orb, 

but exclusively live and from vinyl. Over a beat 

from one record, he'll add bass, drums, 

effects—whatever is needed. On "Tabu Soda," 

from Scratch Scratch Scratch, Koala laid down 

jungle sounds from a Sixties easy-listening 

record, then created a beat on the other two 

decks. Using the same records on both of 

those decks, he extracted a beat by focusing 

on the snare from one and a bass drum from 

the other; this is called beat juggling. 

"I might have a slow song where I'll work 

on one scratch for five minutes, just to keep 

would get caught up in the friction. That's 

hydroplaning. You're pulling the record back 

with one hand while pushing it forward with 

the other hand, letting your middle finger 

bounce on the record's surface. 

"Transforming is bouncing your thumb 

and forefinger on the record in succession. 

Crabbing is cutting the sound on and off with 

the cross-fader, using all four fingers. 

Imagine snapping all your fingers against 

your thumb, which is holding the fader. You 

keep the fader [ slightly] open [so that you 

can hear some of the right turntable as well 

as the left], and snap your fingers against it. 

It makes a stuttering sound." 

Koala suggests that beginners focus on 

getting the right sound before hitting the hard 

stuff. " You want to work with the attack part 

of the sound, like a snare drum. Use the 

space just slightly before the hit and the 

attack, then go back and forth on that spot. 

Find the attack or it won't sound clean." 

Will any record do? " All records are meant 

to scratch," he laughs. " It's based on 

complete disrespect for all forms of vinyl and 

recorded material—but with love." 
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H
uffamoose frontman Craig Elkins 
with an air of comic resignation as 

his band prepares to close 

another evening on a Northeast 

tour. Elkins and cohorts—lead guitarist and 

songwriter Kevin Hanson, bassist Jim Stager, 

and drummer Erik Johnson—have been 

working this material for some time now; it's 

Huffamoose bends 
the rules and flats 

the ninths 
by da vid simons 

been over two years 

since they began recording their Interscope debut We've Been Had 

Again, and maybe a bit of battle fatigue is evident. 

But "Wait" has been getting its share of radio play in recent 

; months, and together with another of the album's extractions 

. "James" has helped keep the album in the pop arena, even landing 

which, though highly melodic 

IIoM1 

Stager (jeft), Elkins, 

Hanson and Johnson 

the foursome a slot on the Conan O'Brien 

Show three nights earlier. ("We got to hang 

with Max!" beams a reverent Johnson.) 

The ascending riff that launches "Wait" is a 

monster, the kind of infectious guitar statement 

that's heard too rarely these days. It unveils a 

tune with a can't-miss groove, startling chord 

configurations, and an abrupt key change, all cascading into a super hook 

("wait, baby, wait..."). For any band, "Wait" would be a career song; for 

Haffamoose, it's helped keep the momentum going this long. 

It's also something of an anomaly in an evening filled with tunes 

and memorable, are much less 

(continued on page 22) 
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(continued from page 21) 

formulaic. Hanson penned "Wait," and much 

of the rest comes from the mind of Elkins, 

whose love of jazz colorations and quirky 

imagery provide a bit more of a challenge to 

listeners this evening. If they've been waiting 

for "Wait," they've gotten a good sense of 

what Huffamoose songs are really about in 

the meantime. 

Over beers and the din of the Clinton sex 

scandal from a nearby TV, Elkins and Hanson 

discussed the songwriting methods which 

resulted in the eclectic material on We've 

Been Had Again—and in particular defended 

their allegiance to jazz voicings. 

Your first producer really 

objected to some of the chords 

you were writing into your songs. 

Elkins: During pre-production 

for the record, we were trying to 

come up with something, and 

Kevin was fumbling around on the 

guitar. And this normally mild-

mannered guy suddenly blurts 

out, "That's it! If I hear one more 

fuckin' jazz chord. I'm getting on a 

plane and flying back tonight!" 

That, to us, was the wake-up call 

to the music industry. Of course, I 

always think everybody is a wolf in 

sheep's clothing in this business. 

You do use some pretty wild 

chords, though, like the one that 

opens the chorus to "Enigmatic." 

Elkins: You mean the A major sharp 

11th? My spectacularly refreshing chord 

changes [laughs]. That's because I tend to 

write the melody first in a lot of tunes and 

then harmonize the melodies afterwards. I 

kind of play around with that kind of stuff, 

rather than get locked into just a few chords; 

that sharp 11 just harmonizes the melody 

there. I need to come up with something that 

isn't boring to me but isn't too serious either. 

This is a very guitar-heavy record. Are you 

thinking about the guitar accompaniment 

when you're constructing the songs? 

Hanson: It has so much to do with how 

the melody worked with the underlying 

harmonies and how you can build on that, 

have a part that lets the melody have its own 

space and then have another that works with 

it, one that doesn't get in the way. If you have 

a song in mind and you want the lyric to really 

come across, then everything else that goes 

onto the track is a part of that. But all the 

overdubs in the world, the slickest, hippest, 

cacophonous production idea is either 

completely in line with the lyric or it's not. 

And a lot of the time it's not. You need the 

right producer. 

"James," your song about an idealistic, 

earthy young couple, is especially interesting 

in that it's written from the woman's point of 

view, like when you sing "James says that I 

am his flower girl." 

Elkins: We've been getting a lot of flack 

"I try to write after I get out 

of bed, before my mind is 

totally awake, and I can take 

these little journeys and not 

be afraid to write them." 

— Craig Elkins 

about that lately. When I wrote it and it was 

released on our independent thing, we never 

heard anything about the possibility that it 

could be a "gay" song. And now every radio 

station we go into that's playing the song, 

that's the first question they ask. Maybe 

they're just being hesitant to play it because 

it could be controversial, and they're trying to 

clear it up for the people who don't get it. 

Is that song a true story? 

Elkins: Yes, and I almost feel bad about 

the way it came out. It's written about this girl 

I knew and her boyfriend, and I thought she'd 

just bought into this guy's whole shtick. 

There were all these things she thought he 

was that I kinda thought he wasn't, like he'd 

told her that he played in some band. He 

didn't even know how to play the guitar! So I 

sort of took that idea and went with it and 

made a big statement about growing up. But 

now I think, so what? He ended up doing 

what he wanted to do; they own a head shop 

in Virginia Beach or something. It's also my 

first attempt at a bridge, after I'd realized 

that none of my songs had them. 

The lyrics to these songs sometimes 

sound like stream-of-consciousness—a flurry 

of images which flow into each other, such as 

in "Like a Weed." 

Elkins: I try to write after I get out of bed, 

before my mind is totally awake, and I can 

take these little journeys and not be afraid to 

write them. So I come up with an idea and let 

my mind run with it, instead of 

trying to write a song about 

"myself" and my experience. That 

way, I can be who I am and feel 

comfortable with it. I'm that way 

as a person: I can't really hold 

one thought for too long before 

my mind goes off in different 

directions. I'm happy that that's 

part of me when I'm writing 

songs, because in the rest of my 

life it kinda fai s [laughs]. 

That "Wait" riff sounds like 

you really labored over it. 

Hanson: Id been messing 

around with the riff for a long 

time, like three years ago. Then I 

finally put it to the song, which 

almost sounds like a show tune 

to me, the way it's constructed, 

with those descending chords. 

People who hear "Wait" may be surprised 

by what they find on the rest of the record. 

The deeper into the record you go, the more 

you realize that your writing is less confined 

to pop song structure—especially by the 

time you get to "Speeding Bullet," which is 

almost fusion. 

Elkins: We don't write songs as a band; 

Kevin writes some songs and I write others. 

That might have something to do with why 

some things appear unexpected, why there are 

some twists and turns. So I wrote " Speeding 

Bullet," which in and of itself is kind of a 

masterpiece song. Then you've got "Wait," 

which Kevin wrote, which is sort of a ... 

Hanson: A throw-away radio tune? 

Elkins: Yeah, that's it. 

No jealousy there, right? 

Elkins: None at all! 
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do 
trahorse 

U
Itrahorse sound more like they come from London 

than Whittier, California, a trim L.A. suburb best 

known as the birthplace of Richard Nixon and 

epicenter of a big earthquake in ' 72. But lifelong 

Whittier residence hasn't stopped Anthony Paul Rodriguez and 

Art Martinez from making letter-perfect, Brit-inflected pop, 

enhanced by bizarre, textured electronics. The duo started 

recording in Rodriguez's tiny home studio, inspired by a shared 

love of the Beatles, Kraftwerk and early Eighties electronic 

groups like Fad Gadget. Cabaret Voltaire and Depeche Mode. 

"The whole house was just the size of a small room," says 

Rodriguez, who handles keyboard/programming/sampling/ 

recording/sound manipulation duties while Martinez sings and 

plays guitar. "The studio equipment was in a closet. Art would do 

guitar and vocals in the main living space. On Tuesdays, we had to 

wait for the trash truck to go by before we could record anything." 

Under these classic home-studio conditions, the duo made 

an album-length demo and pressed it up themselves. It got 

them onto Musician's Top 30 Unsigned Bands list, won 

accolades in several trade magazines, piqued local radio 

interest and landed them a deal with 911 Records. A lot of their 

original home studio tracks ended up on their official CD debut, 

The Pleasure and Pain of an Automobile. 

Anthony and Art have since moved into larger quarters in 

Whittier, with a separate room for their 

studio. But the gear remains the same. Their 

setup is based around an Alesis ADAT XT 

and a PowerMac 7500 0 running Digidesign 

Pro Tools with an Audiomedia 3 card and 

Performer MIDI sequencing software via a Mark of the Unicorn 

MIDI Time Piece 3 0. As even a cursory listen to The Pleasure 

and Pain attests, Rodriguez is a fan of vintage synth sounds. 

His primary MIDI synths are a Juno-106 0, a Nord Lead O and 

Studio Electronics MIDI Moog O. (His Roland R-70 e drum 
machine, Roland U-220 0 and BOSS 330 0 tone modules are 
used only for songwriting.) MIDI synchronization was dirt simple 

for the tracks that became The Pleasure and the Pain. "I just 

striped SMPTE onto one of my ADAT tracks," says Rodriguez. 

Much of Anthony's work involves radical processing of recorded 

or sequenced tracks, bouncing between his ADAT, Pro Tools, an 

Akal S2000 e sampler and ancient Sony 300 ES DAT 0 (one 
of the first " gray market" DAT machines available in the US). 

Art's guitars—which include an Epiphone "Tele" model 0, 

Fender Stratocaster e 1939 Epiphone Broadway eD, Ovation 
acoustic [not shown] and a thrift shop nylon string e — all go 

down to the ADAT direct. "With electric guitars, I'll just pull the 

cord out of the vocal mic [an AKG 414], put an adaptor on it and 

plug it into the guitar," Anthony laughs. " I want to get the guitar 

tone as simple and pure as possible, so I can run it through a 

bunch of effects after the fact. Sometimes I'll run it through 

effects over and over again. So if I start with something that's 

already distorted or effected, it limits what I can do. What I do 

is set up the ADAT for loop playback, so it keeps playing back 

the guitar riff while I'm messing with the 

t.c. electronic 
T I E  Coll UNI E. Me, G 11- 11 111^.1 E  

NOME STUDIO PRESENTED BY 

t.c. electronic WESTLAKE VILLAGE. CA 

knobs and trying out different effects. At 

the same time, I'll have the DAT machine 

recording what I'm doing with the effects. 

Then I can go back to the DAT later, take 
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anything I like, turn it into a sample and just 

place that into the song. A lot of stuff turns 

into samples, even vocals sometimes. That 

also gives me back a track off the ADAT." 

Signal processing devices on hand 

include a Behringer Composer ED 
compressor, Ensoniq DP4 0, ART Multiverb 

49 and Aiesis Midiverb 4. These devices. 

like everything else in Ultrahorse's rack, are 

powered by a Juice Goose Q. In the pedal 

department, Rodriguez uses a SansAmp (not 

shown), Boss HyperFuzz e and DOD 

Envelope Filter Q to mutate sounds. On 

some occasions, Anthony will even resort to 

or 

xre" 

11* 
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his Mr. Circuit electronic distortion box ( Fuzz 

Box 1026) Q. There's also an ancient device 

called a Ludwig Phase Il Synthesizer e 
Neither Art nor Anthony seem quite certain 

what it does; but they agree it sounds pretty 

cool. For "garbage audio" effects, Rodriguez 

will record a track onto a cheap mini cassette 

recorder and then re-sample it. Anthony also 

likes to go wild on his Moog Prodigy Q while 

the DAT is running and then sample off 

choice bits. "The oscillators drift too much 

just to record it," he notes." 

But even MIDI sequenced parts can be 

manipulated via sampling. "A lot of times, I'll 

take a sequencer, play it back at twice the 

original tempo, sample it and then play the 

sample back twice as slow," Anthony says. 

"So it's back in time again, but I've got a 

lower voice out of it—a different sound." 

The studio is also equipped with a 

Pioneer CD player Q (also one of the first 

ever made) as a sample source. " But a lot of 

that is done right in the computer, which has 

its own CD player," says Rodriguez. " A lot of 

the work takes place inside the computer." 

When the lads are done performing and 

deforming, they mix the whole thing down on 

a 16-channel Mackie 1602 board la 

monitoring on Yamaha NS10Ms Q powered 

by an Akal AAV405 consumer stereo 

receiver e The Pleasure and the Pain of an 
Automobile project was finished up mainly on 

Pro Tools and ADAT at the Venice, CA studio 

of Ultrahorse's producer, Pete Scaturo. ADAT 

tapes were sent to various session players, 

who laid on their parts and mailed the tapes 

back. These performances were digitally 

transferred to Pro Tools and edited down by 

Rodriguez. The project was then mixed at 

911 Studios in Fremont, CA. The result is an 

album with uniformly high production values. 

But Rodriguez says there's a small cult of 

fans who prefer the original demo version 

(also titled The Pleasure and Pain of an 

Automobile but issued under the band name 

The Loveless)—the one the guys recorded 

entirely at home. 

"In the end, what really counts is the 

songs," he says. " All our songs are 

completely written out on acoustic guitar 

before we do anything to them. That's one of 

our rules. A song should have its own legs. It 

shouldn't need the aid of all this sound work. 

That's just a bonus." 
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Mississippi Delta to his hard-won 

but long-deserved triumphs on the 

greatest stages around the world, B. 

B. King has seen and done it all. Like 

many of us, his career began out of 

necessity—it was the best way for 

him to express his love for music, and 
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it was the only way to make money that 
he could stand. But unlike any of us, 
King's undying passion for the songs he 
plays—and has been playing now for 
fifty years—has kept him happily 
plugging away on the road playing three 
hundred or so shows a year when, at the 
age of 72, he could easily afford to retire 
from the business altogether. 

That King has insistently survived 
financial turmoil and waves of 
commercial ambivalence throughout the 

mention that I was a bit nervous as I 
prepared to meet with King the day after 
he received a Lifetime Achievement award 
from the Blues Foundation. To sit down 
with someone who's had such an impact 
on so many people can mess with your 
head, and if I wasn't already on edge, I felt 
my calm professional facade crumble 
when I was told that King had brought his 
guitar, Lucille, with him just in case I had 
any technical questions during our little 
talk. (Maybe we'd ... er, jam.) 

course of his career only to rise back into 
the mainstream's musical consciousness 
time and again—without ever once 
having to reinvent himself—is as much an 
indication of his tenacity as it is a 
testament to the purity of his musical 
vision. And such a hardcore belief in 
himself and his music has paid off 
smartly—he's revered as a real-life 
embodiment of the mythological 
bluesman, has sold millions of records, 
and has received numerous accolades and 
awards for his contributions as a gifted 
guitarist and singer. 

So it's probably understandable when I 

fifteen thousand live shows. With an 
engaging smile, a hearty laugh, and a rich 
repertoire of folksy metaphors, King 
offered keen insight into his own art and 
recollections of his lifetime as a 
bluesman. All I had to do was ask. 

You've mentioned quite a few 
guitarists over the years who've inspired 
you, and I'd like to know how you found 
your own style through listening to them: 
Tiny Grimes, with his sense of quiet 

support and dynamics, Bukka 
White and his vibrato, Charlie 
Christian's swing and use of 
diminished chords, T-Bone 
Walker's jazz phrasing, and 
both Blind Lemon Jefferson 
and Lonnie Johnson for the 
way their guitars were hooked 
up to their feelings. Now to 
my ears, all of these things are 
you. I hear you here. 

You missed one—Django 
Rheinhardt. 

What about his playing 
influenced you? 

Who, Django? Whoa!! 
Django was a mixture of the 
many [players] that you just 

SUD ME ON EXTENSION OI ME." 
No, this wasn't going to be like 

listening to any one of his fifty or so 
albums on my stereo or seeing him in 
concert— B. B. King, the living legacy, 
was going to be right there, standing 
above me with those thick-fingered 
hands waiting to throttle my neck if I 
asked one of those redundant questions 
he's heard so many times before. But as 
I'd find out over the next few hours of 
talking, playing, and gorging ourselves 
on a fine spread of bagels, whitefish, and 
lox, King was far from intimidating—in 
fact, he's inviting, patient, personable, 
and very humble for a veteran of over 

mentioned to me. He had the speed that I 
wished I could have. The execution . . . 
my God, he was as good as anybody I'd 
ever heard, the way he attacked a note. 
The feeling that he put in it. I don't care 
if he was playing "How High the Moon" 
or whatever it is way up high . . . . 
Whatever it was that he did, like the 
others you just mentioned, was like 
somebody sticking a sword through me 
because I could feel every bit of it. 
How did you get out from behind 

your influences to say, " This is me?" 
You're not going to believe this, but 

it's the truth. I could play like neither. So 
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since I couldn't play like them, I had to 
become somewhat myself because if I 
tried to play like one of them, I couldn't 
do nothing—but I think subConsciously 
maybe a little bit of [them] would stick 
with me. 

I was crazy about the Hawaiian guitar, 
and I'm equally as crazy about the 
country lap steel guitar. Then my cousin 
Bukka White and all the other guys who 
could use the bottleneck [slide]. I loved 
that sound. To me, all three were similar in 
some ways. Don't ask me why because I 
can't tell you [laughs], but it seemed to me 
they all had a bit of that haunting sound. 

That sound that just constantly stayed 
with me like a melody in your head. 

It's like a human cry 
Yes, you got it. I learned then that 

even though the guitar has a pizzicato 
style, [sings descending scale] "ding, ding, 
ding, ding," like that, I could hear the 
guitar start singing a little bit like that. 
Not just "ding," but [sings sustained 
note] "dulling," you know? Kind of like 
singing, or the feeling of a violin. 

I was told once that the violin is the 
nearest thing to the human voice, and I 
could hear the guitar doing just a little 
taste of that. I still can hear it. I was never 

able to actually master it, but 
I've come pretty close to 
making it sound like an 
extension of me. So it wasn't 
nothing that I said, 
scientifically speaking, "Yeah 
I'm going to take this sound. 
Yeah, I'm going to do this." 
None of that. I wished I could 
have said that [laughs], but 
through practicing—never 
enough, but some—I was able 
to get the feeling that I am 
doing a little taste of what 
maybe Blind Lemon did, or 
all the others. I couldn't play 
like them, but [a] little bit .... 
Think of Frankenstein; I was 
able to get a finger from this 
one and so on and so on. That 
made B. B. King. 
A lot of guys got good 

ears, man. They can hear and 
they're able to use their 
fingers. I know a lot of guys 
now, as they think they play. 
They can play what they 
think as they're thinking it. 
For me, I hear something in 
my head and it takes a few 
seconds for me to play it. Like 
reverb: I'll hit the note and it 
takes a few seconds while I'm 
thinking to try to play it. 

So you have your own little 
built-in brain delay 

Not intentionally. It just 
happens—my brain doesn't 
do any good. If I practice, 
something I'm gonna play, 
maybe I could do it, but I see 

guys just jammin' like we was jammin' 
last night [at the Blues Foundation event] 
and all of a sudden a guy thinks of 
something and he can play it. I'm not that 
good. I will feel it and play it, but not 
think it and play it. 

Your vibrato technique is such a large 
part of your style that I don't even know 
how to really start, but where did it come 
from, and how did you physically arrive 
at the way you do it? 

I hear it singing. I found that the more 
I applied that trill, the longer I could 
sustain the tone. So I don't do it like a lot 
of people think I do. It's actually from the 
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wrist; I do it with either finger 
[pointer, middle or ring], but 
you get set in certain habits. 

So you're kind of twisting or 
jiggling your wrist horizontally 
while moving the string across 
the axis of the neck; you're 
doing both at the same time. 

Yeah, that's why I say I 
don't really do it exactly like 

you see most people. They 
think I do it one way or the 

other, but I don't. 
It almost starts in your hips. 
[Laughs.] I can only feel it 

from here. 
You have a very note-

specific style, and you were just 
talking about somebody like 
George Benson in the same way. 

Oh, to me he's one of the greatest all-
around guitarists in the world. I think of 
George Benson like a medical doctor. He 
knows about some of all of it, and he 
does it well, but then your specialists are 
like Barney Kessel, Kenny Burrell, Larry 
Coryell. They specialize in one thing and 

BHNDISTHN kill1113 
With fitt} years o' mad ex•oerience under his belt B.B. King 

has had a lot of time to figure out exactly what equipment ta 

play—he's also had enough success to have a guitar named 

after him, so it should come as no surprise that I.Gng plays a 

Gibson Custom. King owrs quite a few of these 

beauties, but he usually plays one for years while breaking ir 

a new one which he does by placing it on a stand ons*.age 

so it can " hear" what s gong on. Kng stnirgs up with Gibson 

GBBS Ilbctric Blues. As for amps, King plays through ether 

a LAB 5 or a Fender Twin Revert' loaded with two 12" Altec 

Lansing speakers. For vocals, king stidks to, Shure SM.57s. 

nobody [can] beat them doing it. If you 
want to swing, Barney Kessel is the 
swinginest man I ever heard with a guitar. 
He plays it like he's playing a saxophone. 

If they're MDs and specialists, what 
does that make you? 

I think I'm pretty good as a blues player. 
Just pretty good? 

less 

Just pretty good. I have to 
think like that because the 
people I just mentioned are 
playing things I wish I could 
play. I hear kids today, man, 
like I heard Kenny Wayne 
[Sheppard] playing last night. 
Even these kids playing. They 
play things I wish I'd played. 
Because they can hear it and 
play it now. I can't. 

What about the less- is-
more theory? You make one 
note stand out for a ten. 

Well, thank you, but let me 
say it this way: I've been 
trying to do it a long time. So 
I'm a little more steady. It's 

like driving. Somebody that's 
experienced or a little fidgety will 

stop quick, but a seasoned driver knows 
the stop sign is there and starts preparing 
before they get there. That's the way I am 
about playing—I know there's something 
I hear No need to hurry and do it; just 
put it in the right spot. It's like the high 

point in a speech—if I tell you the punch 

Today, there re so many labels 
that styl s seem to run 

.together. B t once in a while. 
someon comes along 

and blows verybody's mind 
(you kno who they are). 
and á ne style is born 

Well, you n bet that player, 
singer, orpr ducer knew there 

was only o e way to go - and 
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heart. He or she knew that the 
music wa already inside 
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line first, the rest of it is no good. 
We're talking about phrasing. 
Well, to me phrasing is like making a 

person understand your talk. If I don't 
phrase a certain way, I won't get my 
point over as well. I want you to know 
that I'm talking about [specifics], so I'm 
going to take a little more time when I 
get to that part; leading up to it is like a 
road that goes many ways. You can 
explain some of this, but then you can 
say, " I took the road to Memphis." You 

don't have to say, " I stopped in L.A." 
But me, I want you to know each one of 
these places that I may have stopped. " I 
took Route 66, and later on in St. Louis I 
stopped into many, many places," and I 
want you to enjoy that. "There was a 
beautiful lady sitting over there, and 
there's a tractor over here, a car there." 
I'm trying to tell this story in the music. 

You use silences to tell that story, too. 
With silence in some places, you start 

to say something and let the person fill it 
in. There's an old story I heard once 
about a fox. He was coming under a tree 
and several animals that could climb the 

tree was up there eating fruit, so he 
looked up and said, "Hey guys, throw 
down some fruit." They said, " If you 
want some, come on up and get it." 
Obviously he couldn't climb the tree, so 
he said " it's probably sour anyway." 

I'm kind of like that. I didn't practice 
enough to have the speed that some of 
these guys have. And I say to myself, " It 
probably wouldn't work for me 
anyhow." That's laziness. But in the end, 
I'm able to connect a note from here, 

there's a space there, and then somebody 
gets it on the other end where I pick it 
up again. So you still can hear it—at 
least I can. 

Do you feel those spaces, or are they 
calculated? 

I'm telling a story and I'll stop . . . 
[pause] and I look at you. [Another 
pause.] There was a space there, and 
when I began again I got your attention. 
That's kind of it. This is not planned. 
Hey, my head is not that good. I have to 
play it as I feel it in my inner soul, that 
this is the way to do it. 

So is there any point where you're 

thinking, or are you just feeling the words 
and the power of the melody? 

I am thinking, yes. "What can I do to 
make this go into that?" Even if it's 
nothing but expanding the tone, I hear it 
and I hope the listener hears it. There 
used to be a guy who had a great band, 
and his name was Count Basie. Count 
Basie was a helluva piano player. He 
never hardly played if he didn't have to. 
But it really set the tone for the band. 
Even now I can hear him doing it. It was 

so timely. It was set in such a 
place that if you said to a 
person, " Look here, I want 
you to set this on three"—like 
on a digital delay—"Set this 
on three, put this on five," 
and it's exact, you know what 
it is. He knew that long before 
they came out with digital 
[equipment]. He knew exactly 
where to put it. 

Well, they kind of talk 
about me a bit like that—I'm 
very economical when it 
comes to the notes. But it's 
not something I planned, it 
just happens because my brain 
just doesn't bring anything 
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else in for a while. Through the years I've 
learned that until you can get something 
else in, [don't] put it out there. 

That's discipline. Maybe it comes to 
you naturally, but a lot of people play too 
much or sing too much. They try to do too 
much with what they're working with. 

I've heard that. But I think like that fox; 
I can't climb the tree. That's the way it is 
with me. It feels good all the time, but it's 
not always fulfilling because I'd like to do 
more sometimes. I really would. 

You've said that as a singer you follow 
your emotions—is it hard to control your 
emotions when you're up there and 
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THERE'S NO 
The MiniDisc format has 
created a recording revolu-
tion. TASCAM's 564 makes 

  the most of it to give you 
more creative power than any other MD 
multitrack available. It the only MiniDisc 
multitrack system built with TASCAM's 
recording experience and reliability 

The TASCAM 564 Digital 
Portastudio® 

Built for serious musicians who get 
inspired by great performance, the 564 
is a complete 4-track digital studio with 
features that other MD multitracks can't 
match or simply don't have. The 564 
complements your creativity with the 
intuitive operation, ease of use, and 
durability you expect from the inventors 
of the Portastudio — TASCAM. 

You're gonna love the 564's 
jog/shuttle wheel 

Hear the difference! Only the 564 
gives you audible, frame accurate jogging, 
cueing and index trimming. The others 

leave you guessing. Plus you 
can shuttle at 2, 8, 16, or 32 
times normal play speed. 
Call up system parameters 
and alter values, even 
MOVE, ERASE and COPY 
with one hand tied behind 
your back. 

Killer arrangements with 
exclusive Index Programming 

Only the 564 lets you segment your 
song into as many as 20 patterns. And 
only the 564 has the hot new Index 
Program feature that lets you rearrange 
those patterns with as many as 99 steps 
for tremendous flexibility. 
Half the intro, double the 
chorus, or construct a whole 
new arrangement without 
losing the original — even 
after you power down. 

The best mixer section in 
a MiniDisc Multitrack 

It's all here; high quality mic pre_amps, 
responsive faders and pots, 3-band EQ 
with mid sweep, 2 Aux Sends and more. 
The muting flexibility makes it incredibly 

easy to Bounce Forward, 
overdub, monitor, even 
transfer tracks to another 
machine for sweetening. 
All this and only on the 
564 Digital Portastudio. 

5 takes per track. Only from 
TASCAM! 

Imagine the perfect solo. Only the 
564 gives you five takes per track to 
create it. With Auto Punch you can set 
frame accurate punch-in and out points, 
even do hands-free punches! To rehearse, 
just repeat between any two index markers 
for continuous playback. Only the 564 
lets you choose from 0 to 9.9 seconds 
between repeats. You've got the licks. The 
564 helps you make the most of them. 



COMPARISON. 

Bounce Forward only from 
TASCAM. Its incredible! 

The 564's exclusive one-step Bounce 
Forward feature creates a stereo submix 
of your four tracks to the next song location 
on the disc with all EQ, panning and effects 
processing intact. Now you have 2 more 
tracks for overdubs. Overdub and Bounce 
Forward again and again until 
the music is just right. Even 
create a studio quality final 
mix — all within the 564! 

Ins and Outs: XLRs, MIDI 
and Digital 

4 XLR ins. 4 mono hr.. 4 stereo ins. 
Simultaneous use of 2 AUX sends. 2 insert 
points. 2-Track in. Up to 4 additional live 
inputs at mixdown with the exclusive Buss 
Direct System. Sync to your sequencer 
without wasting an audio track for Time 

Code. And the only MD multi-
track that lets you digitally transfer 
your mix to DAT or CD-R via 
SfIDDIF? You guessed it — the 564! 

Instant gratification. 
It's the fastest! 

The 564 leaves other MD multitracks 
in the dust. It's so fast, it doesn't even need 
a pause button. With the only transport 
exclusively designed for digital multitrack 
recording, it continuously loads data for 
lightning-fast index trimming and song 
arranging, plus smooth multiple-speed 
shuttling capability 

Flex your creativity with 
non-destructive editing 

With the 564, you'll never lose your 
inspiration. You can always UNDO or 
REDO the previous edit with the touch 
of a button. Ping pong, overdub, or create 
multiple mixes of your song on a 
re-recordable disc you can 
stick in your pocket. The 
564 even reminds you to 
save your original tracks. 
It's a complete digital pro-
ject studio you can carry 
under your arm. And it's 
from the inventors of the 
original Portastudio. 

There's only one digital 
Portastudio. 

All MD multitracks are not created 
equal. So don't buy a TASCAM wannabe. 
You'll end up with a lot less than you bar-
gained for. Get the 564 Digital Portastudio 
from TASCAM and get the ioicktf 
best. For the whole story 110 
dial TASCAM FaxBack at PilkeBAOK 
(800) 827-2268 and request 
document #7820. Document#7820 

TASCAM 
Take advantage of our experience. 

Manufacturer's Suggested Retad Pnce s $ 1,499. 

01997 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 
90640 (213)726-0303 • TEAC Canada Ltd., 5939 Wallace Street, 
Mississauga, Ontario L4Z 128 Canada (905) 890-8008 • TEAC Mexico, 
SA. de CV, Privada Canna # 18, Colonia del Carmen, Coyoacan, 
Mexico D.F. 04100 (525)658-1943 



you're feeling it? 
There've been many times 

when I'd be perspiring—I do a 
lot of that on stage—and I was 
crying. People thought I was 
only perspiring, but I'd be 
crying. There's been many 
times, but I do think that the 
average musician or entertainer 
feels like Henry Fonda: This is 
my job. This is what I do. I'm 
not supposed to put "me" in it 
that much. 

I used to go with a girl. She 
also had a madam, and I used 
to ask her how could she do 
this and do that and still love 
me. She said, "That's my job, 
but with you it's love." It's the 
same thing with me and 
music. I love playing the 
music. I love it for me too, but I'm 
playing for you, for you, for you, and for 
you. And if I get too emotional I won't 
be able to control it as well. So yes, many 
nights I've cried onstage. Many times. 
Something would hit me. Something that 

hard to adapt to such changes? 
I think of it as I do my age. 

You accept it [laughs]. 
Everything about my playing 
and about my singing hasn't 
been something that I 
enjoyed—not necessarily 
enjoyed, but something I 
thought was great. I thought it 
was okay sometimes, and I've 
always done my best, but a lot 
of times my best wasn't as 
good as I'd like it to be. But 
you learn that these are things 
that's going to happen. Like I 

just mentioned, o[ 
ed, yolu l o 
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I dreamed about or thought about, or 
some lady quitting me, or guys giving me 
a bad time. It just comes out of nowhere. 

As you've gotten older, or more 
experienced, your voice has gotten lower, 
huskier, and more robust. Has it been 

onstage each night trying to do the best 
you can do, but a lot of times you wish 
your best could have been better. Well, 
now my voice is heavier as I've gotten 
older. I can't hit all the high notes that I 
use to do, 'cause my voice is heavier. 
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But you get the sauce now. 
You make the best out of what falls into 

your lap. Well, to answer your question, 
you make the best out of a bad situation. 

You think it's a bad situation? 
Well, when you can't do things that 

you used to do, of course it's bad. You 
make up for it by doing something else. 

So by not being able to hit the high 
notes, your tone has improved. 

There you go. If you got it, flaunt it. If 
you ain't got it, use whatever you can get 
to make it happen. 

Tell me, where do you draw your 
inspiration from? 

I draw it from friends, ladies, and 

to talk to you. Look at the beautiful 
scenery around me. I feel I'm a very 
lucky guy. Seventy-two years old and I 
love every moment of it. 

To get off the subject just a moment, I 
have a couple of friends . .. not a couple 
of friends, but a couple of idols. One was 
a keyboard player, Eubie Blake; he wrote 
a lot of music. He drinked, smoked, 
looked at pretty ladies until he was 100 
years old, and he died. George Burns is 
another. Did the same thing. That's what 
I'd like to be, like to do: play the music as 
long but live to 100, if possible. I 
wouldn't care to go beyond that. 

I'm wondering how you continue to 

. MON'l Tin IT MI ne OUT Of NORM." 
music. And I also enjoy sitting on the 

window side of the airplane looking 
down at how great God has made 
everything. We keep it cultivated. We try 

to help and advance it. But how lucky I 
am to still be here and be alive. Being able 

throw yourself into songs that you played 
ten thousand times—and you've played a 
lot of songs ten thousand times. 

Yes, I'm sure I have. But for example, 
"The Thrill is Gone" is one that I played 
more than anything. There's hardly been 

a night that I didn't play that, but each 
night that I play it, I play it as I feel it 
then. So it's fresh for me. I love doing the 
thing as I feel it now. That makes it fresh 
to me. So I don't have to think about 
what somebody said, "You sure did stink 
last night." Great, I stunk last night, but 
tonight I feel it this way. And tomorrow 
that way, and so on. 

When rock music exploded in the 
Sixties, you said you missed the boat. But 
the Seventies and Eighties came around 
and you did pretty well for yourself 

Held on pretty good. 
Did you do something differently? Or 

did something else change? 
Think of a race track. If you place 

yourself right there and you don't move, 
they'll come back to it again. That's what 
seemed to happen to me. Picture the 
track, and they finally came back, and 

here I am. My horse was so slow they 
caught him again before he got to the 
finish line, but then they recognized that 
I may have had something that they 
missed. This is the way it was in my 
mind, and God bless his soul, John 
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Lennon was one who spoke out. I 
remember reading something where he 
said he wished he could play guitar like 
B. B. King. Man, I almost fell out of my 
chair, you know? 

I think that's the only time that 
everybody else started to pay attention to 
the guitar. Not the singing. I was rarely 
thought of as a singer. But a guitar player. 

Which as you said earlier was different. It 
did things that have never been done 
before because I played with a lot of treble. 
I didn't have all the speed that a lot of the 
guys had. I wasn't so traditional with the 
blues that I couldn't be called a blues 
purist. But then I wasn't radical enough to 
be called something else, so I just wound 
up being B. B. King, you know? 

The Bones of All Men 
being a compendium of daunces, pavannes, steps and such, 

played this time by 

Mr. Philip Pickett 
with Mr. Richard Thompson 
6c The Fairport Rhythm ection 

These great players who transformed Einglish folk music in the '6os 

now join forces in an historic collaboration that aficionados of 

early music, Thompson fans, folk fans and lovers of original music 

everywhere will adore. 

Produced by Joe 13oyd. engineered by John Wood. 
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You said that you need the road to 
fulfill your goals? 

Oh yeah. The road is how I make money. 
Are your goals fulfilled or are you still 

chasing them down? 
I'm still chasing them. One of the 

things, though, I have had pretty good 
investments. My manager helps me out 
in a lot of cases. I could stop work today 
and I could live very comfortably the 
rest of my life and not have to work 
anymore. But there are other things that 
I want and want to do, so the road will 
help me to do them. Educationally, 
financially, spiritually, and in many 
other ways. 

You've said that one of your goals was 
"to express the longing in your soul and 
the joy in your heart." What are you 
longing for today? What is it that's 
coming through? I'd imagine you're a 
very different person then you were forty 
years ago. 

Yes, I'm bigger [laughs]. 
What is it that you're looking for? 
You asked me a while ago, did I think 

that there was still something I haven't 
done that I would want to do. There are 
many things, and I don't even know what 
they are. I just know it's many things to 
be done. Some maybe I could do. Some 
maybe will come my way. But I know 
this is not the end of the world. It's not 
the end of B. B. King today. I'm still 
alive. And anytime a man doesn't pursue 
things that stand in his mind, he gets 
stale. Like I usually say, when you retire 
you die. You don't necessarily die 
physically, but mentally you die. Right 
now I'm alive. There's a lot more I want 
to do. I don't know what it all is, but I 
know there is something out there that I 
can do. Especially musically. 

Are you a singer or a guitarist first? 
Neither. I don't think—I used to 

think that I was a good singer when I left 
Mississippi and went to Memphis, and I 
started hearing Roy Brown and a lot of 
other guys singing. Then I thought, "No, 
I don't think I'm such a good singer." 
Then I started to hearing a lot of the 
other guys play like the people we 
mentioned long ago play a guitar and 
then I said, "Well, I ain't so good at that 
either." So it's the combination of the 
two make me exist. lee 
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The ES-335 

Only a Gibson Is Good Enough. 

• The tone and sustain of a semihollow body 

• The full neck freedom of a double cutaway 

• The warmth and power of '57 Classic humbuckers 

• The prestige of the bluesman's choice guitar 

11 e 

Call 1-800-4-GIBSON for a free brochure "How to Buy an Electric Guitar." Visit us @ http://www.gibson.com 641 Massman Drive • Nashville, TN 37210 
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liTVAcEe. 
What was once thought impossible, new guitarists an escape from a world of 
technologies have made reality. compromises. Beyond the limits of tube, 

solid state or hybrid designs. 
Space Travel, Cellphones, Sheep Cloning, 
Personal Computers, Seedless Watermelons. TI-1E ciTicALLy ACCLAIMED Asys 212 

contains TubeTone Amp Models based on 
As musicians, the way we create, record twelve world-renowned classic amplifiers. 
and listen to music has been changed Along with a half dozen speaker cabinet 
forever by the Technology Revolution, simulators, the AxSys 212 also includes 
The power of digital technology and .,.. \Kii.„2 models of the most sought after effect 
software- driven products are .,--- ' 1.(4-:' stomp boxes and the full 
part of our everyday lives. .."....1 , compliment of digital effects. 
Drum machines, samplers, 1.,‘ I ' An out-of-this-world value at 
CD's, ADAT's, digital effects Si $1099 retail. Add the Floor 
processing and computer 4 — Board foot controller ($299 
workstations brought the ft,et, ._,,,_ retail) and you've got all the 
revolution to our project studios and ow -Ç\O necessary ingredients for a complete 
rehearsal rooms. guitar amplifier rig in a programmable ioo 

W stereo 2X12 combo. 
And with the TUBETONE' MODELING mocEss, 
Line 6 brings the revolution to the world of 
guitar amplification. 

TubeTone uses a i00% digital software 
technology to physically model the sonic 
properties of tubes and emulate the tone 
generating circuitry of classic amplifiers. 

BECAUSE IT'S 1998 AND SOFTWARE CAN. 

Now, the dream of an affordable amplifier 
system that provides true tonal flexibility 
without sacrificing the revered musical tone, 
natural response and organic " feel" of tubes is 
a reality. The power of TubeTone's 
revolutionary software technology offers 

7011 NEED TO kNOWNOleE.. 
Call our Info Request Line 
Toll Free 1- 888-40o-953o 

TI-IE NEW FLEVONE SERIES features TubeTone 
Amp Models and digital effects arranged on 
separate rotary knob selectors for ease of use. 
Just dial up an Amp Model, add some effects 
and store the combination in one of the 
Flextone's four programmable channels. 
Starting at $799 retail, the three Flextone 
combo models are Floor Board compatible for 
expanded features and programmability. 

Take A SMALL srEp and plug in at your Line 6 dealer. 

You'll experience TliE GiANT LEAp in responsive 
one, true flexibility and unsurpassed value the 
new TubeTone Technology brings to the 
AxSys 212 6 new FlexTone series guitar systems. 

11260 Playa Court 
Culver City, CA 90230 



Making 
Tracks 
tattle 
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11111111111111e1 mmeleer 

n NBC's long-running slice-of-life TV noir, 
Homicide: Life on the Streets, detective Frank 
Pembleton reaches an impasse while 
investigating the shooting of three fellow 
cops. As Pembleton walks a dark Baltimore 
and puffs on a cigarette, he broods darkly— 
and so does the music. A distinctive bottom-
heavy bass/drum/sax intro sets up Morphine's 

"Cure for Pain," with lyrics that seem to echo Pembleton's own 
questions about ritual and taste, sacrifice and faith. On one level, 
it's a synthesis of a very cool TV scene and a very cool song. On 
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the other, it's representative of a sea change 
in the often rocky relationship between 

popular music and television. 
Rock and TV grew up together in the Fifties, and in the four 

decades since it's hard to say which medium has more 
thoroughly dominated American culture. But when it comes to 

prime time, they've never been an easy fit. Through the Sixties 
and Seventies, pop music on television was defined by sitcoms 

like The Monkees and The Partridge Family, or variety shows 

hosted by Olivia Newton-John. In return, self-respecting 
rockers shunned television as terminally unhip. When was the 

last time you heard Bruce Springsteen or Led Zeppelin on a 
classic Seventies-era rerun? Answer: You didn't. 

Then came Miami Vice, which was described by its creators 
as MTV Cops. Just hearing Phil Collins' " In the Air Tonight" 

over the show's promotional ads set the tone for a series which 
became one of the defining shows of the Eighties. 
Now it's the Nineties, and bands like the Violent Femmes 

appear as themselves on Sabrina the Teenage Witch, with their 

characters integrated into an episode. Even more common is the 
use of music that until recently belonged solely to the radio, 
employed to lend a style or feel to a program in ways never 
tried before. From Beverly Hills 90210 to New York: 
Undercover, the merger of music and television is vastly 

different than when Davy Jones walked onto The Brady Bunch. 
For indie-rock faves like the Cowboy Junkies or the Subdudes, 

Homicide offers a chance to be heard by more couch potatoes 
in one night than they'll ever reach on the radio. And even 
among big-name artists, TV's stigma seems to have dropped 
from the radar screen. 

R.E.M., for instance, one of rock's classier acts, regularly 
licenses songs to TV. Back before The X-Files and The Simpsons 
made the Fox network relevant, the band rented its hit "Stand" to 
be the theme of a now long-forgotten series called Get a Life. More 
recently, several songs from Monster were licensed to Party of Five 

during that program's first series, well before the show became a 

teenage viewing staple, causing Val Joseph, one of its producers, to 
semi-seriously assert that R.E.M. had saved the show. 
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"We put television in the same 
category as movies [and] 
consider it another form of 
artistic expression," says Bertis 
Downs, the band's longtime 
lawyer. " If they want to use our 
music to enhance a certain scene 
or set a certain tone, we 
generally say yes. We've always 
liked our music to be used in 
movies and television shows as 
long as we don't object to the 
content. [But] we always see 
things on a case-by-case basis." 

R.E.M. does retain a blanket 
policy against licensing music for 
commercials. But many artists and 
bands give up that kind of veto 
power to their publishing 
companies, which make an 
increasing amount of money 
placing their clients' music on TV 
Producers of contemporary shows aimed 
at young audiences, meanwhile, are every 
bit as determined to showcase music 
which will fit the tone and demographic 
of their series. 

Party of Five associate producers Val 
Joseph and Bruce Nachbar, for instance, 
made an early decision to make music a 
significant element in that show. At first, 
they used a different song each week as 
the theme, eventually settling on the 
BoDeans' "Closer to Free." (The band 
actually cut a new version of the song to 
fit the show's length requirement.) These 
days, the POF soundtrack reads like a 
Triple A all-star lineup: Tori Amos, Joe 
Jackson, Rickie Lee Jones, and Shawn 
Colvin, among others. 

There is no set formula for how a 
show chooses its music. Sometimes the 
script is specific; other times a reference 
sends the producers out to look for an 
appropriate song. On Party of Five, the 
music heard by the audience is generally 

TELEVISION IS 
BECONMC MUCH MORE 
OPEN TO NEW ARTISTS 
TIM RADIO OR MTV. 

scripted to be heard by the characters— 
on a radio, a CD, or even live. Joseph and 
Nachbar say they look for songs that 
seem appropriate for the characters. 
Once those choices are made, their music 
supervisor John McCullough approaches 
labels and music publishers to clear the 
song for use. "Our music supervisor is 
basically a liaison between our show and 
our lot at Columbia," Joseph explains. 
"Who the artist is will [affect] the 
clearance process. Sometimes the artist 
owns everything lock, stock, and barrel. 
When we used a Lyle Lovett song, the 
final okay came from Lyle himself." 

But big-name artists often respond 
with their own agenda. There are plenty 
of stories of stars who say no to a song 
that works perfectly, only to come back 
with a request that their latest single be 
used instead. Sometimes shows counter 

by working around a reluctant artist. For 
example, Van Morrison controls the use 
of most of his work and uniformly turns 
down requests. He doesn't control his 
first album, though, and a number of 
songs from this collection made it onto 
The Wonder Years. 

Not too surprisingly, final decisions 
often hinge on time and money. Tight 
production schedules are a fact of 
network television, so the less red tape to 
cut, the better. As a result, certain 
musicians are used over and over, based in 
part on their reputation for being fair and 
easy to deal with. Also, each show has a 
set budget to spend on music, so if 
$10,000 goes to one top-of-the-chart act, 
the rest of that week's music has to come 
from less expensive sources. This 
obviously works to the advantage of less 
celebrated bands or solo acts who want to 
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scene and he's one of my favorite actors." 
But Sandman remains ambivalent about 
working in television. "As a songwriter, 
I'm not totally comfortable with it. I'd 
just like to take it case by case. It could 
be used in something really awful or 
really violent." 

In that sense, Sandman was lucky. 
Though Morphine is now with 

DreamWorks, their songs are controlled 
by Ryko and can be licensed without 
their input. "We don't necessarily 
approve of every usage," he admits. 
"That's probably true of some other 
groups too. My point is that anyone 
seeing our music in something shouldn't 
assume it's cool with us, because it's not 
necessarily the case. There's nothing 

NEXT MONTH IN 

MUSICIAN 
— Interview — 
TORI AMOS 

How can sidemen learn to accompany an unpredictable, 
idiosyncratic artist? We find the answers on the scene as Tori 

breaks in her first touring band. 

— headlines — 
WHAT IS PROFESSIONALISM? 

Knowing how to act with the right people makes all the difference in 
which bands get booked back on a club gig. 

— business — 
THE ART OF THE (LABEL) DEAL 

Two top L.A. music attorneys tell how to negotiate the best possible 
terms for a contract with a label. 

— frontman — 
ICE CUBE 

Tips for singers from a rap icon. 

— songwriting — 
BILLY BRAGG MEETS WOODY GUTHRIE 

A respected contemporary writer accepts the challenge of completing 
songs left unfinished by the Dust Bowl balladeer. 

— technology — 
TREND SURFING WITH KRAFTWERK 

Techno pioneer Wolfgang Flür forecasts the future of electronic music. 

— studio techniques — 
KILLER SOUNDS FOR CD-ROM 

A blueprint for adding power to sounds on CD-ROM. 

PLUS: A home studio visit with Tortoise, a hard disk recorder profiled 
in Editor's Pick, Rev. Billy's advice for music school graduates 

. . . and much more! 

inherently wrong with TV, but if I had 
control I would just look at it case by 
case." Sandman says he'd prefer to 
compose directly for TV or film, as he 
did for the movie Get Shorty: "I'd much 
rather write original music for anything 
than have them use one of our songs, 
because the song is not about what 
they're saying on the screen, but it's 
naturally interpreted that way." 

Buffalo Tom's Colbourn has a 
different perspective: " In our case, I was 
surprised. It had an impact. It moved 
people. It wasn't literally how I 
presented [the song], but my vision of 
the song is totally different than 
anybody else's is. I have no problem 
with that." 

Television 
is no longer 
synonymous 

with 
selling out. 

Despite these differences, there seems 
to be consensus on one point: Television 
is no longer synonymous with selling 
out. Studios and producers are actively 
seeking music to enhance their shows, 
and many musicians are understandably 
eager to explore these options. As 
Homicide's Tergesen says, "Maybe it's 
indicative of the fact that television is 
moving more toward the hip, music kind 
of culture. Dramatic television is getting 
much hipper, much more real, and in my 
opinion much better than it was in the 
Sixties and Seventies." 

Perhaps more to the point, the most 
creative people making television shows 
these days grew up on rock & roll—just 
as today's most relevant musical artists 
grew up watching TV. 

Contributors: Paul Feinberg is a 
freelance writer living in Los Angeles. 
This is his first story for Musician. 
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A IONS 
STILL DREAMING ABOUT SIGNING WITH A 

MAJOR LABEL? MAYBE IT'S TIME TO WAKE UP. 

— 119 — Mee» Oasimi Wilaan'à Safrillià Studio — 
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Whim 13.04 0-glan 
SANG "THE TIMES, THEY ARE 

A-CHANGIN'" THIRTY YEARS 

AGO, HE HAD NO IDEA HOW 

RIGHT HE WAS. WHAT'S 

HAPPENING NOW IN THE 

SYMBIOTIC WORLDS OF 

BUSINESS AND CULTURE 
could make the Sixties seem like nothing 
more than the opening act of a drama that 
is already revolutionizing the ways in 
which we all pursue our dreams— 
hopefully for tun and profit. 

We're talking about more than music. 
As the millennium winds down, we're 
witnessing a shift from an industrial 
society to one based on information, 
from atoms to bits, brawn to brainpower, 
manufacturing to service, and from 
mainframe to microprocessor. People are 
starting to buy and sell in new ways. 
Electronic networks, like neural passages, 
are eliminating many of the "frictions" of 

MUSICIAN 

traditional exchange. 
Since music is itself a form 

of information, it's not 
surprising that smaller 
companies—the indie labels— 
are growing in overall market 
share. Small companies can be 

flexible in organizing within an 
increasingly fluid environment while 
offering many of the same products and 
services provided by their bigger 
competitors. As society shifts from mass 
market to mass customization, these 
indies will adapt more easily to the needs 
of their customers—and their artists. 

This lesson hasn't been lost on the 
major labels; by creating boutique 
subsidiaries and either signing distribution 
agreements with or acquiring indies, 
they've demonstrated their awareness of 
what's driving the album market today. 
Even so, with competition heating up, a 
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offers a complete sound 2CPUO 
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the EMX2000 powered mixer. 
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est standards of quality, for the best 
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"bottom-line" approach to investment 
continues to drive the industry. This may 
be good for the company, but not 
necessarily for artists—particularly 
newcomers and those who lack clout. In 
this scenario, a tiny number of superstars 
make enough money for their 
labels to do business, and the 
vast majority of artists do not. 
Indeed, a spokesperson for the 
Record Industry Association of 
America, a major label trade 
group, estimates that about 85 
percent of all current releases 
do not recover their production 
costs; for debut albums, the 
percentage is even higher. 

Responses to this pressure 
to perform have varied. Over 
the past few years, several labels 
turned to the business world for the kind 
of guidance that can steer any corporation, 

combined the best of both worlds, such as 
Doug Morris of MCA/Universal, who is 
respected both for his business chops and 
his production work on "Smokin' in the 
Boys' Room" and other chart-busters. 

Both approaches have proven vital in 

"8.attom-Iint2 invatnteni dlill)124 
kerohd 

THIS MAY BE GOOD 
FOR THE COMPANY, 

Aid ¡toi iterildaitily ¡oh 
have 

whether manutactunng t..,tis or widgets, 
toward solid profitability. Michael 
Dornemann, CEO of BMG, came over 
from top management positions with IBM 
and BMW, and after losing several top 
music executives in '96, Warner Music 
Group hired co-chairmen Terry Semel and 
Bob Daly, with much experience in films— 
they still run the movie division—but little 
in music. Others embraced " music 
people"—executives such as Tommy 
Mottola at Sony, whose artist-friendliness 
and musical sensibilities could be 
considered assets as important as financial 
chops. Still others invested in CEOs who 

the complex task of surviving in the 
record industry. Yet even the most 
skillful label heads have their hands full 
when attempting to pilot these massive 
vessels through the reefs of public taste. 
Few things are more difficult than 
predicting what will sell and what won't; 
just as the majors catch up with a "new 
trend," they often find that the market 
has shifted and listeners have moved on 
to something else. 

As the costs of producing and 
marketing music increase, other divisions 
within the corporations frequently begin 
to exert a greater influence over decisions 
as to which artists can be counted on to 
be successful enough to return the 
company's investment. The day-to-day 

work of dealing mainly with one part of 
the picture—whether the music, the 
image in the video, the radio media, or 
the press—can result in different staff 
assessing the potential of artists in 
different ways and developing their own 

agendas rather than working 
toward a shared overall vision. 

Tensions and turf battles, 
especially between A&R and 
marketing, are a normal part 
of the work climate at many 
record companies. One major 
label president tells Musician 
that when he assumed his 
post, he was "astonished at 
how little the departments in 
my company communicated 
with each other on projects 

that demanded a joint action. One of my 
first decisions was to call all staff 
members out of their offices and into the 
hallway tor an ad-hoc pow-wow, just to 
dramatize my concern." 

The main problem faced by artists 
signed to major labels is simpler: There 
are too many other records fighting for 
attention. Each album may have a formal 
marketing plan, but that plan can be cut 
short if another record shows signs of 
exploding. Company resources will then 
tip in favor of the smoker while the 
commercial possibilities of other releases 
are left untapped. 

This problem can be compounded by 
job turnover at the labels. One typical 
scenario: An artist's champion—often the 

Drum Workshop, Inc. 
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PAT MARTMO 
& GIB'S STRINGS. 

As an innovator of modern jazz guitar in the 

60s, and a long-time master of improvisation, 

Pat Martino knows which strings really stand 

the test of time. That's why he's used GHS 

Precision Flat Wounds for over 30 years. 
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Bar 

"I've been using GHS strings 

for a really long time— ever 

since they came out in the 60s 

actually. And after all these 

years, I still enjoy using GHS 

strings, so I guess it's pretty 

obvious how I feel about 

them,. I hope you enjoy them 

as much as I have." 

PAT MARTINO 
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your music will never sound stale. 

64 voice polyphony — The ESI-4000 gives you 64 voices of 

music power so you can layer and sequence thick, lush sounds 

and never drop a note. 

Easy to 11111 — The ESI-4000 provides you with an intuitive user 

interface that is easy to learn and a pleasure to use you'll spend 

more time making music and less time reading manuals. 

Powerful DSP and sample editing — The Esi-400a gives you 

incredibly powerful digital signal processing that lets you massage 

A new dimension it sound—developed for the ES1-4000 
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A&R person who initiated the signing— 
leaves the company, and the artist, no 
longer a priority, stays tied to the 
company for several more years. And it 
doesn't have to be someone's departure 
that changes an artist's destiny; it may 
also be the arrival of a new executive with 
a different agenda, or problems that 
befall the label as a whole. 

Many in New England are familiar with 
Little John, an award-winning act that 
filled rooms, pre-tested its product, and 
had strong industry representation when it 
signed with EMI Records in 1996. A 
generous recording advance enabled band 
members to quit their day jobs and focus 
on recording their major label debut. The 
future looked rosy. But once the record was 
completed, rumors began circulating that 
EMI Records was going to close. Many of 
the familiar executives with whom the band 
was dealing were suddenly unavailable. 
Promotion staff began updating their 
résumés ... and then the boot fell. The label 
was shuttered, and dozens of acts were 
thrown into limbo, including Little John. 

There are times when a label knows 
that a particular release isn't going to 
make it but goes through the motions 
anyway. This is done to maintain a 
relationship with an artist, lawyer, or 
manager, and is variously described as a 
"political signing," a " grace and favor 
deal," or a "courtesy signing." If a 
manager represents a successful act, for 
example, that manager can often use the 
incentive of future access to that act to 
persuade companies to sign other artists. 

On the other hand, superstar acts may 
be able to get deals for their friends, with 
senior record company staff issuing 
contracts merely to keep those stars happy 
and maintain a working relationship, 
rather than for creative or short-term 
commercial reasons. Says one major label 
marketing director, "It was often easier to 
put out a record than fight with a manager 
who was important to the company." 

All of this helps explain why so many 
newly-signed artists never go on to 
record, much less release, a second 
album. The paradox, of course, is that 
even as chances dwindle that any one 
artist or band will be able to build a 
career on a major label deal, music itself 
will flourish as it did long before a 
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4, Need more details? Want to get on anis 

corporate megastructure rose around it— 
as it has, in fact, throughout history. The 
challenge for musicians is to consider 
other ways of putting their work before 
the public. Here are a few suggestions: 

DIY Even the best A&R people, the ones 
most driven to find and promote new 
talent, are overwhelmed by demo tapes. 
Fact is, there just isn't enough time for them 
to listen to every unsolicited tape. They 
even have a hard time getting through tapes 
they receive from managers, attorneys, and 
other insiders. If you're lucky, maybe—just 
maybe—a college intern will screen your 
tape. But they're busy too. 

What about all those stories about a 
band getting signed on the basis of an 
unsolicited demo tape? As Tim Sweeny 
notes in his excellent Guide to Releasing 
Independent Records (TSA Books, 1996), 
these tales are "remnants of the Sixties 
and Seventies." He goes on to suggest that 
the best way to get a record deal today is 
to prove to the labels that you don't need 
them. In other words, if you can show 
that you can fill rooms, release and sell 
your own record, and get press and radio 
play without major label backing, then 
they'll more likely knock at your door. 
Just ask Ani DiFranco or Brett Gurewitz. 

CREATIVE 
COLLABORATIONS 
The music biz is more driven by 
relationships than most industries. 
Networking is a key to getting ahead. 
Each musician should try to meet just two 
new people each week who may be able to 
help his or her career—that adds up to a 
hundred potential contacts per year. 

It's also important to honestly assess 
your abilities. What are the most important 
personal qualities and skills to have in this 
business? I'd say perseverance, talent, 
interpersonal and business skills, and basic 
computer abilities. Figure out which of 
these you can bring to the table, and then 
find others who can bring the rest. Very 
few people can bring them all, so team up. 

If you're in a band, then you already 
have a self-contained team. Each member 
should figure out which area he or she 
could best cover: getting gigs, making 
phone calls, mailing packages, building 
the database, doing market research, 

maintaining the gear, etc. Success is a 
team effort, and the sooner you begin 
building that team, the sooner you'll start 
making progress. 

Don't look for collaborators in just the 
most obvious places. Sometimes the most 
interesting work comes from places you'd 
rarely investigate for musical resources. 
This past year my partner and I teamed up 
with some scientists who were developing a 
middle-school educational project called 
Microcosmos at a local university. We 
provided the soundtrack to a film about the 
"dance" of micro-organisms in pond water. 
Fueled by a National Science Foundation 
grant, this project paid well, but its real 
beauty lay in the unusual collaboration: 
Audiovisual producers, scientists, 
musicians, film directors, and educators— 
people who don't normally traffic with each 
other—joined together to create the work. 

EMBRACE THE 
TECHNOLOGY 
Digital tools and resources are vast, 
plentiful, and increasingly affordable. 
Desktop multitrack recorders, MIDI, 
digital samplers, keyboard workstations, 
personal computers, and the Internet are 
broadening our options for creating, 
performing, producing, marketing, and 
distributing our music. 

Specifically, technology empowers 
those musicians who want to end-run the 
corporate vehicles. A personal computer 
can be wired up to act as a full-color 
publishing house, a TV studio, a recording 
studio, or an island in the seas of 
cyberspace. Using digital home recording 
equipment and independent studios, it's 
now possible to produce a quality album 
for as little as $2,400—about a hundredth 
of what it could cost to record a high-
overhead project for a major label. 

In the end, building a career in music 
is no longer about hoping for attention 
from a paternal label. Your future is in 
your hands, and your strategy is there for 
the grabbing: Talent + Information x 
Energy = a better chance at Success. • 

Contributors: Peter Spellman is career 
development coordinator at the Berklee 
College of Music and director of Music 
Business Solutions. You can reach him at 
www. mbsolutions. com. 

mailing list? Call 1- 800-ON- HER-OWN 



Romance with a Martin 
"My husband Michael surprised me last year and gave me a new Martin—the D- 1R. 
I was thrilled. You see, I owned a Martin a long while ago, but sold it. Ill never sell 
my Martin again. Yd rather lie in a ditch and sleep under an old candy wrapper. 

"I've been plking the guitar since I was 11. I'm not a professional musician, 
but love to play. I play at home with my family after a hard day's work as a tour 
guide at a nearby landmark castle. I take my guitar camping, and to the beach. At 
Montana de Oro, we met a fabulous guitar player who walked over when he heard 
me playing. `Isn't that a Martin?' he asked. `I could tell by the sound from way 
across the campground.' 

"Not long ago I was thinking, `I don't play well enough to play a guitar this 
good.' I repeated my thought to a guitarist we were talking with at a campground. 
He said, `That's not true. Your instrument should always be better than you are.' I'd 
never thought of it that way before, and he's right. The fact is, I'm playing better 
with my new Martin than ever before."—Amanda Bradley, Los Osos, California 

At a Pacific beach, Amanda Bradley plays 
on her new Martin D- 1R a song her 
husband Michael wrote for her: " The 
Eyes." His gift of that Martin made her 
eyes, he says, " wide as they can get." 

' 
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510 Sycamore Street, Nazareth, PA 18064 
1-800-633-2060 • www.mgultar.com 

Be our guest on a factory tour 1:15 P.M. workdays 

We'd love to hear about you and your Martin 

More people own-or want to own -a Martin 
than any other acoustic guitar in, the world cow C.F. Martin & Co. 



Gallien-Krueger 70ORB amp 
r,arrip by 

Badileri•Knege S ,--, an trnproiernerit on the 25-year did design of the 

BOORB The G. fo>: ir -*ter Iv the amp wattage 2 and while its also 400 

watts. de 700: refers to tre 350 watt fut rarge an  oréy. though thee are 50 

watts:nee tweeter_ At this name confusion could have teen avoided by caring 

it the 800 Soper Farcy bass arnp or sornetteng. but %gnat the heck. The fees1 

notable difference is that in the bland section. "*Vhet1 many soo users often 

bypass altogether, there is more power in the low end and less in the he, f natty 
neting tile tendency to Orghtress wee the 800. Attritional features include a 

post/pre sivAcn with an adjustable level core« a drert output with a ground lift 

switch and knob contrailed voicing filters instes:': s , • -:hes for greater :welted. 

The tuner butte arid tuner mute switch alsc - .• •-• • • -ser frieriC onstage 

tuna-g. GS makes durable ha(s amps that are extremely verss' nurrter 

C7' eet retiC t- s s vcome adrirtice t: Ganef> 

Krueger. 2240 Paragon Dr.. San Jose CA 95131: voice 1408) 441-8081. 

DigeTech XP-300 
Space Station effects pedal 

- would be the new ere Station XP-300 Tecr 

tre • s• e are . y presets s  truly 

-- s a rea, -••eresting musical tool_ 

7 "•: • e•.: was playir•g . ,derwater. while another 

eeriness. I'S Wing up to its name 

of ttiis -world effects. the Srss Statt-

be used as a basic volume c•--, 

o- ‘,..tor as well as delivering . 

• sss • • • It• volume pedal swells. DigiTech, 8760 South Sandy 

Pkwy.. Sandy. LIT 84070: voice (801) 568-7672. 

GR P4 Bass 
A bass ,s a bass is a bass. you say. But small things make big 

differences. and the Pd bass by G :asses ($1249) has some intriguing 

features that increase c give you a greater resonant bass sound. 

The curved heel shape makes room for enhanced reach when playing high on 

the neck. something to consider if you're a Peter Hook kind of bassist fro. 

the ergonomic side-set tuning pegs are a welcome sight for sore hands. Fee 

greater resonance, the bridge is custom mace s•ge radius saddles and 

'-.J,,.ups by Balines ••• tis you, ' •tif, solid ash, alder or poplar 

n,attle neti, GR Basses. 295 Trade St.. San Marcos. CA 

92069: voice (760) 761-1131. 

Nady Platinum 802 Wireless Series 
Nady who won an E.rrimy for achievement in the wireless microphone 

'.ed. brine us a compact wireless system for instrument. handheld. lavaber, 

or head relics that has all the features of pro systems, but priced for an 

amateur. The Nady Platinum 802 Wireless Series ($469 to $519 Per 

applicationS uses a two channel UHF system with a condensed rack mountable 

receiver, filed me level XU R outputs. and dual front-mounted antennas. The 

120dh rare offers up a pure. realistic sound in the UHF hand. > Nady 

Systems, 670.1 Bay St.. Emeryville, CA 94608: voice (510) 652-2411. 

Alesis ADAT-XT20 Recorder 
tte 

hia': 7',:k of costing less V- aredeCeSSOr 4the ADA7 ' adding •-•.-

re, and feati,- ,.. _ e all 7 nets -Type 

2C-. • • at'- ofessi 

,esolutior • 7: y • , •• t: 

studio c-s--c-nit to s : contemn-1' -eltway cc -

fat as .7.. - *.'y goes. no prob4en: you ca'   ned : teem 

ADAT-X120s and original 16-bit ADATs and ADAT-i- s or up to 128 tracksi:. and 

the AD- ei•sn play 1B-bit S-VHS tapes recorded on oltte- mac-bees. 

Uke the s proMises to redeene the state of ti•-•. "orne 

Ter:.tr,ng. )  Meals. 1633 26th St.. Santa Monica. CA 90404: ioice (800) 

525-3747. 
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SOUND 
ADVICE. 

"I highly recommend it." -Electronic Musician Magazine, Dec. 97 

"Highly recommended." -Recording Magazine, Oct. '97 

"At the head of the pack." -Keyboard Magazine. Sept. ' 97 

"#1 Selling Music Software." -Music and Sound Retailer, Oct. '97 

"Cakewalk, to me, represents the future." -Jon Anderson, Yes, Solo Artist 

"My most essential tool." -Aaron ` Stipko' Stipkovich, Producer, 
Remixer-Mayfield, K's Choice, Bloodhound Gang, 311, No Doubt 

#1 Music & Sound Software. from $99 to $399* 
The experts agree. Cakewalk is the hottest 

MIDI and digital audio software available. Used 
and recommended by more musicians and 
studio professionals than any other brand, 
Cakewalk is the #1-selling music and sound 
software. That's because Cakewalk delivers 
features you can't find anywhere else: 

1.888.CAKEWALK 

OMB 

1997 
Post Magazine 
Professional's 

Choice 

1997 Mix Magazine 
Technical Excellence 
and Creativity Award 

• Record, edit, mix, and master up to 256 
tracks of digital audio and MIDI. 
• Run simultaneous audio effects in real time 
with DirectIcompatible plug-ins. 
• Control and automate studio gear. 
• Export audio in RealNetwork's RealAudio 
format for streaming over the Internet. 

• Protect your work with the stability of a 
native 32- bit application for Windows 95/NE 

'Aunt* 

1997 Music and 
Sound Award 

iÇpakewaIk 

1997 Boot 
Magazine's 

Kick-Ass Award 

1996 New Media 
Awesome Award 

Whether you're creating music and sound in 
the home or studio, Cakewalk has a solution 
that's right for you. 

So, take some sound advice and pick up 
Cakewalk 6. Available at music and software 
retailers everywhere. 

www.cakewalk.com 

*estimated street prices 



by maureen herman 

Rivera's Sedona Acoustic-Electric 
Amp brings about a convergence 

of harmonic proportions 

W
ith tie growing popularity of bands like the 

Jayhawks, Wilco and Freakwater as well as 

increasing numbers of musicians being included in 

the No Depression (a.k.a. alternative country) genre, 

a lot of acoustic guitars are showing up at gigs where once there were 

only Fender Strats, whammy bars and people dressed in black. But 

simply having an acoustic guitar on stage doesn't guarantee that it'll 

sound like an acoustic guitar when you plug it in and start playing. 

For guitarists, a realistic acoustic sound at high volume is critical as 

a textural element; for the rest of the 

band, it's a vital clue to both intonation 

and phrasing. 

Unless you're a purist and prefer miking 

your guitar through the PA, it's more than likely 

that any acoustic guitar you choose to amplify 

uses piezo pickups to send a signal to your amp. As you 

probably know by now, those piezo pickups sound very different than 

the magnetic pickups, i.e. single-coil and humbuckers, found in electric 

guitars. (Unlike magnetic pickups. which respond 

to changes in a magnetic field, piezo pickups 

respond to pressure sensitivity.) The resulting 

problem, as Jayhawks guitarist/singer Gary 

Louris points out, is " in general, an acoustic 

guitar through a regular guitar amp sounds 

like, well, an electric guitar." if you're inclined 

to go the unplugged route and take your 

chances with the PA, the monitors, and the 

soundman, so be it. But if your set list ranges 

from country-flavored ballads to punk-tinged 

rock tunes, the need for a versatile amplifier 

that can do the job is almost a necessity. 

Enter the Rivera Sedona Acoustic-Electric 

two-channel amp ($1,995). Named after a 

town in Arizona where both crystal-bearing 

hippies and magnetic fields converge, the 

Sedona is an extremely versatile, all-tube, 

60-watt acoustic/electric guitar amp that 

delivers glistening acoustic tonality and 

electric crunch with plenty of volume. (A 100-

watt version is available for $2,495.) 

Though the Sedona isn't the first 

combination acoustic-electric amp, it is a 

(continued on page 68) 
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editor's 
(continued from page 67) 

distinctive and well-made rig that really does 

what its intended to do. Designed by Paul 

Rivera in collaboration with Nashville guitarist 

Doyle Dykes, the basic concept of the 

Sedona is to provide two different channels 

to serve your acoustic and/or electric needs: 

CHANNEL ONE iS for electric guitar exclusively, 

while CHANNEL TWO is for acoustic or electric— 

you choose between the two with the SELECT 

control (via the pull-out volume knob on 

CHANNEL ONE) or the FS-7 footswitch ( included). 

Both channels have their own controls: 

CHANNEL ONE features VOLUME (With 

aforementioned SELECT control), BASS, MIDDLE, 

TREBLE, and MASTER (With pull-on BOOST), while 

CHANNEL Two is very similar, offering pull-on 

BRIGHT control on the TREBLE knob, a pull-on 

NOTCH filter on the MIDDLE knob, and NINJA 

control on the MASTER knob, which I'll get to 

later. ( Other front-panel features include high-

and low-gain inputs, REVERB, and 

PRESENCE controls, ANTI-FEEDBACK 

controls, and switches for POWER 

and STANDBY.) 

All this flexibility would be 

worthless if the amp didn't sound 

good, but Rivera made sure it 

would by stuffing the Sedona with 

some pretty serious innards: five 

12AX7 tubes in the preamp stage 

help offer up a wide array of 

tones, while the Sedona's power 

stage employs two EL34 power 

tubes to deliver your sound to a 

single 12" JBL speaker and a 

custom-designed, high-powered 

Electro-Voice dome tweeter; 

optional extension enclosure cabinets, 

clean setting and then through a similar 

setting on the Fender (which also had a JBL 

speaker)—the Sedona amplified the full range 

of the Gibson's string sound with all the 

nuances and warmth of the original 

instrument, while the Fender simply amplified 

noise and gave me a muddy, distorted sound. 

Also, despite the newness of the Gibson and 

its shiny new strings, the Sedona's versatile 

EQ—particularly the tweakable mid-range 

NOTCH control—gave me exceptional control 

over mid and bass tones, whereas the Fender 

amp had to be fed loads of bass EQ to 

eliminate screeching, which resulted in a loss 

of clarity. 

The Strat initially sounded better through 

the Princeton than it did through the Sedona's 

CHANNEL TWO (which leans toward the bright 

side), but with the tweeter disengaged by 

pulling the FREQUENCY knob and a little 

tweaking of the master and secondary volume 

One of the biggest 
problems plugged-in 

acoustic players 
ever confront is 

feedback, but with 
the Sedona, 

feedback isn't 
an issue. 

12" control, I was able to warm up the tones 

speaker ($695), and 15" speaker ($895) are 

available if you need to push even more air. 

For general guitar tone comparison, I 

played a Gibson CL-30 Deluxe dreadnought 

and a beautifully beaten-up Fender Strat 

(courtesy of Dan Murphy from Soul Asylum) 

through both the Sedona and Golden Smog's 

admittedly low-watt but favored '68 Fender 

Princeton Reverb amp during breaks in their 

recording session at Ardent Studios in 

Memphis, Tennessee. (Golden Smog is a 

side project for members of Soul Asylum, the 

Jayhawks, Wilco and Big Star.) 

There was no need for a blindfold when I 

played the Gibson through the Sedona in a 

considerably. Electric guitar sounded best 

through CHANNEL ONE, where for ease of stage 

use, you can have different settings for each 

channel. I found a killer guitar sound that 

would make the Butthole Surfers proud by 

setting CHANNEL ONE With the BOOST Off, MASTER 

at 4, VOLUME at 7, BASS at 7, and MIDDLE, TREBLE, 

REVERB and PRESENCE set fairly flat. CHANNEL ONE 

had a nice crunchy guitar sound. CHANNEL TWO 

is cleaner on the electric though, if you're 

going for that sound; it will just be more 

difficult to switch between songs with your 

acoustic unless you mark your settings. 

One of the biggest problems plugged-in 

acoustic players ever confront is feedback, but 

with the Sedona, feedback isn't an issue. In 

fact, I was amazed by the amount of volume I 

pulled from it in its acouszic mode. Thanks to 

clearly-labeled ANTI-FEEDBACK pull knobs, this 

feature caused Louris to exclaim, " Hey! It 

actually works!" as a deafening squeal was 

quickly squelched. It functions like a 

parametric EQ but with cut only, so you can 

sweep the FREQUENCY as well as vary the LEVEL 

manually with the corresponding knobs. 

Distinct, resonant notes were clearly amplified 

with a beautiful warm tone, and loud enough 

to challenge a volume-crazy bandmate. 

While I didn't have any problems with the 

Sedona's performance, there were a few 

aesthetic details that I didn't care for. The 

look of the amp is a strange reddish-brown, 

but I am told by Rivera that it is attributed to 

the red earth which " Sedona Red" is named 

for. And while it's purely a vibe thing, CHANNEL 

TWO'S boost knob is named NINJA, which is a 

bit juvenile for my taste—I almost didn't want 

to pull it out because I was afraid I'd 

suddenly be wearing a headband and start 

playing "weedly-weedly" guitar licks. But truth 

be told, the NINJA control added a versatile 

and distinctively grungy kick to both acoustic 

and electric guitar sounds. Another small 

bummer is that at 70 pounds the Sedona is 

heavy for its size, even for a well-seasoned 

equipment lugging musician. 

If anything I was most surprised at how 

much I liked the Sedona as an electric amp. I 

was expecting the promise of good acoustic 

tone—which I got—but I thought it might be 

average as an electric amp. Surprisingly, this 

really is a dual amplifier well worth the 

seemingly high sticker price; especially when 

you consider that it comes equipped with 

excellent tube reverb, a built-in direct box, and 

an active effects loop with level controls. 

You're getting two amps in one; you can play 

your electric with distorted abandon and you 

won't have to depend solely on the drunk 

soundperson to get your tender make-the-

audience-cry acoustic song sound right tonight. 

The real considerations here, as with all 

equipment investments, are: will it perform, 

will it last, is it worth it? I have to give a 

head-bangin', foot-stompin' yes to all three. I 

think any acoustic-electric guitarist will find 

this invaluable as a great-sounding, well-

made and innovative amplifier worth its hefty 

weight in gold. 
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Advertise on just this one line! 
Our guide shows business people the best way 
to make music out of any office supplies... so 
join the fun and make music in your office. 
Right now! 
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Do you feel like you :aim musical talent but 
your friends tell you that you suck? Well, who 
cares what they think! And enter yourself for 
a local musical talent show where you can 

Get Your Act In Gear! 
...Subscribe to MUSICIA 

MUSICIAN is the only publication that 
addresses all the needs of today's active musician. 

• LIZ LOS RU310110114 Tin U ST 111111/ PATIOS ? • TOO FIGIITERS DAIS GIOHL • co, o 

P"CIL C5RILTC 11011130113 • 

From the latest equipment, technology 

and industry news, to hard-hitting 

artist interviews, business issues and 

professional tips from today's most 

influential musicians - anyone who 

writes, plays, or records music finds 

the information they need each 

month in the pages of MUSICIAN. 

MUSICIAN'S beat is the 
common ground that 
all vital artists share - 
the art and business of 
making music. 

Act now & get 1 year (12 issues) for $19.97 
That's 58% off the newsstand price! 

Name: 

Address:  

City:   State:  Zip:  

Send your payment (check/money order) to: MUSICIAN, P.O. Box 1923, Marion, OH 43305 
For subscriptions outside the US, postage is $12 additional per year. US funds only please. 
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firocluçtindex 
Here's our product guide which lists the equipment and page number where the players talk about the gear they 

use. Feel free to call or fax the manufacturers listed below for specific information on what the best players play. 
AGTODYNE GENERAL, 5561 Engineer Dr., Huntington 

Beach, CA. 92649. ( 714) 898-2776: Lace Helix guitar, 83 

AXAI, 7010 Soquel Dr.. Aptos, CA, 95003, (800) 433-5627: 

S2000 sampler. 25; AAV405 stereo receiver, 26 

ALESIS, 3630 Holdredge Ave.. Los Angeles. CA, 90016, 

(310) 558-4530: Q20 multieffects processor, 80; 0G8 digi-

tal piano. DM pro 64-voice drum module, 82; NanoTracker 

MIDI sequencer. Studio 24 inline mixer, 83; ADAT-XT20 

Recorder. 64: Midiverb. 26 

ANTARES, 444 Airport Blvd. Ste. 207. Watsonville, CA, 

95076, (408) 688-8593: AIR-1 software, 83 

AUD1O-TECHNICA, 1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH. 44224, 

(216) 686-2600: AT3525 mie, AT3528 mie. AT3527 mic, 81. 

AT4054 mic. AT4055, 82 

BEHRINGER, P.O. Box 9031. 575 Underhill Blvd. Syosset. NY, 

11791-9031. (516) 364-2244: Composer compressor, 26 

BEYER-DYNAMIC, 56 Central Ave., Farmingdale. NY, 

11735-6906, (516) 293-3200: MK2-T Stereo Vitalizer, Qure 

dual-channel equalizer, 80; MCE condenser mike, TG-X 10 

dynamic percussion mie, 81 

BOSS, 7200 Dominion Cir., Los Angeles. CA, 90040. ( 213) 

685-5141: 330 tone module, 25; HyperFuzz. 26 

CAD, 341 Harbor St., Conneaut, OH, 44030, (216) 593-

1111: VX2 large condenser tube mie, 81 

CRATE AMPLIFIERS, 1400 Ferguson Ave., St Louis, MO, 

TM 

PLAYER'S POINTS 
PROGRAM 
PLAY THE HEADS, 
SAVE THE PACKAGING, 
GET THE MERCHANDISE. 
It's easy. Save your Player's Points from Evans drumhead labels 

and when you get enough points, trade them in for stylish logo 
apparel, hats, mugs, frisbees, etc. For more details and a complete 

Player's Points catalog with an order form, write to: 

Pave's PopIts catalog 
J. D'Addario & Company, Inc 
do Evans Dunheads, Dept. 100 
PO Box 290, Farmingdale, NY 11735 USA 
or check our Home Page http://www.daddano corn 
E-Mail: evans@daddano.com 

63133, ( 314) 727-4512: VC508 low-watt tube amp, 81 

DANELECTRO, PO Box 2769, Laguna Hills, CA, 92654-

2769. ( 714) 583-2419: U2 guitar. 83 

DBX, 8760 S Sandy Pkwy.. Sandy. UT. 84070, (801) 568-

7660: DDP . 586 Dual Vacuum Tube Preamp, 80 

DIGFIECH/DOD, 8760 South Sandy Pkwy.. Sandy, UT, 

84070, (801) 566-8919: Studio S100 signal processor. 80: 

Talker guitar effects. RP3 multieffects processor, Space 

Station multieffect pedal, Control 8. RP 7 Valve tube guitar 

preamp, 83: XP-300 Space Effect pedal. 64 

DIPINTO GUITARS, 214 Market St., Philadelphia, PA. 

19106. (215) 923-2353: Satellite guitar. Mach IV guitar. 

Belvedere bass and guitar, 83 

DRUM WORKSHOP, 101 Bernoulli Cir., Oxnard, CA, 93030. 

(805) 485-6999: ARC snare system. 82 

EMU, 1600 Green Hills Rd., Scotts Valley, CA. 95066. (408) 

438-1921: Audity 2000 synth module, 82 

ENSONIQ, 155 Great Valley Pkwy., Malvern, PA, 19355, 

(610) 647-3630: DP4 signal processor, 26 

EPIPHONE, 1818 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN, 37210-3781. 

(615) 871-4500: , " Tele guitar". 1939 Broadway guitar, 25 

EVENTIDE, 1 Alsan Way. Little Ferry, NJ. 7643, ( 201) 

641-1200: DSP4500 Ultraharmonizer. GTR4000 guitar 

processor. 80 

FENDER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, 7975 N Hayden Rd., 

Scottsdale, AZ, 85258,1602) 596-9690: Twin Reverb ampli-

fier. 35; Passport system PA. 80; Stratocaster guitar. 25 

FOSTEX, 15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA, 90650, 

(562) 7F0-STEX: eight-track tape deck, 19: DP-8 digital 

audio patchbay, 83 

FURMAN SOUND, 30 Rich St., Greenbrae, CA. 94904. (415) 

927-1225: PQ-3 parametric equalizer, 80 

G 8. L, 5381 Production Dr., Huntington Beach, CA, 92649. 

(714) 897-6766: Comanche guitar. ASAT Z-3 guitar, 83 

GALIJEN-KRUEGER, 2240 Paragon Dr., San Jose, CA. 

95131-1306. ( 408) 441-7970: 70ORB bass amp, 81: 

70ORB amp, 64 

GENERALMUSIC, 1164 Tower Ln., Bensenville, IL. 60106. 

(708) 766-8230: Equinox synthesizer, 82 

GIBSON, 641 Massman Dr.. Nashville, IN, 37210, (800) 

283-7135: Lucille Custom King guitar, GBBS Electric Blues 

strings. 36 

IBANEZ, 1726 Winchester Rd, Bensalem, PA, 19020, (215) 

638-8670: AS200 guitar. 86 

HAWAI, 2055 E University Dr., Compton, CA. 90220, (310) 

631-1771: MP9000 digital piano. 82 

KORG, 316 S Service Rd., Melville, NY, 11747-3201, ( 516) 

333-9100: 88-key N1 synthesizer. 61-note N5 synthesizer. 

TR-Rack synthesizer, SGproX stage piano. 82 

KuRzwm, 13336 Alondra Blvd., Cerritos, CA, 90703-

2245, ( 310) 926-3200: Audio Elite System. K2500, 

Percussion System, 82: ExpressionMate, 83 

LABELI.A, 256 Broadway, Newburgh, NY. 12550. ( 914) 562-

4400: 5 amp. 35 

LEXICON, 3 Oak Park Rd. Bedford, MA, 01730-1441, (617) 

280-0300: MPS 100 signal processor. 80; 284 low-watt tube 

amp, M112 Stubby Stack, 81; MPX G2 guitar effects proces-

sor. Signature 284 tube guitar amplifier, 83 

LUDWIG 8. MUSSER INDUSTRIES, P.O. Box 310, Elkhart, 

IN. 46515. ( 219) 522-1675: Phase II Synthesizer, 26 

MACKIE DESIGNS, 16220 Wood-Red Rd. NE, Woodinville, 

WA. 98072. (800) 258-6883: 1602 mixing board. 26 

MARK OF THE UNICORN, 1280 Massachusetts Ave., 

Cambridge, MA, 2138, (617) 576-2760: MIDI Time Piece 

3, 25 

MATCHLESS, 9830 Alburtis Ave.. Santa Fe Springs, CA, 

90670, ( 310) 801-4840: AC-30 amp, 86 

MIDIMAN, 236 W Mountain St.. # 108, Pasadena. CA, 

91103-2967. (818) 449-8838: S.A.M., Pipeline 8x8, ELI 

MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES, 13620 Lincoln Way, 

Suite 320, Auburn, CA, 95603. (916) 888-0783: audiophile 

speaker cables. 83 

NADY SYSTEMS, 6701 Bay St., Emeryville, CA, 94608-

1023. ( 510) 652-2411: Platinum 832 Wireless Series, 64 

NEW SENSOR CORP., 20 Cooper Square. New York, NY, 

10003, (800) 633-5477: Bass Bulbs envelope filter. 83 

NORD LEAD, 923 McMullen Booth Rd., Clearwater. FL. 

34619, (813) 796-8868: synthesize, 25 

OMNIFIAX, P.O. Box 1792, Sausalito, CA, 94966. (800) 

332-3393: sidekick rack, Pido rolling CPU cart, 83 

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS, 711 A St, Meridian. MS. 39301, 

(601) 483-5365: Tube Sweetener, VC/L-2 dual-channel com-

pressor. XR 2012 power mixer, 80: XR 684 power mixer, MP 

5 power mixer, RQ 1606 non-powered mixer. RQ 880FX non-

powered mixer, SRC 4018 FC non-powered mixer, vocal 100 

stomp box. 81 

RIVERA R a D, 13310 Ralston Ave., Sylmar, CA, 91342, 

(800) 809-2444: Sedona Acoustic-Electric amp, 67 

ROLAND, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA. 90040. 

(213) 685-5141: VS-880 eight-track , 19: SC-880 tone gen-

erator. XP-60 workstation, SPD-20 drum machine. 82; MC-

505 dance music sequencer, SP-808 Groovesampler, JX-

305 Groovesynth, 83; R-70 drum machine. U-220 tone 

module, 25 

SENNHEISER, 1 Enterprise Dr, Old Lyme, CT. 6371. (860) 

434-9190: Evolution series mico, 82 

SHURE BROTHERS, 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston. IL. 60202. 

(800) 257-4873: SM 57, 35 

SL1NGERLAND, 741 Massman Dr.. Nashville, TN, 37210, 

(6151 871-4500: Legends series drum kits. Studio King 

Touring drum kit, 82 

SONY ELECTRONICS, 3 Paragon Cm., Montvale, NJ, 7645. 

(201) 930-1000: DPS-V55 multieffects processor. 80: 300 

ES DAT, 25 

STUDIO ELECTRONICS, 18034 Ventura Blvd.. Ste 169, 

Encino, CA. 91316. (818) 776-8104: MIDI Moog. 25 

STUMP PREACHER GUITARS, 12604 N.E. 178th St.. 

Woodinville. WA. 98072, (4251402-1935: guitar, 83 

TC ELECTRONICS, 705-A Lakefield Rd., Westlake Village, 

CA. 91361. (805) 373-1828: Gold Channel mie preamp. 80 

TECHNICS, 1 Panasonic Way 1C-8, Secaucus, NJ. 7094. 

(201) 392-6140: SL 1200 MKII turntables. 19 

VESTAX, 2860 Cordelia Rd., Ste. 120, Fairfield, CA. 94585, 

(707) 427-1920: PMC 05 Pro Miser. 19 

VIBRO-TEK INDUSTRIES, 12911 109th Ave., Surrey, BC. 

V3T 2N1, Canada, 1604) 951-1677: Double Whammy, 83 

VIRTUAL DSP CORP., 4119 125th St. S.E., Everett, WA. 

98208. ( 425) 338-5221: DSP MidiAxe PitchPerfect, 82 

VOODOO LAB/DMC, 5312-J Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA, 

91301. ( 818) 991-3881: Pedal Power. 83 

YAMAHA, 6600 Orangethrope Blvd., Buena Park, CA. 

90622, ( 714) 522-9011: EMX 2000 power mixer, 80; "EX" 

workstations", 82: Maple Custom Absolute drums. 64; 

NSIOM monitor, 28 

ZOOM, 575 Underhill Blvd., Syosset, NY, 11791, ( 516) 364-

2244: RhythmTrak...234 drum machine, 82 
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137 3/90 George Harrison, The Kinks. Abdullah Ibrahim 

138 4/90 Torn Petty, Lenny Kravitz. Rush, the Silos 

139 5/90 Paul McCartney, Cecil Taylor, Kronos Quartet 

140 6/90 Robert Plant, Suzanne Vega. Soul II Soul. Drums 

143 9/90 Steve Rai, Michael Stipe. Malmsteen/McLaughlin 

144 10/90 INXS, Neville Bros., Lou ReedNaclev Havel 

146 12/90 Slash, Replacements. Waterboys. Pixies 

147 1/91 Robert Johnson, Bruce Hornsby. Soul Asylum 

149 3/91 Jerry Garcia/Elvis Costello, NWA. Pink Floyd 

150 4/91 REM., Top Managers Roundtable. AC/DC 

151 5/91 Eddie Van Halen, Fishbone. Byrds. Chris Isaak 

152 6/91 Stevie Ray Vaughan, Morrissey. Drum Special 

153 7/91 Bonnie Raitt, Tim Buckley. Sonny Rollins 

155 9/91 Paul McCartney, Axl Rose, David Bowie 

156 10/91 Dire Straits, Jesus Jones, McCartney part 2 

157 11/91 Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa. Fogerty/Duane Eddy 

158 12/91 Miles Davis, Robbie Robertson. Massive Attack 

160 2/92 Fear of Rap, Eric Clapton 

163 5/92 Drugs, Booze & Creativity, Lyle Lovett, Microphones 

164 6/92 Guns N' Roses, Metallica. Genesis 

165 7/92 Led Zeppelin, Faith No More. A.M.C., 

166 8/92 David Gilmour, Robert Wyatt/Bill Nelson 

168 10/92 Playing With Elvis Presley, Producer Special 

170 12/92 Roger Waters, Prince. Bob Weir 

171 1/93 Best of ' 92: Extreme. Chili Peppers. Tom Waits 

172 2/93 100 Greatest Guaarists, Paul Simon. Robben Ford 

173 3/93 Mick Jagger, Hothouse Flowers, Annie Lennox 

174 4/93 Neil Young/Peter Buck, Henry Rollins, Sting 

175 5/93 World Party, Stevie Ray Vaughan. PJ Harvey 

176 6/93 Speech/Curtis Mayfield, Soul Asylum. Chris Isaac 

177 7/93 Getting Signed, Pete Townshend. Primus 

178 8/93 Steve Rai, Guitar Special, Bono, Waterboys 

179 9/93 Steely Dan, Belly/Breeders, Daniel Lanois 

182 12/93 End of the Music Business, Lemonheads. The Band 

183 1/94 Flea, Bill Graham, Max Roach 

186 4/94 Lyle Lovett, Soundgarden, Afghan Whigs 

187 5/94 Counting Crows, Ricki Lee Jones/Leo Kottke. Bjork 

188 6/94 Decline of English Rock, James, Perry Farrell 

189 7/94 Branford Mamalis, Smashing Pumpkins 

190 8/94 Danzig, Glyn Johns/Don Was. Me .Shell 

191 9/94 Bootleg industry, Sheryl Crow. Phish. Green Day 

192 10/94 Records That Changed My Life, Bob Mould. 

Inside MN 

193 11/94 REM., Jazz special w/ Pat Martino, Bootsy Collins 

194 12/94 Led Zeppelin, REM pt. 2, Mazzy Star. Beach Boys 

195 1-2/95 Revolutions of '95, War at Warners, Joni Mitchell 

196 3/95 Slash & Eddie Van Halen, Youssou N'Dour 

197 4/95 If I Knew Then... ( career advice special), 

Henry Threadgill 

198 5/95 Pearl Jam's Stone Cossard, Des'Ree, 

Ginger Baker 

20 Years of Punk, Clash. Offspring. Green Day. 

Steve Albini 

In the Studio with 02, Steve Earle/Townes Van 

Zandt. Buddy Guy 

Pat Metheny, Hootie and the Blowfish, Oasis. 

Merle Haggard 

Collective Soul, Dionne Farris, Frank Zappa. Les Claypool 

Bowie/Eno, Meat Puppets. Michael Hedges 

Sonic Youth, Ponty. Clarke & DiMeola. Alanis Morissette 

100 Years of Recording, Women Producers, Keith Jarrett 

Gin Blossoms, Luscious Jackson, Masters/Slide Blues Guitar 

Tori Amos, Dwight Yoakam & Willie Nelson. Joan Osborne 

Hootie & the Blowfish, Rage Against the Machine. D'Angelo 

Oasis, Blur. Pulp. Boo Radleys, Cast. George Harrison 

Kiss, Perry Farrell. Blue Nile, Tube Sound Revival 

Duane Allman, Vernon Reid & Junior Brown. Red Hot Chili I 

Peppers. Del Leopard. Cracker, October Project 

215 10/96 Jerry Garcia, Sonny Rollins, Vinnie Moore. Screaming Trees I 

216 11/96 Guitar Trio: Steve Rai, Joe Satriani, Eric Johnson, John 

Mel'encamp. Reggie Young. Marcus Roberts 

217 12/96 Phish, Sting, Leah Andreone. Burt Bacharach & Elvis Costello I 

218 1/97 Tom Petty & Beck, Evan Dando. Peter Hammill, Iris DeMent 

219 2/97 20th Anniversary Issue, Bono. Michael Stipe. John Lennon 

220 3/97 MetaInca, Soundgarden. 311, Bush. Ray Davies 

221 4/97 The Artist, Live, Nuno Bettencourt. David Bowie 

199 6/95 

201 8/95 

202 9/95 

203 10/95 

204 11/95 

205 12/95 

208 3/96 

209 4/96 

210 5/96 

211 6/96 

212 7/96 

213 8/96 

214 9/96 

Choose from 20 YEaln of incredible 
interviews and in-depth stories 

222 5/97 Greatest Songs of All Time. Ben Folds Five 

223 6/97 Bad Times For The Music Business, Pavement 

224 7/97 10 Landmark Albums & Productions, Supergrass, US3 

225 8/97 Aerosmith. Paul McCartney, Papas Fritas, Chick Corea 

226 9/97 Why Musicians Are Broke, Radiohead, Michael Penn 

227 10/97 Blues Power!. John Popper, Sugar Blue, Peter Green 

228 11/97 Keith Richards. John Fogerty, Dust Brothers, Dave Grohl 

229 12/97 Bjork. Billy Joel, Mike Watt, Jane Siberry 

230 1/98 Wallflowers, Bernie Taupin, Sinead O'Connor 

231 2/98 Pat Metheny. Alan Toussaint, Art Alexakis, Carol Kaye 
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theme a few weeks ago is 

one of three versions up for 

final consideration by the show's 

producers. "They want us to send 

another demo," he adds, "that 

sounds exactly the same except 

with a new bass sound and some 

more sound effects." 

— — 

-   

studiotechni ues 

Keep Track 
 NAM 

Your 
- 

4 
MINN NMI 

I 

AM! 

of 

r fflal IMO [WWI IBM 

Tracks 
MINIM MUM 

magine this scenario: You get a call from your composing I your hard drive and all the 

partner, who tells you that the demo you sent in for that TV t finally find it—only to discover that the file is corrupt. " If only I'd 

disks from your removable drive, you 

A guide to organizing and 
protecting your studio data 

Sounds like a piece of cake—until you try to loac the sequence mixes, some 

back into your digital sequencer and realize that you have no idea t sequence files 

where you stored the audio files, including 

the sax part from that hot-shot studio player 

you hired. After a frantic search through \.. 

backed it up," you cry. 

1  The moral, of course, is that 

you're asking for trouble if you 

don't have a system for storing 

and backing up the various audio 

and data formats that you use. 

Even a modest home studio will 

likely have DAT tapes containing 

sort of multitrack format, synth patches, samples, 

, and maybe even hard disk recording files, so the need 

by michael le vine 
-1 for organization is obvious. If you put off 

I keeping records for too long, you might get to 

(continued on page :7 .1)) 
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studio 

Title 

Date Tempo 

Recorded on. 

ADAT Tape(s)lt  

STUDIO VISION  

Sync Infix 
Master: 

MASTER PROJECT SHEET 

Client  

Engineer  

Start Time:  

Sequence File Name/Saved To:  

Sequence File Backed Up To:  

Audio File Name/Saved To:  

Audio Files Backed Up To:  

Slave: Sync Method: 

SMPTE Start time  

Frame Rate  

Synths And Modules Used: 

SYNTH NAME PATCH OR COMBINATION SAVED TO: UAC_KEDI"O; 

Offsets  

Milt Info' 

Mixed To:  

Backed Up To: Sample Rate: 44.1k 

Comments: 
 48k  

(continued from page 73) 

the point where you can't find important 

mixes, disks, samples, or multitrack masters 

without going through time-consuming and 

tedious searches—if you find them at all. 

This article offers some suggestions for 

organizing your tracking and backup 

procedures, so you can spend your time 

making music instead of looking for data. 

logging your sessions 
Record-keeping systems are critical 

during sessions, because you need to be 

able to quickly access the information from 

the various media in your studio. The most 

fundamental tool for this job is the track 

sheet, on which you write down what part is 

recorded on which track, as well as any 

comments regarding the various takes. 

Without a track sheet, it's only a matter of 

time before you accidentally erase something 

important. Plus, if you ever have to revisit a 

project, a track sheet will help you remember 

critical details from each session. 

Making your own track sheets is a snap, 

but if you'd prefer you can purchase pre-

made versions. A good source for track 

sheets and other recording forms, both on 

paper and disk, is a company called 

Songwriter Products, Ideas, and 

Necessities ([407] 321-3702). 

There are also software programs that 

allow you to input your track and session 

data on your computer. If you're an ADAT or 

DA-88 user, consider Track Manager 

Software from Creative Input ([800] 869-

4678). This simple-to-use database program 

for the PC or Mac allows you to enter in, 

save, and print your session data, including 

track information, credits, SMPTE start 

times, offsets, and sample rates. In addition, 

it helps those who own more than one 

machine to keep track of the multiple tapes 

that get used on a single project. 

There are also two new comprehensive 

(and therefore more expensive) studio 

management software packages available for 

both Mac and PC. These programs, Studio 

Suite from AlterMedia ([800] 450-5740) and 

Session Tools from Apogee Electronics 

([310] 915-1000), not only allow for entering 

track sheet information, but also permit 

users to input tape library data, generate 

invoices, and execute a host of other 

functions. These applications are geared 

more to commercial studios, but they could 

serve well in a project studio environment. 

If you record to hard disk only, there's 

less need for a track sheet because virtually 

all digital recording software lets you input 

track information into ycur computer and 

usually print it out as well. 

Audio from your multitrack, however, is far 

from the only type of data you need to keep 

tabs on. You probably also have MIDI "virtual 

tracks" and patch and sample data, as well 

as synchronization information. One of the 

best ways to keep your finger on the pulse of 

this cornucopia of sound files, sounds, and 

data, is to use a master project sheet. 

making a master 
project sheet 

The purpose of this form (see Fig. 1) is 

to give you an " at a glance" overview of all 

the data from your session, including file 

names, storage and backup location, and 

tempo, as well as synchronization and 

mixdown specifics. 

Because every studio uses a particular 

combination of equipment, you won't be able 

to find any commercially available forms for 

this purpose. But all you need to make your 

own is a decent word processor and a printer. 

A good way to design a master project 

sheet is to divide it into sections. The top 

section should contain spaces for basic song 

information, such as title, date, producer, 

and tempo. 

The next section should be dedicated to 

whatever multitrack formats reside in your 

studio plus your MIDI sequences. Make a 

space to write in the title of your master tape 

or disk—it's important to be systematic 
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when filing and storing your masters—as well 

as the start time, the sequence name, and 

where its saved and backed up. If you're 

recording direct to disk, also include a space 

to indicate where the audio files are written 

and where they're backed up. 

The third section should contain sync 

information: what sync method—MIDI 

Machine Control, a SMPTE stripe on the 

multitrack—was used, if any; which 

machine—your sequencer, your multitrack— 

was the master; which was the slave; what 

was the SMPTE start time of the sequence; 

whether any offsets were used and what 

SMPTE frame rate was. 

Below that you'll want to make a section 

devoted to MIDI patch and sample 

information. The easiest way to do this is in 

the form of a table. Set up the table so that 

it has as many rows as you have MIDI 

instruments in your Studio. You should have 

at least four columns, one for the synth or 

Ferro 2. AlterMedia's Studio Suite (Mac and PC). 

module name, one for the patch or multi 

(combination) patch that was used, one for 

the file name if you saved your patch data to 

a universal librarian, and the last for where 

that file was backed up. 

The final section should contain 

information about the mix. The title of the 

DAT master (or whatever two-track format 

you're using), the DAT ID number of the mix 

(or numbers in the case of multiple mixes), 

and the title and ID number of the tape it's 

backed up to. Also, make sure to have an 

area to indicate the sample rate. 

organize your backups 
I know you've heard this before. but 

you're asking for trouble if you don't back up 

regularly when using a computer. You put a 

lot of effort into your music, and you don't 

want your hard work to go up in smoke when 

a hard disk dies or a floppy is corrupted. 

It's very likely that during a typical 

session, you will generate or use hard disk 

audio files, sequence files, patch librarian 

files, and samples. With the exception of 

your samples, which are in most cases file 

types proprietary to your sampler. all of 

these formats are saved on your computer. 

Audio flies are especially big and can take up 

hundreds of megabytes of disk space. 

It makes sense to back up all the files for 

a given song into a single folder or directory. 

An easy way to do this is to use a backup 

utility program (such as Backup, which is 

included on Windows95, or Retrospect or 

Disk Fit Pro for the Mac) and routinely back 

up all of your files to a large removable drive 

such as a Jaz or Syjet when you're done with 

your session. It's easy, fast, and convenient, 

but not cheap. Removable media are quite 

expensive—for example, single Jaz disks sell 

for around $120. 

One way to keep your costs down is to 

(continued on page 76) 
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archive finished projects from your 

removable drive (or wherever you backed 

up your session data) to a recordable CD-

ROM drive (CD-R), which gives you long-

term, non-volatile storage. Although 

they're not erasable, the " multisession" 

feature, which is now standard in CD-R 

drives, allows you to archive data to your 

CDs in as many " sessions" as it takes to 

fill the 650 megs of a disk. Depending on 

how many tracks of audio you're using, you 

can probably fit at least three or four full 

songs on each CD-ROM. ( If you want to be 

able to reuse disks, you could instead 

purchase a CD-RW drive, which is a new 

erasable CD format. Bear in mind, though, 

that it's not completely compatible with 

conventional CD-ROMs.) 

Not including the price of the hardware, 

backing up to CD-R costs about 1.3 cents per 

megabyte, which is about a tenth of the cost 

of removable media. Plus, most CD-ROM 

drives let you " burn" audio CDs as well, 

which for a musician can be pretty handy. 

(Bear in mind that in most cases, when 

you're " burning" an audio CD, as opposed to 

a CD-ROM, it must be done in one pass.) In 

addition, you can archive data from your 

sampler in its own native format and make 

your own sample CDs. 

Despite the price difference, CD-Rs do 

have some disadvantages. For one thing, you 

can't read audio files directfy off a CD-ROM— 

it's too slow. In order to reuse the files, you 

must first transfer them to a hard drive of 

some sort. A hard disk recorder can, 

however, read files directly off a fast 

removable such as a Jaz or Syjet. 

Other backup formats include tape 

drives, DAT (data), and magneto-optical 

drives, all of which (except for Glyph and 

some other new magneto-optical drives) are 

much slower than removable drives and 

don't present the advantage to musicians 

that CD-Rs do. 

There's little productivity to be gained 

from having the latest and greatest gear if 

you have no systems in place to efficiently 

handle and store the information. But by 

implementing strategies such as the ones 

described here, you can make big strides 

toward organizing and safeguarding your 

valuable data. 47,‘ 
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Loris Holland 
samples the world 

The 



L
oris Holland isn't exactly a household name, as he'll be the 

first to admit. " I'm the guy behind the scenes, but I don't 

mind being low-key," the keyboardist confides. " I was a 

teenage prodigy—'was' being the operative word. I studied 

classical music at the Royal School of Music in England. But I started 

playing in reggae bands when I was twelve, though I could only be in 

a band for about two weeks until my parents would find out and I 

would have to quit." He has since enjoyed a successful, albeit 

somewhat anonymous career, writing and producing for major artists 

like Mariah Carey, Al Green, Patti La Belle, and Ruby Turner, as well 

as grinding out catchy jingles for the likes of Coca-Cola, MCI, Xerox, 

and Kentucky Fried Chicken. 

These days, Holland spends most of his time in a custom-built 

composing studio at one of Manhattan's top ad agencies, though 

he's still taking on album projects. His main axe is a rack-mounted 

Akai S3000XL sampler. " It's right next to my keyboard controller, at 

perfect eye level," he laughs. "The guys who designed and wired this 

room (Burello Sound, 212-721-3181) are awesome; they're really 

into ergonomics. I can work here for hours with everything at my 

fingertips. I'll sample things like weird old records and then join the 

samples together, time-compressing as I go. I'll grab a hi-hat or a 

snare with a kick in some little hip-hop inflection and then make up 

my own sounds from combinations of these snippets." 

Demonstrating, he plays a smooth, funky bass/drum/wah-guitar 

loop. "This is a song where the whole groove is based on this single 

one-bar sample. The guitar was sampled separately; it actually was in 

a whole different key, so I pitch-changed and time-stretched it and 

then flew it back in." Holland's unique touch becomes apparent when 

he plays the song both with and without the sample loop. The 

difference is subtle but significant. Though mixed in at a very low 

level, the loop adds a distinctive organic quality; when it's muted, the 

soul of the music seems to evaporate. 

Holland's been working with Akai samplers for years. "The 

S3000XL has lots of hip features, and it doesn't buzz when you hook 

up a SCSI hard drive, like my old S1000 did. I put all my bass and 

drum sounds into it. I also like using it for vocals, so I can trigger them 

via MIDI from my seouencer. This way, they're locked for the whole 

song. But I don't like what the S3000XL does to the sound of the 

vocals—the onboard A/D converters make them kind of boxy—so I 

always bring them in through the digital inputs, straight from DAT." 

Holland takes a unique approach to layering sounds. " I'm sure the 

way I do it is really backwards, but it works for me. After I find the 

samples I like, I load them into the S3000XL and assign each one to a 

different MIDI channel. Then I trigger all the sounds from my sequencer 

kai 
by ho ward massey 

[C-Lab Notator, running on an Atari 1040ST]. This allows me to hear the 

layered sounds in a musical context, against the other tracks. When I'm 

satisfied with the blend, I use the S3000XL's digital output to record it 

to DAT. Then I fly it digitally from the DAT back into the sampler. 

"I'm not a techie, but I know what I want to hear. Sometimes I know 

how to get it, and lots of times I stumble onto it—I love when that 

happens, because it's magic. One time I loaded an 808 program into 

the S3000XL and I accidentally set it to Omni mode, so when I hit Play 

on the sequencer, the wildest thing happened: The whole song started 

coming out at once, and it sounded absolutely amazing. So I 

immediately sampled it [onto DAT] and I made it into what I call a 'walla 

drop-in,' which I've used on a couple of tunes." Holland demonstrates 

by playing a single note on the keyboard, and a potpourri of analog 

percussion sounds fly out of the speaker in an infectious polyrhythm. 

"Another thing I've done," he enthuses, " is to sample a loop and 

then cut it up into little pieces, assigning each piece to a different 

MIDI note. Then I can play it back in its original form by playing a 

scale on the keyboard, varying the timing if I like—or I can mix up the 

order by playing different note patterns. For a really strange sound, 

you can even reverse some of the cut-up pieces, so some of the 

drums are going forward and some are going backward. Once I've 

reconstructed the loop this way, I can either record the note events 

into my sequencer or resample the whole thing into DAT and then fly 

it back digitally into the S3000XL." 

Although the S3000XL has optional onboard signal processing, 

Holland prefers to use outboard gear for that purpose, though 

minimally. " I usually sample sounds unprocessed, but it depends on 

the kind of music. On a pop song, I'll want to keep everything clean. 

If it's hip-hop or something funky, I'll want it to sound crazy, so I might 

process and then sample. Sometimes I sample from cassette just to 

add some hiss, or I'll dirty the sound by adding vinyl crackle samples." 

Every producer has at least one horror story that reveals how 

technology can save the day, and Holland's got a classic: " I did a session 

with this singer from Motown and recorded fourteen tracks of vocals to 

make a comp from. Two days before we're supposed to mix, I get a call 

that the engineer's accidentally wiped the seven choice tracks! The singer 

was already out of town, so I had to sample every single line into the Akai 

and go through it word by word, fixing the pitch where it was a little sharp 

or a little flat. On some words, there was no s' at the end, so I would 

sample an ' s,' bring it in, and, using the sequencer, line it up so it fit on 

at the end of the word. But I did it all in the S3000XL, and in the end it 

sounded great. The A&R guy called afterward and said, 'Wow, I never 

heard her sound so good!' Of course, I never told him the true story, 

because as a producer, you've got to protect your artist. And she was a 

great singer; she just had some 

problems on a few of the tracks, 

and unfortunately those were the 

tracks I had to use. Now, of 

course, there's pitch-fixing 

software that lets you tweak 

things automatically, on the fly— 

but I had to do it the hard way." #7,t 
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MPX 100, and Dlerech countered 

with its Studio S100 ($199). AlesIs 

unveiled the Q20 multieffects 

S
o you thought last month's report 

on the Winter NAMM convention 

was the whole story? Hah! In 

addition to the recording gear, 

software, and the industry trend toward 

digital convergence covered in our May 

issue, this spectacular show offered enough 

new stuff to fill—well, another Musician 

Technology article. Hey, we'll prove it now! 

signal processing 
You can never have too many ways to fold, 

spindle, and mutilate your signal, and NAMM 

provided lots of new toys for these purposes. 

Lexicon debuted the highly affordable ($249) 

More new gadgets 
by howard massey and gewgaws for 
and michael gelfand the modern musician 

on the success of its Tube MP preamp 

models, ART added two new affordable single-

channel retro boxes ( both priced at $249): the 

Tube EQ parametric equalizer, and the Tube 

PAC, which provides both a mic preamp and a 

compressor. Peavey introduced its Tube 

Sweetener ($299), which sports catchy SUGAR 

and SPICE knobs for saturation and tone 

control, and the VC/L-2 ($1,249), an all-tube 

parametric equalizer/ preamp ($299 or 

$333, depending on whether you need 

unbalanced or balanced I/O), a product first 

introduced in 1975. At the high end of the 

curve, TC Electronic announced the Gold 

Channel inic preamp ($2,495), which 

provides true 24-bit A/O conversion and 

internal 96kHz processing, and Eventide 

debuted the DSP4500 UltraHarmonizer 

($5.895), which includes all the 

programs from the GTR4000 

guitar processor. 
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dbx's 

588 Preamp 

processor ($999), and Sony demoed the DPS-

V55 ($550), which provides four discrete 

mono (or two stereo) inputs and outputs. dbx 

showed their first-ever digital dynamics 

processor, the DDP ($599), which features 

tape saturation emulation technology. Also on 

display at the dbx booth was the first in a new 

line of " Silver Series" processors: the 586 

Dual Vacuum Tube Preamp ($999). Following 

dual-channel compressor/limiter 

which uses a new kind of 

technology called OptoDynamics. 

We got invigorated at the beyer-dynamic 

booth, where a new tube version of the 

company's Stereo Vitalizer (the MK2-7, 

priced $899) was being demoea, as well as 

the intriguingly named Qure ($470), a dual-

channel 3-band parametric equalizer which 

uses solid-state 

effects. Furman 

announcing its 

circuitry to emulate tube 

joined the retro race by 

reissue of the PQ-3 

live sound 
Fender may be best known for 

their guitars and basses, but 

they've also developed a cool line 

of PA products. New at NAMM was their self-

contained and highly transportable Passport 

system ($899), which includes a powered 

mixer, speakers, and microphones— there's 

even an option that allows it to run from a car 

battery! Other hot new PA products included 

self-powered mixers: the Yamaha EMX 2000 

($999), which includes a 200-watt stereo amp 

and onboard digital effects; the EVI Audio 

PSX2000 ($3,000), with dual 500-watt amps 

and onboard digital effects); and several items 

from Peavey, including the XR 2012 ($1,999), 
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which has dual 600-watt amps and digital 

effects; the rack-mountable XR 684 ($769), 

which has dual 200-watt amps and effects; 

and the eminently affordable MP 5 

Plus ($399), with a single-channel 

150-watt power amp and 

thoroughly retro spring reverb. 

Peavey also showed a number of 

non-powered mixers, including the 

RQ 1606M ($999), in a 16x6 

configuration; the RQ 880FX 

($899), which has four mic inputs 

and four stereo line inputs, plus 

onboard effects; and the SRC 

4018 FC ($1,399), an 18x4 FOH 

mixer, built into a flight case. The 

company also unveiled what may 

be the first ever stomp box for 

singers: the Vocal 100 (price IBA), 

which includes a mic preamp, 

compressor, and multieffects. 

amplification 
For once it was the lower-

power amps that made most of 

the noise at NAMM. Both Crate 

and— surprise — Lexicon 

introduced low-watt tube amps for 

guitarists: Crate's VC508 combo 

($250) delivers five watts through 

a small, 8" speaker in an open-back cabinet, 

while Lexicon's 284 ($999) is a 6-watt amp 

that's primed for studio recording or live 

playback (with the help of a power amp) via 

the company's new M112 Stubby Stack 12" 

speaker enclosure (starting at $399). For 

bassists, GaIllen-Krueger showed its biamp-

capable 70ORB bass amp ($749), which is 

preamp section, a slick, back-lit VU meter, 

simple rotary controls, and an excellent sub-

harmonic octaver circuit. And Johnson 

debuted a 250-watt tube guitar 

amp head, the Millennium 

JM250H ($1,399), which, like the 

company's earlier JM150, uses 

modeling technology to emulate 

the most popular vintage amps. 

1 
A-T's 30 series mics 

rated to deliver 350 watts to a woofer and 50 

watts to a tweeter, while British manufacturer 

Klystron displayed ten different Bass 

Magnifier high-powered bass combos 

($1,499-$2,199), all of which feature a hybrid 

microphones 
As long as people want to 

sing, there will be new 

microphones, and this NAMM 

show more than supplied the 

demand. In the high-end arena, 

CAD debuted the VX2 large 

condenser tube mic ($2,249), 

which is available with an 

optional 24-bit, 96kHz digital 

output module. beyer-dynamic 

unveiled a new family of MCE 

condenser mics aimed at the 

project studio market, as well as 

the TG-X 10 dynamic percussion 

mic ($149). Audlo-Technlca 

introduced their new "30 series" 

mics, initially composed of the 

AT3525 ($399), a cardioid 

condenser with shock mount, and 

the AT3528 and AT3527 (both low-profile 

condensers, priced at $299; the former is a 

cardioid, the latter an omni). The company 

also launched a new " 40" series of hand-held 

(continued on page 82) 
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cardioid capacitor mics intended for live 

applications, including the AT4054 and 

AT4055 (both priced at $499, the former with 

low-frequency roll-off and the latter with a flat 

frequency response). And Sennheiser 

launched its Evolution series, consisting of 

eight dynamic mics, each tailored for a 

different application and priced at 

less than $350. 

synthesizers 
al samplers 

A lot of jaws were hanging 

open at the Yamaha booth, 

where a new line of " EX" 

workstations was being 

showcased. Each of these 

puppies has multiple sound 

generation engines ( including 

physical modeling, sample playback, and 

good old analog) as well as multiple signal 

processors and advanced arpeggiator 

functions—they even have the ability to 

sample themselves! Flash ROM, digital I/O, 

and SCSI options are also available. Three 

models will initially be offered: the 76-key 

EX5 ($2,695), the 61-key EX7 ($2,195), and 

the rack-mount EX5R (also $2,195). 

New offerings from Korg included the 88-

key N1 ($2,099) and 61-note N5 ($1,900), 

both of which feature extremely large LCD 

displays and a staggering 1,269 onboard 

programs (not to mention 39 drum kits). The 

company also introduced rack versions of 

their Trinity workstation (the TR-Rack, 

$1,399> and their SGproX stage piano (the 

SG-Rack $899). Roland showed a rack-

mountable Sound Canvas tone generator, the 

SC-880 ($1,095), and the XP-60 workstation 

($2,095), which features unusually, 61 

weighted keys. Waldorf introduced the 

decidedly retro Virus ($1,695) and 

MicroWave XT ($1,995)—both models sport 

tons of knobs for real-time control. 

Generalmusic debuted two models of a new 

synth, the Equinox ($2,195 for the 76-key 

version, $1,995 for the 61-key). Alesis 

unveiled its first-ever digital piano, the DG8 

($1,999), and Kawai followed suit with its 

MP9000 ($2,195), which uses advanced 

"harmonic imaging" technology. Kurzweil 

suggests that when you hit the lottery, you 

consider purchasing their new Audio Elite 

System ($9,995), which consists of a 

thoroughly maxed-out K2500. with every 

option known to man (and woman). And E-mu 

announced a new synth module. the Audity 

2000 ( price TBA), which features a 16-

channel arpeggiator (!) and eight MIDI-

syncable LFOs per preset—not surprisingly, 

it's designed for rhythmic appiications in 

dance music. 

drums & percussion 
Speaking of rhythm tracks, there were 

lots of new offerings for those who tap and 

thwack. Zoom—best-known for its low-cost, 

teeny-tiny signal processors—introduced its 

low-cost, teeny-tiny ( but big-sounding) 

RhythmTrak...234 drum machine ($329). 

Roland debuted the SPD-20 ($895), which 

includes hundreds of onboard drum and 

percussion sounds. And Kurzweil 

announced its first entry in this category, the 

Kurzweil Percussion System ($ 1,995— 

snappy name, guys!), which includes a set of 

pads and pedals as well as a controller 

"brain." Since this doesn't include any 

onboard sounds, you might want to hook it 

up to the new Ales's 64-voice drum module, 

the DM Pro ($899). 

There was less evident innovation in the 

Lexicon's MPX G2 

acoustic drum category but both Drum 

Workshop and Slingerland displayed some 

cool products. DW's Advanced Radial Control 

(ARC) snare system ($59) retrofits to any 13" 

or 14" snare drum. Whatzit do? Glad you 

asked: It keeps your snare loose and in its 

most resonant state; instead of pulling the 

snare up against the drum's bottom head, 

the ARC system causes the snare to arch 

against the center of the bottom head, 

resulting in more consistent attack and 

sound. And Slingerland displayed its new 

Legends series, which includes Gene Krupa 

and Buddy Rich Signature five-piece kits 

($1,149), as well as a more moderately 

priced Studio King Touring series ( price TBA), 

which uses RIMS mounts as found on all 

Studio King drums but replaces the die-cast 

hoops with steel rims. 

guitars, basses & effects 
Perhaps the most exciting guitar product 

at NAMM comes from a new company called 

Virtual DSP, whose MidiAxe PitchPerfect 

MIDI guitar system ($3,595 with chrome 

hardware, $3,995 with gold) employs six 

separate piezo pickups built into the MidiAxe 

tremolo bridge and a proprietary hex preamp 

to mix each string's signal into a single, 

electro-acoustic sound that tracks brilliantly. 

Guitar-to-MIDI conversion from the MidiAxe is 

possible with any MIDI-equipped synth or 

computer, and future software upgrades will 

be downloadable via the company's Website. 
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Capitalizing on the excitement surrounding 

the prior introduction of its Lace Helix guitar, 

Actodyne General will be offering the very 

same dual compound radius—i.e., twisted 

necks (price TBA)—found on their innovative 

guitars as an aftermarket product. 

If cutting-edge MIDI technology and 

twisted necks offend your vintage taste, 

you'll be pleased to know that Danelectro is 

reissuing its low-budget-but-highly-regarded 

line of U2 guitars from 1956. Along with the 

lipstick pickups and dual stacked tone and 

volume controls we've come to expect from 

these vintage items, the new U2s feature an 

adjustable truss rod and closed-back tuning 

machines, and come in eleven sweet colors 

from the Fifties, including Blue Suede, Daddy 

0 Yellow, and Malt Shop Creme. 

If you've ever wished you could see fret 

locations better on dark stages, British 

manufacturer SimS Custom L.E.D. has 

what you need. Their customized, retro-fit 

LED systems ($490-$775) can be fit to the 

front or side of any guitar or bass neck 

without removing the fretboard, and can be 

turned on or off with the flick of a switch. 

It's available in red, gold, green, and 

electric blue. G&L used one of Leo 

Fender's last pickup designs—the Z-coil 

pickup—in their resurrected Comanche 

($1,500) and ASAT Z-3 ($ 1,500) guitars. 

The Z-coil delivers a single-coil sound with 

the noiseless benefits of a humbucker, 

along with accentuated highs and lows. 

DIPInto took an ultra-retro, cartoonesque 

approach to designs for its Satellite and 

Mach IV guitars ( both $1,600) as well as 

their Belvedere bass and guitar ($2,150), 

while Stump Preacher splashes fantastic 
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psychedelic finishes on the bulbous, 

polyurethane bodies of their Stump 

Preacher guitars ($950-$1,250). Also 

notable was Wino Tek Industries' Double 

Whammy split vibrato system for both bass 

and guitar ($279), which enables 

independent whammy action and even 

cross-bending in various string 

configurations—without the need for a 

locking nut or bridge tuning pegs. 

One of the biggest bombshells at the 

show came from Lexicon, a company best 

known for its studio-quality reverbs and 

signal processors. The hot news was their 

new line of " Custom Shop" guitar electronics 

devices, developed in consultation with 

legendary Hendrix/Zeppelin producer Eddie 

Kramer. Initial offerings will include the MPX 

G2 guitar effects processor ($1,799), which 

includes both digital and true analog effects 

and two separate audio paths so it can be 

inserted before or after an amp, and the 

aforementioned Signature 284 tube guitar 

amplifier ($999). 

An exciting line of guitar effects were also 

on display from DigiTech, including the Talker 

($299), a digital vocal synthesis processor, 

similar in function to the Framptonesque 

talkboxes of the Seventies, the identically 

priced RP3 multieffects processor, and the 

Space Station multieffect bass pedal 

($240). Also new for ' 98 are a revamped 

guitar MIDI controller (the Control 8, $149) 

and an updated tube guitar preamp (the RP-

7 Valve, $399). Meanwhile, New Sensor 

showed its prototype Bass Balls envelope 

filter ($105), and for those of you who are 

tired of buying 9-volt batteries for your 

pedals, Voodoo Labs' Pedal Power ($199) 

offers eight 9-volt outputs, eight DC power 

cables, and an auxiliary AC outlet. 

Dis R Us 
Roland has a new line of " Groove" 

products for budding DJs. These include the 

Aaron's' ATII-1 

MC-505 Groovebox dance music sequencer/ 

sound module ($1,595), the SP-808 

Groovesampler ($1,695), and the ix-305 

Groovesynth ($1,495). The MC-505 and SP-

808 both have a hip feature called 0-BEAM; 

this is an invisible infrared light that allows 

you to bring in effects, change filter settings 

and pitch, or even improvise complete 

melodies just by gesturing with your hand. 

Kinda brings new meaning to doing the wave! 

assorted other techno toys 
AnTares wowed 'em with their ATR-1, 

which incorporates their Auto-Tune software 

(previously available only as a Pro Tools plug-

in) in a hardware rack device. Expected to list 

for $1,199, the unit is said to perform, 

believe it or not, real-time pitch correction on 

any analog input signal. A version with digital 

I/O is expected later this year. Ales's 

debuted NanoTracker ($249), a MIDI 

sequencer addition to their " Nano" series, 

as well as Studio 24 ($799), a new inline 

mixer. Kurzweil showed the ExpressionMate 

($395), an add-on that provides a ribbon 

controller, arpeggiator, and breath and foot 

controller inputs. 

Digital signal translators are another hot 

item. Fostex unveiled their DP-8 digital audio 

patchbay ($349), which converts multiple 

channels of ADAT I/O to S/PDIF and vice-

versa. Aardvark introduced the AardDDA 

digital audio distribution system ($595), 

which passes signal from an AES/EBU 

stereo input to six AES/EBU outputs (S/PDIF 

adapters are available as options), and the 

Sync DA ($795), which has a similar 

function, instead distributing digital clock 

signal (from either a word clock, AES/EBU, or 

optional S/PDIF input to five word clock 

outputs and a Superclock output). And 

MIdiman showed their S.A.M. ($299) 

S/PDIF-to-ADAT converter (will the second-

generation product be "Son of S.A.M."?), 

which includes an onboard eight-channel line-

level mixer, and their Pipeline 8x8 ($899), 

which provides eight 

channels of A/D and D/A 

conversion with ADAT 

digital I/O. 

Finally, if you're not yet 

living in the digital world, 

Music Interface Technologies 

(MIT) have something for you: a 

series of $100 (yes, you read that right) 

audiophile guitar, bass, and speaker cables, 

said to significantly remove noise and 

increase transient response. And the folks at 

OmniRax showed some new studio furniture 

products, including the Sidekick rack 

cabinet/desk ($325) and the Fido rolling CPU 

cart ($100). 
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Eric Clapton 
Pilgrim 

(Reprise) 

E
ric Clapton's entire career has been a 
pilgrimage towa(d musical integrity. 

Pi/grim, his first collection of ( mostly) 

original materie in nearly a decade, 

embodies both milestones and missteps in that 

journey. Co-produced by Clamon and keyboardist 

Simon Climie (who also co-wrote half the tracks), 

the album is an eclectic mix of Clapton's tried-

and-true sound along with a number of ambitious 

but largely unsuccessful forays into dance and 

hip-hop. 

It may be too soon to be calling him MC Eric, 

but that's where a lot of Pilgrim takes you. Drum 

machines, guitar loops, super-phat bass lines, 

live strings, and techno-oriented pads (assembled 

in England's first Pro Tools 24 system) abourd 

here—indeed, half the tracks were mixed by 

dance specialist Mick Guzauski. This makes for 

interesting listening, to be sure, but all too often 

the production distracts rather than complements 

the musical content. Songs i&ce the tedious title 

track and " Inside of Me" require a huge leap of 

faith to accept the dichotomy of skip-a-beat drurn 

samples and boombox bass underlying Clapton's 

fuzz guita, and weirdly overcompressed vocals. 

Other tracks, like " One Chance" and " She's 

Gone," don't slide quite so far down the slippery 

slope and are considerably more successful. 

On the other hand, " My Father's Eyes" is one 

of the stiougest songs Clapton's ever written, 

with a guitar hook, catchy melody, evocative 

lyrics, solid drumming from Steve Gadd, and an 

emotionally charged vocal, all wrapped in a glossy 

yet unobtrusive production. "The song had this 

quality that you could never quite pin 

down," recalls Climie. "We recorded it 

about three times. Using Emagic Logic Auulu, 

we time-stretched some of the instruments—like 

some of the dobro parts—from one of the other 

versions, making them sound kind of special. 

Then what generally happened was, as we 

messed around and got a feel that was a bit 

different, Eric would come in and play again. 

That's when he does all the amazing slide guitar 

stuff, things like that." 

There are other standout tracks. " River of 

Tears" unfolds slowly and sensuously, with an 

ever-climbing arpeggiated bass and 

washes of backing vocal and breathy 

synth pads providing a lush 

backdrop for Clapton's gentle 

yet intense guitar work and 

pain-ridden vocal. " Sick and 

Tired" is the one hard-core 

blooze jam on the album: 

Written and recorded in just 

six hours, with the later 

addition of strings and just one 

guitar ove'dub, it provides an 

intimate glimpse at great musicians 

making uninhibited, joyous music together 

late at night. The only jarring element is the drum 

machine: If only Gadd or Jim Keltner were at the 

session! 

Ultimately, Pilgrim is an uneven, almost 

schizophrenic album that demonstrates Clapton's 

willingness to take musical risks even while 

falling back on his venerable skills as a guitarist, 
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This new album features Little Charlie 8. The 
Nightcats on the first twelve tracks. J.J. Cale 
produces the last three songs, which feature 
John Hammond dueting with Washboard Chan 
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songwriter, and vocalist. Half of it sounds best 

when played on a boombox, the other half when 

played in the quiet of your home with the lights 

down low. Depending on your point of view, the 

glass is either half full or half empty. 

—Howard Massey 

John Scofield 
A Go Go (Verve) 

T
alk about a project whose time had to 
come: Having worked the inroads of gritty 

funk and twisted jazz from New York to 

Hawaii, John Scofield joins with Medeski, Martin, 

and Wood. It's as natural a fit as grits and gravy. 

Matching influences from the Meters to Nina 

Rota to Albert King, these heavy hitters downplay 

their separate roles on A Go Go, uniting like one 

nation under a groove. 

"We tried to make a record that is very in-

your-face and immediate," explains Scofield. "We 

dion t use a lot of effects. We all agreed that we 

wanted it real plain and clear." 

Playing his Ibanez AS200 electric through a 

Matchless AC-30 amp, Scofield blends 

seamlessly with John Medeski's eerie Hammond 

organ swells and the nudging, conversational 

rhythms of drummer Billy Martin and acoustic 

bassist Chris Wood. This is a band record in 

every sense of the word, as if the guitarist had 

long yearned for the glee of simple chicken-

scratch comping within MMW's demented organ 

trio approach. These may be Sco's tunes, but 

it's really MMW's record. 

"John is a special player, and I love what he 

brought to the tunes," says Scofield, " as did Billy 

and Chris. It was a real simpatico session. 

Sometimes Medeski would play stuff that I would 

never have imagined. The solo on 'A Go Go' 

cracks me up. That funny organ sound and the 

[Hohnerj Clavinet is like a weird 'Dance of the 

Sugarplum Fairies.' All three of them 

came up with a vibe that added so 

much to the music. They were doing 

such a good job that maybe I let 

them have the spotlight." 

Ahh, an album of subtle 

pleasures. No overheated exchanges 

or hot-shot trading here—instead, a 

soothing funk balm. "A Go Go" may 

be the most memorable track, as 

Scofield and Medeski double-dribble 

the hopscotch melody over a rather 

polite groove. But as surprisingly well 

integrated as these players are, you 

do long for a little scorch amid the 

slow burn. Many of these tunes 

simmer in near-boiling temperature— 

"Hottentot," which quakes with a 

wonderfully manic nastiness, is the 

one exception. But " Deadzy" is pure 

oddball finery, a twilight zone of bent 

chords, acoustic bass horror, and 

moody noir. Sco and band also sync 

perfectly on " Kubrick," where the 

misty melody of a Forties-vintage 

Martin acoustic is matched by 

ominous piano notes and resonant 

mallet interplay. 

Frank Zappa once said, " Jazz 

isn't dead, it just smells funny." 

Somehow, some way, John Scofield 

keeps stinking up the joint. Listen, 

and smell the burn. 

—Ken Maffei 

Bonnie Raitt 
Fundamental (Capitol) 

N
o true fan would have begrudged Bonnie 
Raitt her belated commercial breakthrough 

under the aegis of Don Was in the late 

Eighties. After a painful descent from sizzling blues 

mama to failed pop star over the previous two 

decades, it was startling—and inspirational—to 

see this gifted singer and slide guitarist flourish 

while still young enough to savor success, albeit 

via a glossier approach than purists might choose. 

Now it's time to put a bit of grit back into the 

stew. Produced by Raitt in tandem with Mitchell 

Froom and Tchad Blake, Fundamental is a 

tantalizing amalgam of vintage sounds and fresh 

insights that parallels her partners' work with Los 

Lobos. Classic and brand-new at the same time, 

this terrific album boasts seemingly endless twists 

and a ton of straight-ahead soul. Oldsters can find 

plenty of what made Bonnie lovable in the first 

place. Penned by NRBQ's Joey Stampinato, " I 

Need Love" features a cool boogie feel, while John 

pÉnralank   
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Hiatt's " Lovers Will" captures Raitt at her torchy 

best. She also doles out generous helpings of 

killer slide, injecting salty riffs into the Stonesy 

"Blue for No Reason" and wrenching a chilling howl 

from her axe on " Spit of Love." 

But Fundamental is no nostalgia trip. "We 

weren't interested in retro music," says Mitchell 

Froom. "We were creating hybrids, juxtapositions 

that sound natural but with elements you wouldn't 

necessarily think of going together. Bonnie said 

she didn't want to make a record like her recent 

ones; she wanted to explore and have fun." 

The best example of their eclectic audacity may 

be " I'm On Your Side," described by Froom as a 

"reggae/African/Appalachian" concoction. Amidst 
a merry swirl of sparse dub textures, crackling 

snare drums, and hillbilly accordion, Raitt delivers 

a fiery romantic invitation only a 

fool would decline. Then there's 

the goofy yet wonderful version 

of J. B. Lenoir's " Round and 

Round." Mixed with Raitt's 

muffled voice to one side, framed 

by jaunty guitar and bass, this 

spacey country blues has a 

mesmerizing, off-kilter grace. "We 

used one of those funny old mics 

that plugs into a reel-to-reel tape 

machine, and she sang the hell 

out of it," notes Froom. " Bonnie 

told us later, 'That's the reason I 

worked with you guys,' but at the time we didn't 

think much about it. We were just goofing around, 

making a cool noise." 

Elsewhere, Froom and Blake 

avoided kookier extremes, 

concentrating on the primal 

power of Raitt's voice. " I used 

this great mic, a Telefunken 

Elam 251 from the Sixties," 

Froom says. " It's a tube mic 

with a really big sound, a 

particularly nice high end, and 

a lot of air and warmth. It won't 

take super intense midrange 

volume, but Bonnie doesn't sing 

particularly loud." 

At any volume. Raitt can 

evoke overwhelming regret or desire in a few 

impassioned lines. From the sleepy lust of " Cure 
for Love, featuring searing guitar by Los Lobos' 

e 
T

his may not work for every musician, 
warns Jim Heath, a.k.a. the righteous 

rockabilly rebel, Reverend Horton Heat. 

But here's an interesting technique he 

stumbled across while tracking his latest 

rambunctious disc for lnterscope, Space 

Heater. He, bassist Jimbo, and drummer Scott Churilla had booked 

pricey, clock-ticking time at a posh Illinois studio, Chicago Recorders. A 

real gun-to-the-temple session. "So all our stuff was set up in this great 

studio," says Heath—who, in his interview outfit of baseball cap, Social 

Distortion jacket, and horn-rimmed spectacles, looks nothing like his 

slick-haired, Nudie-suited, onstage self. "And I walk in there, and I'm 

goin"Shit! I don't have any songs!' And some guy's goin"So. Y'all 

have some good new stuff, right?' And I was mumblin"Uhhhh .. . no.'" 
According to the Rev, the gospel for most tunesmiths is this: "You 

Rev. Horton Heat 
A Songwriter's Revelation 

write a song out on paper, you practice it, you get the guys in the band 

together, the band works up the song, then you play it in front of crowds 

until the sang gets tight. And then you go into the studio." All fine in 

theory, he agrees_ But that night in Chicago, long after his Heat-mates had 

left, with some expensive engineers still looking on, Heath had an 

epiphany. "After a little while of just sittin' there," he says in a deep Texas 

drawl, 'I just started writin' stuff out. Then I got 'em to give me a click 

track, and I did a recording with a guitar part that I thought would be 
something basic to fit over it. And once I got that. I was basically in there. 

So the next day, when Jimbo and Scott came in, it took them 

only a coupla hours to learn the little tricks of the song"— 

which was one of Space Heater's most propulsive cuts, the 

chucka-chucka " Lie Detector." 

"And in that two hours, I'd gotten another song. And, 

well, to make a long story short, I figured out that I could 

write and record a song a day. We were there for three 

days, we got three songs." 
Naturally, Heat didn't see the need to run up any more 

exorbitant bills. He high-tailed it to Good Vibe Records in 

Dallas, which featured an intimate demo studio. " I went in 

there every day at eleven, and I'd just be in there playing my 

guitar. One thing would lead to another, and I'd type some 

words or go have a drink and come back and write some 

more, and then, there ya go! By about five o'clock. I'd have 

a song! If Jimbo and Scott weren't there, I'd make my own 

drum part, just do the whole thing. And if they were there, it 

became much more of a collaboration than it's ever been." 

Heath wrote/recorded at two different demo locations 

in an intense couple of two-week blocs. "And I came out 

with thirty songs!" he beams proudly. " Purty fun, huh?" 

Sixteen made it onto Space Heater. But to what does the 

good Reverend attribute this rain of compositional manna? 

He guffaws. " It's just fun, man! I love to write, love to 

record. And I'm to the point now where I don't even wanna 

awn any personal recording equipment, because I can just 

go into a studio without any songs, and I'll have a song. By 

tonight. Written and recorded!"— Tom Lanham f 
Photo: James Bland ( bottom) 
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David Hidalgo, to the tender " Fearless Love," to 

the airy " One Belief Away," Fundamental 

celebrates raw adult emotions with no sugar 

coating. Not surprisingly, most of Raitt's vocals 

were cut live in the studio, with little doctoring. 

For textural spice, Froom and Blake employed 

such touches as a marxophone (a cousin to the 

autoharp), unusual percussion, and Hohner 

Clavinets and other less common keyboards. But 

Froom downplays the importance of offbeat 

trappings, since the star is the real story. "We 

didn't set out to make a strange record. I think it 

sounds sexy and juicy. Some people might say 

it's a reinvention, but it's really just her backyard. 

All the dirt we were playing in. Bonnie knows 

inside-out. If it works that's why it works." 

Believe it. It works. 

—Jon Young 

Ray Wonder 
Good Music 

(North of No South Records) 

I
nitially released overseas back in 1996, Good 
Music, the second full-length album and fourth 

overall release by Swedish pop geniuses Ray 

Wonder, made its way to the States late last year, 

but who knew? In any event, this diversified 

collection of eleven sophisticated but playfully 

intelligent songs take more than a few cues from 

XTC while raising the bar up a notch. Much like 

XTC forebear Andy Partridge, Henrik Andersson 

builds vocal melodies that lead Ray Wonder 

through implied chords, twisted tempos, and 

unorthodox meters, with oblique lyrics that paint 

pictures of everyday life punctured by freak 

circumstances and supernatural occurrences. 

According to Ray Wonder drummer Per Helin, 

the group's uncanny knack for converting quirky 

hooks into pop candy has more to do with 

innocence than complex machinations. "From the 

very beginning it was more or less an accident," 

he insists. "Our first release, Hurray, was meant to 

be a demo because we had only played together 

for four months and hadn't ever played the 

instruments we were playing before then." Such 

conscious naïveté allowed each band member to 

approach his respective instrument without 

theoretical grounding or, for that matter, any 

conceptual plan in mind—thus Helin's peculiar 

avoidance of the groove, loft Stade's angular, 

loping bass lines, and the staccato guitar licks 

interspersed throughout by Andersson and Ludvig 

Boss, who doubles on a Wurlitzer keyboard. 

"Of course it's on purpose," Helin insists. "The 

idea was to put bars together by following the 

melodies. I try not to think too much about simple 

grooves and just go with the melody lines; that's 

pretty much a strong idea in the whole group. It's 

not like we're thinking, ' Let's do a song in 5/4 or 

7/4.' Melodies aren't always 4/4, so we develop 

around a melody; we're not trying to rearrange it 

so it becomes 4/4. Also, it's very exciting to play 

those kinds of rhythmic arrangements." 

The excitement shows. Bursts of melody in 

"Souvenir," "Cha Cha," and the brilliant " Hold 

Me Tight" guide Helin's hard-driving, inside-out 

beats and Stade's snappy bass. Meanwhile, 

"General Hugging Center," "What I'll Do," and 

the brooding " Darta"—with an homage to the 

Grateful Dead thrown in for laughs—rely on 

simpler melodies and a trunkful of blues shuffles 

and vaudeville beats to impart Ray Wonder's 

special Scandinavian sauce. 

Helin is the spoon that stirs that sauce. To 

keep his beats fresh and effervescent, he 

abandoned his Ludwig kit and switched between 

six different sets that were in the studio. He also 

opted to set up in a small stone room instead of 

a larger main room "to keep the drums sounding 

tight and alive." Was that how he managed to 

come up with such great beats? " No, I think it 

was the old coffee in the coffee mugs I played," 

he muses. "They sound so good because [the 

coffee] was dark. It should be cold and at least 

one week old." Remember, you read it here first. 

—Michael GeHand 

Rigo Star 
Attention (IMA) 

R
igo Star may be the premier soukous 
guitarist of our time, though he's probably 

best known among casual pop fans less 

for helping to propel the careers of M'Bilia Bel or 

Kanda Bonga Manthan for guesting on Paul 

Simon's Rhythm of the Saints. While more than 

capable of whipping up a dancing frenzy, however, 

Star's own sensibility harkens to the more 

romantic traditions of S'xties-era Congolese 

rumba, a style built around the languid grace of 

French-sung, Spanish-tinged melodies. 

On Attention! Star has crafted a 

contemporary version of this classic form, in 

which tastefully employed electronic keyboards 

and MIDI-patched guitar sounds widen the tonal 

palette beyond what you'a hear from a Sixties 

group. Another update is that here Star is the 

group; aside from vocals by Congolese singer 

Sam Mangwana, occasional horn charts and 

some massed vocal choruses, everything about 

this album, from production to songwriting to 

musicianship, is Rigo's own. 

Congolese rumba tends to take shape in two 

parts: At first winding melodies about love, 

politics or social conditions are intoned with full 

throated emotion; after a short pause, the 

rhythms surge into double-time and those reverb-

laden guitars take over, shifting the accents over 

hypnotically repetitive melodic phrases to create 

a giddy helium-like effect. Here Star handles a 

few of the lead vocals himself, displaying a 

pleasing high tenor, though he emphasizes that 

he wrote all the songs on the album with 

Mangwala in mind. " I know all the styles of music 

in my country," explains Star, who, like many of 

the prominent musicians from the Congo 

(formerly Zaire), currently lives in Paris. "And I 

know how to compose for him, as well as for 

M'Bilia Bel. His style is slower than mine but I 
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didn't want to make any of the styles too 

different on the album." 

The emphasis on vocals probably won't thrill 

hard-core fans of soukous—rumba's somewhat 

discofied cousin—especially as Star's acoustic-

electric guitar work is often mixed far into the 

background. ("That's because I didn't mix the 

album," he laughs, " but I like it anyway—in 

rumba the vocals should be on top.") Too bad: 

his understated approach is more reflective and 

sophisticated than typical soukous workouts, an 

intriguing amalgam that owes equal debts to Dr. 

Nico and George Benson, with blues. Hawaiian 

and flamenco influences in evidence as well. A 

self-taught guitarist whose acoustic playing rings 

with a gorgeous vibrato, Star may be something 

of a global music sponge, yet Attention! remains 

refreshingly free of the kind of techno gloss or 

'worldbeat' contrivances which make so many 

other 'crossover' records sound sterile. At once 

resolutely modern and retro, Star ultimately pulls 

you in with tne same quality which gives all great 

rigo star 

mrieedle 

music its cachet as a global language—he sings 

and plays from the heart. 

—Mark Rowland 

Emma Townshend 
Winterland (East/West) Sometimes art relies on a simple gut 

reaction, a " Hey, this really affects me, 

but darned if I can explain why" kind of 

instinct. Winterland, the shimmery debut from 

the piano-playing daughter of Pete Townshend, is 

a vibe thing, pure and simple. There's a moment, 

three songs into the set, when it all falls into 

place, when you understand that this artist 

believes and probably made this record for no 

other reason than to please herself. Trying to 

convey a twilight trip through her native London in 

"Walk at Night," Townshend employs gentle, 

perambulating chords, her supple voice trailing 

slightly behind the melody until it reaches a minor 

crescendo with the repeated line " I can see a 

black dog's eye. . . . I can see a black dog's 

eye." And she twists each syllable, drawing them 

out with a stark sonic beauty until you can almost 

picture this mysterious, mist-shrouded hound, his 

eyes glinting with the merest hint of moon. 

The best albums always feature such minor 

epiphanies—songs where sound and vision are 

perfectly aligned. Townshend is no Tori-type 

grandstander; she seems to know exactly what 

each number needs, and isn't afraid to keep 

things to a skeletal minimum. Mostly, Winterland 

is just her and her piano, a dusty old artifact she 

stumbled across in a London keyboard shop. She 

recorded herself at home too, via a gift from dear 

old Dad, an Akai 12-track. "And twelve tracks is 

really such a nice amount; it really disciplines 

you," is her theory. 

Similarly timbered singers have trod this 

interpretive turf before: Kate Bush, of course, as 

well as Soraya, Robin Holcomb, and Beverly 

Craven. But Townshend, who refused a label deal 

a decade ago to study botany and horticultural 

history, borrows a great deal of imagery and 

inspiration from her own backyard garden. Her 

music is leafy in texture, verdant in color. 

She's no purist, though. Townshend paces her 

loping "Ghost Kitchen" with clanking syndrums, 

and syncopates the obsessed-fan-soliloquy "The 

Last Time I Saw Sadie" with trippy sampled 

affectations and spectral layers of vocals. Like 

an antique automaton retrofitted with spanking-

new battery packs, Winterland is an original work 

that also takes no Who cues whatsoever—no 

crunchy riffs, no Mod postures, no wild windmill 

guitar flourishes. Rather, it's one of those fine-

wine discs that has to be savored over time. You'll 

either absolutely adore it, or you won't. 

—Tom Lanham 

Ryuichi Sakamoto 
Discord: Untitled 01 

(Sony) pianist and keyboardist, soundtrack 
composer, electronic dance music pioneer 

with the Yellow Magic Orchestra, actor, 

model: Ryuichi Sakamoto is a polymath who's 

produced both brittle fop-pop and austere 

contemporary classical works—and he looks 

marvelous in basic black. A fitting amalgam of 

these diverse attributes. Sakamoto's latest album 

presents a concerto in four movements for 

orchestra, piano, electric guitar, and DJ, celebrating 

his classical training ( at the Tokyo National 

University of Fine Arts and Music) while 

acknowledging his aptitude for improvisation, his 

minimalist tendencies, and his modern, even 

fashion-forward vision. Exploiting cyclical structures 

and dense minor-key tonalities that result in 

absorptive, trance-like themes, the four 

movements of Discord: Untitled 01—"Grief," 

"Anger," " Prayer," and " Salvation"—are each 

intended to represent a mood or emotion," 

according to Sakamoto," but without dynamic 

development like typical Beethoven symphonies 
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have, either within each movement or between the 

movements. For that purpose, the minimalistic 

repetitions of ' infinite melodies' fit well." 

Sakamoto scored the orchestral parts— 

predominantly for string section abetted by oboe, 

harp, French bassoon, English horn, and, in 

"Anger," snare drum—but left the piano, guitar, 

and DJ parts open to improvisation, though the 

score indicates where not to play. Guitarist David 

Torn ' s glassy Lexicon-assisted loops surround 

the orchestra with long-decay washes, while DJ 

Spooky, a.k.a. Paul Miller, contributes subdued 

data intrigues in the right channel. The guitar and 

DJ sounds are low in the mix, often more color 

4 

uichi sakamoto 

than core composition, and while Torn's 

distinctive textures—some of them processed 

vocal samples—are easy to detect, it's often 

hard to pinpoint the contributions from Spooky's 

turntable. Nevertheless, says Sakamoto, "I knew 

while I was writing the score that David and Paul 

were the right musicians, since the guitarist and 

DJ required diversity of musical styles and 

knowledge. I knew they were the only ones who 

could understand what I wanted." 

Sakamoto cites Glass, Gorecki, Arvo Part, 

Mahler, and Wagner's Parsifal as phmary influences 

on Untitled 10, which, in its contrast of romantic 

harmonies and chilling dissonance, also suggests— 

even quotes from— Argentinean composer Alberto 

Ginastera, Luciano Berio, and Ralph Vaughan 

Williams. Somewhat less exalted influences inform 

the work of Amon Tobin, Chocolate Weasel, and 

Talvin Singh on Anger, Grief: The Remixes. Featuring 

utterly predictable drum & bass deconstructions 

that neuter the orchestra's emotional power in favor 

of tired club gestures— percolating jungle beats, re-



re-recycled hip-hop grooves, tabla 

samples—this record prompts a 

question: Why club-mix a symphony? 

Perhaps Sakamoto was out to 

produce the techno era's equivalent 

of Deep Purple with the London 

Philharmonic: Concerto for Group and 

Orchestra. Alas, he has succeeded. 

Playing in traffic at the crossroads of 

fashion, composition, and oubland, 

Sakamoto proves himself an artful 

dodger who ably directs the flow and 

looks good in uniform. But on slippery 

terrain and untested roads, even the 

coolest drivers should proceed with 

more caution. 

—James Rotondl 

lzzy Stradlin 
117 degrees (Geffen) 

A
in't It a Bitch" may be the 
best Rolling Stones song the 

band never wrote. That's 

because lzzy Stradlin penned the 

tune, which kicks off the second solo 

album from the former Guns n' Roses 

guitarist. The song's mid-tempo 

groove, coupled with Stradlin's 

workmanlike vocals and pleasing 

open-G tuning, sets the laid-back tone 

for the album. On the other hand, 

// 7 degrees, produced by Stradlin 

with Eddie Ashworth (Sublime, Ju Ju 

Hounds) and Bill Price, is peppered 

with raw aggro outings such as 

"Parasite" and the revved-up 

"Methanol." The combination didn't 

congeal overnight. 

"This record stretches for a long period of 

time. We started it in '93 or '94," St,adlin 

explains. "Then last year I turned in what I 

wanted to be the record, and there were no slow 

songs on it; they were all thrashers, real hard 

rock, fast stuff. The lab& said, ' No go.' I said. 

'Okay, fine.' They wanted some of the slow stuff 

from earlier sessions, so this record was a 

compromise. But it worked out okay." 

On 117 degrees Stradlin's secret weapon is a 

holdover from the Ju Ju Hounds in the person of 

Georgia Satellites guitarist Rick Richards. "Rick's 

instinctive. I never have to tell him anything," muses 

Stradlin, who is mainly a rhythm player in the Keith 

Richards mold. "He plays what I would play if I could. 

It's like having an extra pair of hands." Growing up 

in Indiana, Stradlin played drums; it was only after 

moving to L.A. in 1980 that he segued to string 

instruments, in part because his drums were stolen 

from his broken-down car. Which helps explain this 

album's percussive thrust drummer Taz Bentley's 

double-kick playing is especially potent on " Grunt," 

a driving instrumental that travels through classic 

rock-influenced soundscapes and genres in the 

tradition of Edgar Winter's " Frankenstein." 

Stradlin, who employs former G n' R bandmate 

Duff McKagan on bass, likes paying homage to his 

'nfluences, as a raved-up but obvious cover of Chuck 

Berry's "Memphis" and ar original song, " Freight 

Train," make clear. The latter draws from the dirty 

nonchalance perfected by the New York Dolls, 

reflecting Stradlin's own devil-may-care musical 

oubook. That attitude permeates many of the best 

cuts here, from the sexy saunter of "Old Hat" to the 

beerdointiukebox mellowness of " Bleedin'l and the 

countrified rumble of " Here Before You." A lack of 

ego and a believable, likable guilelessness about 

influences and intentions is rare these days; coming 

from a guy who made his reputation in Guns n' 

Roses, it seems downright strange. " Hey, I'm just 

the guy with the record deal," Stradlin protests. 1/7 

degrees makes you glad he's got one. 

—Kathleen Turman 

Bernard Butler 
People Move On (Creation/Columbia) 

B
ernard Butler spent :he first half of the 

decade as one of British pops most high-

protile sidemen, first as a guitarist/co-

songwriter in Suede, then as a collaborator with 

the likes of Edwyn Collins and Bryan Ferry. But 

while holed up in his home studio. 

Butler made a liberating discovery: 

He could sing. " And the minute I 

started singing, it immediately 

changed the way I played guitar, the 

way I wrote songs . . . everything," 

explains the soft-spoken 27-year-old. 

Thus began his stunning solo debut. 

You'd be hard pressed to find 

many similarities here with Butler's 

earlier work, save for some exceptional 

guitar playing. Instead, he's crafted a 

warm, engaging album that recalls 

classic references—Townshend, 

Beatles, Buffalo Springfield—without 

resorting to Noel Gallagher-style 

thievery. His songwriting is mostly 

acoustic-based, though with a flair for 

drama; both the title track and the 

opener "Woman I Know" begin quietly, 

with gentle Nick Drake-like vocals, then 

build to soaring choruses with bold 

strings and the strong, soulful voice of 

backup singer Denise Johnson. "She's 

a real presence," notes Butler. 

"Besides, I thought it would be cool to 

have a real, professional singer." 

But it's Butler's approach to 

recording guitar parts that keys this 

album's sound. " I've really gotten 

into small amps," he explains, 

specifying a '64 Fender Vibro Champ 

and an old Ampeg VT-22. " It was 

mainly guitar-amp-mic-desk, with 

virtually no processing. I was reading 

about how the Byrds recorded the 

intro to ' Mr. Tambourine Man' with 

just a Rickenbacker [running direct] 

through a desk, using a Fairchild 

compressor, and that was one of the greatest 

guitar sounds ever." So Butler did just that on 

"When You Grow." 

Playing all the guitar, bass, organ, and piano 

parts himself, Butler chose to record at the history-

steeped Rak Studios of North London. " I know it's 

sort of famous, but you'd be shocked if you went 

in there, 'cause it's a bit run-down," he confides. 

"It's got a Seventies ATI desk that's barely stuck 

together with gaffer tape, and the outboard 

consists of, like, two old AMS delay units. That's 

all you get, really. But the live room is amazing. 

It's the best drum room I've ever been in—very 

dark, with old wood on the walls and floor, and a 

bit shabby. The environment you play in is much 

more crucial than the equipment you're using." 

Butler moved on to Air Studios to record 

strings and overdubs and to complete mixing. 

The result is an album of exceptional sonic clarity, 

as Butler was determined to keep things minimal. 

"It's quite easy to get louder and louder," he 

says. " It's hard to make things softer." In the 

end, though, it's the richness of his songs that 

makes this album as compatible with speakers 

as to an old pair of headphones. 

—Der Sherlock 
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CLASSIFIED MARKETPLAC 
or by email: 

jfellers@musicianmag.com 

accessories 

Pain To Play 
Back pain? Neck Pain? Shoulder Pain? 

DUAL SHOULDER INSTRUMENT STRAP 

Balanced • Adjustable • Comfortable 

In 
stores 
now! 

Ask for SLIDER by name 
or call us 1-800-237-7419 VP' 

FACTORY DIRECT / CUSTOM BUILT 
Speaker Cabinets • Road Cases • Cabling 

Contact us for a catalog or quote 
KATZ AUDIO 
(800) 243-3671 

PO Box 304 I fax: (804)295-8002 
Charlottesville VA 22902 I Icatzaudio@aol.com 

Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available 
Background Musk from •' Standard 

ir REMOVE ( 
• VOCALS 

Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke 
does... ,..d.er and gives you the 4., ... 

Thompson Vocal Eliminator' 
WO Free Brochure E. Demo Tape .. 

IT Sound Dept MU- 1 
7980 LT Parkway,Lithonia,GA 30 ,Idgi ir 1, . 
Internet -http:// Itsound.com .1•'' - • 
24 How Demo/Into Request Une (770)482-2485-Ext 20' 
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaokel 

INGERS 

ACOUSTIC FOAM 
Diffusors, Bass Traps, Sound Barrier & More! 

C311 hip 
Iree 

Sample HO 

The plain & honest truth is that Auratex makes the best 
sound control products on the market—regardless ol price. 
For more information hit our website or ask for Auralex 
products at major retailers & mail-order dealers nationwide. 
You'll be surprised at how easy & affordable it is to improve 
the sound of everything you do in your studio. 
USERS: James Taylor, Glom Black, Andrew Gad, Cnnstopner Cross, Doane Peny 
Jethrs: Tull), Dennts DeYoungUames YOU Todd Sucherman ( Syr 1. George 
Terry : Eric Clacton). lade WanchK (Jot. liellencampl. Ross Yenned. Sud Rcm. 
Wank Llmlally IPaul Revere& The Rulers), Nona Hendry, John Baxter lee.Fklal, 
Will Drsney Co. Hamo Studios. LucasAna JBL. Shure. (*Hand. Peloms Acous. 
Ins. Sear Sound. ATILT. NASA, Sony. CBS Som NBC Sports. ABC TV Radio. 

ESº4 USNEIC. Dtwovery Channel, Bend« College or kluarc. Music Bakery, Steven J men. 
Folmar Sr ER; • Crdene &Woe {Bee Gees. E Clamp, Kenny G. Avmage Whim Band. MC 
Stele Demonist for Don Waa Babylso., Larrabee. etc. Ensomq, Coda God, Wayman THUM 

er,',pumeoo,n lht Loco. Center. &Me. Toil**. 20th Century Fox, I:km:anal Studes. NPR 
Verner &o,, Polygram. Eno, of the Loom Country Comfort Your, Hanley Auflve LIM Luce, 
Technologet, Tune Warner CaOte. 3BTV. Electroples Arno. Alden, Hacrornede. Adaplec a 
ten-Logan. Crawford Post, ShowCo. Mormon Church TV. Pionee,. Oualcomm. Caryl, al•• 
De ir Cdy {Branson,. the voRes ol VeDonalds. MOH Bnewn S WM, on Fox and m.' , 

Auralex • 8851 N Hague Rd Indpls IN 46256 • wtmx auralex.com 

1-800-95WEDGE•Fax 317-842-2760 

education 

LEARN AUDIO RECORDING 
• 2.: Wcek Mauer Hatterding Program • intcynalupt 

• Financial Aid to Qualified Students • Hmds-on Training 

• Multi Scoria° Facility 

• Chu Graduates are in Demand 

CONSERVATORY OF RK:( ) RDI NC, 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

1-800-562-6383 

LEARN the ART of RECORDING 
. rice 1971 • Atir 

eve 4, •••,-. ''› • 
4... a • 2 Mor r Itg • Job l 

ta.s t • Small ( . 

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 

;:,,) Call Today for a Free Brochure 

800-848-9900 or 614-663-2544 
ox. p.. ram 614-663.2427 ma infoNreoxdingworkshcp.com 

455-A Massieville Rd Chillicothe OH 45601 

employment 

MUSICIANS/SINGERS/ENTERTAINERS 
Play, Perform & Live in beautiful LAS VEGAS 
Our book tells you how with the insiders information We 
list the following Every Hotel/Casino Address. Phone, 
Type of entertainment used in Each Showroom & Lounge 
& the NAME OF ENTERTAINMENT DIRECTOR ( Receive 
as bonus LV Agent Listing) 

ORDER TODAY 1.800.731.4367 
Only S11.50 + S&H 

MUSICIANS NATIONAL REFERRAL  
Where pro musicians & bands connect 
Worlds largest, most preferred referral. Ask 

about our Lifetime membership. 

(800) 366-4447 
http://www.musicianreferrol.Com/mnr/ 

PROFESSIONAL 

FM i e MUSICIANS' 
REFERRAL 

SINCE 1974 MUSICIANS & GROUPS 
WHEN YOU NEED THE RIGHTGROUP OR PLAYER, CALL 

THE ORIGINAL NATIONAL REFERRAL...MR! 

THE SERVICE DESIGNED 
BY MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS 

• ALL REFERRALS ARE SCREENED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS 
• SUPE RIOR SERVICE, PERSONAL ATTF_NTFON 
• NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL, REGIONAL, LOCAL 

612-825-6848 

On line exclusives. Find them at www.musicianmag.com 

franchise 

MUSIC•GO•ROUND 
Join #1 US Music Retail Team 
Used & new music instruments. 

Leading national franchise chain 

seeks motivated franchise owners. 

Ranked as top music retail franchise 

opportunity. $50,000 minimum cash 
investment. Ready for a fun job'' 

Call (800) 645-7298 

MUSIDGO•ROUND 
"We buy, sell, trade and consign used 

and new musical instruments" 

www.musiegoround.com 

instruments 

SUBSCRIBE NOW to our monthly used and vintage instrument list 
with 28 iarn packed pages of quality instruments for players and col-
lectors at down-to-earth prices. $15.00/year i$30.00 overseas). 
Current issue free on request. ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. 
Washington. POS 14210-FC5. Lansing. MI 48901: 517-372-7890. 
http://www.elderly.corr 

Do you have used quality 

musical instruments for sale? 

Call Jeff Fellers at 800.407.6874 
to place an ad in this space 

, 

WORLD'S LARGEST DEALER OF 
USED MUSICAL EQUIPMENT 
OVER 10,000 Guitars' Amplifiers' Drums' Keyboards! 
Pedals' Recording' PA! Rack Effects' Accessories' & morel 

pu. 11.4 
SIOCe SO) DY MAIL CALL 

E A It 603-623-4751 
for a FREE catalog! 

A Dnapon of Daddy's Junky 
music stores. Inc* 

Dealers Welcomel 

Online 
MUSIC AUCTION 

giegahressotledictiodethrie 

TONS of used, discontinued, overstocked, 
scratched 'n' dented, one-of-a-kind... 

www.rockauction.com  
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internet musicians services 

WORLD WIDE 
INDEPENDENT 
DISTRIBUTION. 
FULFILLMENT 
a MUCH MORE! 

TO CREATE A BUZZ CALL' 
1-800-685-4 12 

Put Your Music On the Web 

LET THE WORLD DECIDE!! 

www.publJcdomainrecords.com 

516-497-0342 

email skyfish@i-2000.com 

(;ET YOUR :gUSIC ON THE IN'I'ERNET 

Featuring fun length songs on Real Audio!! 

The bee way to maintain an updated on-line hand presence! 

Feature your performance calendar, photos, booking informa-

tion. iin-line d.-ring for your CD and more! 

MAMMOTH ARTISTS, INC.Tm 
www.mammothartists.eom 

800-()39-3946 

www. pick-a-tu ne . corn 

t.s1 S REQ.o  

- à o- " 
, 

• SONGS, SCORES, ARRANGEMENTS, 
FOLIOS, EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, ETC. 

• FOR EVERY MUSIC STYLE, ARTIST 
AND INSTRUMENT. 

BOYD RECORDS presents its 1998 compilation CD You 
Played Yourself. Fentring: R.B., Pack, Struggle, Mr, Nasser 
Nass, Taint' Pikasso. Available Mur 1st in stores natnonwid.-
and online www.bodree.com * 

Be seen in IncieScenef the pride:skeet's newsletter. 
Get noteed by A&R, radlc, journalists, colleges. managers. 

Send press kits to: 
PO Box 121856. Nashville Tennessee 3721.2 

http://members.aol.corn,'Indescene 

New CD Release 

available only directly from Papa Bear Records 

Tony Levin & Bill Bruford 

Bruford Levin Upper Extremities 
.1* DAVID TORN CHRIS BOTTI 

by credit card 
(800) 688-2227 

by mail 
creck for $ 15 plus 82.50 p&h 

Papa Bear Records, PO 498 Woodstock, NY 12498 
Ar••••,• 

call tor our other eleases or visit http://www.papabear.com 

promotions 

GET INTO THE BIZ! 
Learn the music business by working 
ii spare time as a music promoter, 
he ping break new bands & artists! 

Earn CDs, tickets & va JaWe experience! 

(818) 377-E216 Box 973, it. HOI. CA 91603 

services 

FOR COMPLETE COMPACT DISC, 
CASSETTE & RECORD MANUFACTURING 

QCCI (800) 859-8401 
OCA, IC. • 2832 SPRING GROVE AVE • COSCINNAT1, el 45225 

(513) 881-8,UX1 • FAX 1513, 161-3777 

WELL BEAT ANY PRICE! TDK CDR-74 $1.99. SONY MINI-DISC-

74. DAT-120 $5.79 SA-90 $1.49. MAXELL. 1-800-245-6000. 
TAPE WORLD, Butler. PA 16003-0361 

'WORLD CLASS" vintage tube Guitar Amplifier Restoration, 
Sonically, Electronically. Cosmetically. Kendrick Amplifier, 
1512)990-5486 

Getting signed is very hard to do. But we will get the record deal you 
are looking for!!! Call TALENT 2090. (708) 567-2197  

Mid-south musicians: Get listed in kmusic.com, the region's 
on-line music directory. Call (423) 522-6853 or click on 
kmusic.com for specific information. 

CDs 
As low as 67(t each 

* CED-1:2 Replication 
* Cb-R One- Offs 
* Mastering 
* Packaging cl Printing 

SKETTE 

800-426-0247 
..princetondiskette.com 
318111 

psssst 
1000 CDs $ 1.00 
Includes Glass Mastering from your Premaster, 2 Color Label, 
Jewel Box. Collation ot your Insert 8, Shrink. 

1000 Cassettes  .75C ea 
C-40 Normal. Includes Master, Tests, 1 Color Label, 
Norelco Box. Collation of your Insert 8 Shrink. 

1000 12"Vinyl   1• 00 ed. 
Includes 2 Color Label 8 Paper Sleeve. ( Mastering, Plating 

8 Tests Additional). 25e additional for diecut jacket. 

TRUTONE INC. 
310 Hudson Street, Hackensack, NJ 07601 

1-888 TRUTONE 0-888-878-8663) 

COMPACT DISCS • 754 EACH 
IT'S A BETTER DEAL! 

"Add It U" 
1,000 CDs 

1,000 Jewel/Wrap 

1,000 2.Pg Book/Tray 

750 00 

300 00 

240 00 

$ 1.290.00 

your CO Ready 'lister 6 Print Ready film 

NATIONAL 

TAPE & DISC 
1-800-874-41 74 

MIN - MIN .MM ▪ UM MN MI .. IMF ME 1111111 MR IBM EMI BIM 

musician 
CLOSSIFIO 
mime 

Socoaito7.6812. 
Heed an ad fast? 
Call Jeff fellers at 

615.321.1536 

HOW TO ORDER AN AD: 
REGULAR CLASSIFIED (ads without borceis) 20 word 
minimum. $2.90 per word, minimum $58 per insertion. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ( all ads with borders): 1Y/1" 
$163 per. 6Y 1" 5152 per. 12491" $142 per. 
BOLD FACE CAPS: Fi-st line, additional $20. 
MUSICIAN BOX NUMBER: Include $4 per insertion for 
handling. 
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED with your ad. Send to 
Musician Classified, Jeff Fellers, 49 Music Square 
West, Nashville, TN 37203. 
DEADLINE: Two -nonlhs pr or to date of publication. 

AD CANCELLATIONS MUST BE IN WRMNG AND 
SENT TO THE MUSICIAN CLASSIFIED DEFARTMENT. 
FAX YOUR AD TODAY: 615.321.9170 
EMAIL: jfellersC_emusicianmag.com 

CATEGORIES: Please mark category desired. 

..1Accessories U Books/Publications J Computers 
0 Employment 0 For Sale 0 Franchise LI Instruction 
U Instruments 0 Miscellaneous U Musicians U Records & Tapes 
Li Services LI Software 0 Songwriters 0 Talent J Video 
Your Name 
Company 
Address 
City State Zip 
Telephone 

Please fill in the information below if you want to charge the cost of 
your classified advertising. 
J American Express 0 Visa J MasterCard 
Credit Card # 
Exp. Date Bank # 
Your Signature 
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services 

500 CDs $986 
package includes full color insert 

from customer supplied film 

500 CDs $ 1295 
graphics • film we do it all 

1000 CDs $ 1195 
package does not include inserts 

4. et' £44,,. 

'91 11.1 

Earth Disc 
I -800-876-5950 

Visa Arnex 

tHe 
lionkeYhousE 

Mastering • CD one-offs and small runs • Website 
Development • CD and Cassette Duplication 

Real-time cassette duplication on high quali 

chrome tape: 100 20-minute tapes:$85; 

100 50-minute tapes: $125 

1000 Retail ready CDs from your master 

recording and camera ready art: $ 1750 

Single CDs as low as $ 15 

(888) MONKEY-5 

g O/TAZ CD Mastering & Replication 
Orlando. R ( 800) 344-4361 

OMAIN http://www.digido.com 

Hear the Magic 
Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. 

Custom hardware and software, 128x Oversampling 
J Bit A to D, Unique Digital Processors, Sonic Solutions 

Eciting, Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders 
CD Mastering is an art. Levels, lades, equalization, 
s,acin ,... eve hin , ls im , orient to ou and to us. 

CD REPLICATION... 
1000 CDs at . 1.30 w/Jewel Box, Shrink, Insertion 

CO BOOKLET PRINTING... 
1000 4-Panel Booklets. Full-Color Outside & Tray Card 
B&W Inside, $0.37 ea. Creative Graphic Artist on staff 

Master with us...and make an impact! 

Fleetwood MultiMedia 
1000 CDs $ 1099 
FREE Mastering Á $799 
2 Color CD Imprint 
Jewel Box, Shrink Wrap 
7-10 Day Turnaround 

1000 CDs bulk 

500 Chrome Tapes 

MI $715 
Includes 

1.1111111111 Eyerythin 

Wrth 2 Color 
Imprint 

Fall CD & Tape Packages 
CD Replication 
Cassette Duplication 
Graphic Design Er Film 
Printing Er Packaging 
CD One-Offs 
Custom Mastering 

Call for a quote that fits your budget 

800-353-1830 (781) 289-6800 
www.fltwood.com 

VétfE 
Complete CO packages! 

1-800-9 28-33 10 
World Audio Video Enterprises 

Retail ready including full color inserts. 

Bar-codes. CD-Rom, 
CD- R. Mastering. 
Design and Film 
services available. 

CD's 

Cassettes 

300 

975 

396 

500 

9 075 

506 

1,000 

9a1 

'752 

1000 CD PACKAGE S1450 
1000 CASSETTE PKG. $885 

qble (Includes pronung 2 panel I, 
Ask about our 

Retad Ready Packages 

LABEL' STUDIOS' Ask about our 

PRO VOLUME DISCOUNTS 

A tech 
1-800-777-1927 
www.amtechdisc.com 
e-mail: info@amtechdisc.com 

• CD ROM & CD Enhanced 

• Real Time & High Speed 
Cassete Duplication 

• Digital Editing 

• Graphic Design 

• Printing 

500 1-COLOR CHROME CASSETTES $595 REORDER: 5385es 
INCLUDES: 1000 1-COLOR INSERTS (500 extra for reorder) & COMPOSITE NEGS 
FROM YOUR CAMERA-READY ART • NORELCO BOX • UP TO 21 MINUTES PER SIDE 

1000 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTES $899 REORDER: 5750 
INCLUDES: 2000 4-COLOR INSERTS ( 1000 extra for reorder) FROM YOUR 
PRINT-READY FILM (in Rainbo's specs) • NOREICO BOX • UP TO 22 MINUTES PER SIDE 

500 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTE SINGLES $529 REORDER: $275* 
1000 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTE SINGLES t 7 7_0_   REORDER: 5500' 

INCLUDES: 2000 4-COLOR 0-CARDS FROM YOUR PRINT-READY FILM (in RaMbo's specs) • 
UP TO 8 MINUTES PER SIDE 'Using extra 0-cards from stock 

(ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER • TEST CASSETTE • APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE • SHRINK-WEE) 

IN-HOUSE CD, VINYL & CASSETTE REPLICATING & PACKAGING — ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE! 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1138 Berkele Street, Santa Monica, 01 90404 • 13101 U9-3416 • Fax ( 310) 828-8765 • nws raintiorec tom * 

a=i 

1,000 CDs $ 1099 
ros}...r.er >upt+ed prrek 

3 disc 
ia er w. wrier 

CD Repliei 

CD Dueiratier% 

o.e c'ÇÇ 

Giese}teDueeitiOn 

INtstenn,5 

-Pesters 

PROPHET 
medal Group Inc 

çv"«. co4c, 

1.888- DISC- MFG 
1-888-347-2634 
www.prophetmedio.com 

Illf1)111\ TOO !IUCH: 
II pen rd• nod u.lng dn. 5,1 In, 
%Mir {.1) and Tap,. 1)uplicatian. (: raphit. 

.11 

i-300 CDs 
, nit ONLI 

$900! 
from rd nuedrr nerrl• 
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at sert 1.011111betitiSe prices. 
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best response 
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services 

CALL NOW 1-800-835-'1362 

• Cassette Duplication 

• CD Replication 

• Digital Mastering; 
Editing, Assembly 

• CDR Reference Creation 

• Vinyl Record Pressing 

• Video Duplication 

• Graphic Design 

• Pre- Press 8i Printing 

• Custom Packaging 

WMG is a full serme audio & video duplicator specializing in 
custom manu:acturing and special packaging. Besides working 
with the larg,st player:, in the entertainment and education 
industries, our operation boasts over 10 years experience 
working with people like you. Our goal is to provide quality 
product & service that is rivaled by no one in the business 
also offer full-package dmals at the lowest possible price 

Wain  
6737 EAST 30TH HT INDIANAPOLIS, IN 48219 

  (317) 549-8484 
FAX: 1317) 549-8480 

visit, our websit,e 
-,www.wraig.ino.00m 

í8 

If your CD needs the fat NY/LA sound (or 
better) that major labels demand, you owe it 
to yourself to call us before you manufacture. 
Simple as that! Guaranteed results. Free broth. 

00-884-2576 www drtmasterIng.com 

TIRED 
of getting S wed? 

all 
oe's! 

• Hassle-free CD 
• Independent 

• iluiaid Winning G 

anufactunng 
stribution 
aphic Design 

joe's production & grille, inc. 

www joesgri e.com 
8 0 0 • 6 8 8 4 2 1 2 

DRT Mastering 

EuropaDisk 

• CDs in Bulk 
(Minimum only 100 CDs!) 

• CDs Retail-Ready wi Graphics 

• 7" & 12" Vinyl Records 

wele  

(Colors available!) 

• Cassette Duplication 

Best Price... Best Service... Period. 

Free catalog or quote: (800) 455-8555 

Major Credit Cards Accepted. 

http://www.europadisk.com 

Also AvaiSble 

• CD-Rom 
Cossettes 
Digital Mastering 
Posters 

500 CD's 
CD package includes: 
color 2 page insert, 2 color CD Label, 
all mastering, jewel box, 
shrink wrapping, graphic insertion. 
• From Client Supplied Film Separations 

Stopl nie Presses! 
Do Not Presa'Mir, CIL or Tapes Before boa Call Us. 

,. Li> 

/ V 

<% 1 

'814. i/1111 
Come see us on the WEB! 

! 04r customers appear free with photo. 
contact info and internet link. 
Visit the Klarity Web Site at 

www.klairity.com 

usician Magazine Special!! 
1000 Full - Color CDs 

$1800.00 
Includes Cirapnic design. Sin two colors on 

disc 'glass mastering hum Emir CD-R 
printing 4 page folder and bill-cclor tray card. 

assembly and shrinkwrap! Retail- Ready' 

Il 

ii CD-ROM 
-100 000 

Klarity I Maple St., No, Vassalboro ME 04962 007)873-3911 

Complete Full Color package 

500 CD's 
CD pacKage includes: 
graphic design, film, 
color 2 page insert, 2 color CD label. 
all mastering, jewel box, 
shrink wrapp.ng, graphic insertion. 

we •o ta! 

00 

$1299°  
Call for our WHOLESALE MANUFACTURING GUIDE 

1°800°58263472 
www.soinrerworldwide.com 

Musicraft 
MULTI- MEDIA 

THE BEST CC AND CASSETTE PACJGAGES IN THE WORLD 
CD MANUFACTURING, CAETTE DUPLICATION, 

GRAPHIC'S, PRINUNG & MORE 

PORTLAND • IMO-637.9493 • LOS ANGELES 
A Division 31;a- St an Marketing. Inc • weer., musicreft net 

Bulk CD's 

60¢ 

1000 CD's 
For $ 1100 
in Jewel Cusee'Wrap 

iirti liens supplecil insons.t 1.1ho 
4 Panel 4/IC CD Folder it Tray Card S 273.00 

CO SONIC 
Tel: 16171 424-0670 Fax: (617) 424-0637 
Toll Free 1-&10-C12 SONIC (237-6642) 

Would you hike to see your ad here.? Call Jell Fellers at 800.401.6814 

EALEYdisc 4)» 
Manufacturing 

Premier Quality CD/CD-ROM, 
VHS and Cassette manufacturing - 

'cr) CD PACKAGE INCLUDES: ei5Pedv 
COI« 4 page 2 panel insert,2Color on CD printing J. V .7 

pre- master, glass master, 'ewe l box and shrink wrap. $ 1S)§1 . .1•11.11141> 
BARCODE INCLUDED. , 

.— 

eledielliLmr • 
for your free catalogue • www.healeydisc.com -194, 411b 

*Professional mastering at affordable rates.* 
*Special sumo and IN DIE label rates.* 

design for the music industr) 

300 CD 
single 

ncludes: pre-rnastee. glass ma der, 

2 color CO label printing. 

sleev. maluladuring. 

www.taag.co 
call for your c 

• 

.0 

41 

huFtkee'r 

meeeilia/ 

ettactiapreglaato,s 

illteralion 

1-800-410-485 
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services 

LOOK NO FURTHEIM—You've Found The Best 

lib- 1000 CD's 
$699 

CID LAB5"" 
The of mush -

1000 CD's $ 1595 500 CD's $ I 195 
includes 4 color folder, 2 color CI) imprint, jewel box, 

shrink wrap and mastering from your PAT. 

Bulk rack CD's 10004899...5004699 
mso CI) clones from your CI)R as low as $7.99 each 

12517 CHANDLER BLVD., SUITE 107, NO. HOLLYWOOD,CA 91607 
(818) 505-9581..(800) 423-5227 

Check our web site for other great packages 
www.cdlabs.com 

100 CD's $399 
200 CD's $448 
300 CD's $489 
500 CD's $599 

CASSETTES 
VIDEO 

GRAPHICS 
PRINTING 

PACKAGING 
I.? .Serring The .I 11,1(1 

EASED PRO 

69e CD'S?! 
THEM BOYS 

IS 
CRAZY! 

) Audio/Video Corporati 
www.eastcopro.com r IN Le _. ig 

it 
1111111. 

crogror.ni rcrone's,: 
t-o i 0_7s o eft- s LooVL 

212-252-9300 
149 MADISON AVENUE NY NY 10016 

The Power of Excellence 

Mastering Complete Packaging 

Replication 

Graphic 
Design 

Call 
for free quotes & 

Digital Force 

Sampler CD 

Warehousing 

Printing 

Total 
Compact Disc, ECD, 

CD-ROM & Cassette 
Production Services 

CA5P.SFAls 
MASTERING • DESIGN • CD-ROM DEVELOPMENT • CO-PLUS 

300 CDs 750 
500 CDs $850 

L.'iS WM!, COION . . .•. 

800-DIGIDOC 

VIDEO 

CUCK CUT UUh Oh SUFF /C -

WWW.DIGIDOCPRO.COM 

e irIM 

www.muslclaunial.cem 
THE ABC BUSINESS AN(' IICIINOIOGY OF MAKING MUSIC CD 

A showcase of the new issue with feature excerpts and other selected full 
size departments. More good stuff from features and departments that didn't 
make it into print. 

CD & CASSETTE 
MANUFACTURING 

Serving the country with 
over 25 years of experience. 

The Southwast's premiere 
full-service man ifacturing facility! 

PRINTING • GRAPHIC DI SIGN • RAW CASSETTES 
DIGITAL MASTERING & EDITING • ONE-OFF CD-RS 

RETAIL READY PACKAGES! CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

(e, CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND 
1-800-880-0073 

mi/osa accepted www.crystalclearsound.com 

25 CDs 
in as little as ONE DAY for only 

$349! 
Includes jewel case. 

FREE direct-on-disc printing & 

FREE b/w printed insert! 

- 1/111CC/1(1Chili;C, (I - 

Ccmpact Discs • Real Time Cassettes • Digital Masten,: 

(800) 249-1110 
National Multimedia Services 

BEFORE YOU 
MAKE CDs... 

... YOU NEED THE MOST 
COMPLETE AUDIO 
MANUFACTURING 
CATALOG IN THE 
WORLD. 

FREE 
CATALOG! 

1-800-468-9353 • www.discmakers.com 

DISC MAKERS 

Compact Disc 
Specialists 

PRICE • QUALITY • SERVICE 

Mastering 
Replication 
Graphics 
Packaging 

HAVE 
DUPLICATION 

1 -800-999-HAVE www havelnc corn 
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services software ad index 
NOW! PREMIUM 

CUSTOM LOADED BULK 
AUDIO CASSETTES 

HIGH BIAS (TYPE II) CASSETTES 

FOR MASTERING AND/OR 
ORIGINAL RECORDING 

CALL NOW! Tr 800-859-3579 
TOK PRO SA BULK 

UNLABELLED AND UNBOXED • MAGNETIC MEDIA CLEAR 5-SCREW SR 

Quantity C-10 C-20 C-30 C-45 C-60 C-90 C-100 

25-99 $0.31 $0.37 $0.44 $0.50 $0.61 $0.82 $0.90 

100-999 $0.28 $0.34 $0.40 $0.46 $0.55 $0.77 $0.90 

1000 + $0.25 $0.30 $0.35 $0.44 $0.52 $0.76 $0.87 

MAXELL XLII BULK 
UNLABELLED AND UNBOXED • MAGNETIC MEDIA CLEAN 5-

Quantity C-10 C-20 C-30 C-45 C-60 C-90 C-100 

25-99 $0.32 $0.37 $0.42 $0.54 $0.61 $0.83 $0.90 

100-999 $0.30 $0.34 $0.40 $0.49 $0.58 $0.79 $0.90 

1000 + $0.27 $0.32 $0.38 $0.47 $0.52 $0.76 $0.87 

PREMIUM ROUNDED-EDGE ALL CLEAR 
NORELCO BOXES > 60.13 each 

Poly Boxes - Crystal Clear or Cloudy > $3.10 each 
12-up white labels 306 per sheet. 

6-up white Insert cards (J-cards) 306 per sheet. 
Colors available. 

All other lengths loaded and priced at next highest 
length. Loaded precisely to your specifications. 

NOW! RECORDING SYSTEMS, INC. 
32 WEST 39TH STREET, 9TH FLOOR 

NEW YORK, NY 10018 
Telephone: 212-768-7800 • 800-859-3579 

Fax 212-768-9740 
http://www.tapes.com e-mall:megurueaol.com 
We ship FedEx Express Saver - 2-3 Day 

Guaranteed Delivery Anywhere in the USA 
$50 mnirnum product order. Mixed order. okay. Shipping charge. extra. 

Pricers suberct to change without prior notice 

Log onto our Internet Site for more 
money saying offers! 

PHONE: (615)327-9114 

MEDIAWORKS® 
INTERNATIONAL. INC. 

1719 West End Avenue Suite 100E 
Nashville, TN 37203 FAX: (615)327-3438 

Compact Discs • cv ROM 
CI) /CD Enhanced 
Digital Bin Cassette 
Duplication 

Video & Vinyl Full Color 

GraPhic Design 1,000 CDs 
Printing $ 1,550.00 

Full Color 
(From your film) 

1,000 cps 
$ 1,995.00 
(Complete Package) 

MASTERING MANUFACTURING • PRINTING 

CD-AUDIO • CD-ROM 
REAL TIME a HIGH SPEED 

AUDIO CASSETTES 

Complete Packages • CD-ROM One-Offs 

In - House Mastering Studio • Graphic Design & 

Printing • CD-ROM Production & Archiving 

1 to 400 CD-R's Duplicated Overnight 

130 WEST 42ND STREET NEW YORK, NY 10036 

Do You Make Good Music? 
Focus on the Music 

BAND MANAGER SOFTWARE 
DOES THE REST 

(Wrndows 3.1 & 95 compatible) 
Create, Maintain, Print, Organize WI 

Gig Schedules-Song Lists-Set 

Lists-Posters-Locations-Agents-

Musicians-Mailing Lists-Lyrics-

Bios-Expenses-Equipment-more.. 

Mr% g. RUM 

Set 
Lists 

h 

u 

Retail $99 Introductory Offer - $59.99 II 
For Info or to ORDER by Credit Card 

1-(888) 893-2789 
© 1997 

www tr, ,lmon cor-

songwriters 

I DO YOU 
(WANT TO SELL YOUR SONG?): 

(WANT TO HEAR YOUR SONG ON THE RAD10-7) 

Our team. at 

The SONG 'SHOP 

has worked amonast 

the finest writers and 

producers in the industry 

We can critique your song 

and give you professional and 

thorough analysis to make it 

industry- ready 

Only S79 per song 

Mail Cassette. CD. or 

DAT, and copy of lyrics 

.. check or money order to: 

The Song Shop P.O Box 108 

Hollywood. CA 90078-0108 

Please allow 4 weeks for reply. 

www.pingdata.net/users/ratranAndex.html 

SONGWRITERS - RANDS! 
Let SpIN do the legwork for you.' 
Books. Tapes, Copyrights, Contracts, PCIMac Programs 
Record Labels, Radio Stations, Shrinkwrap, Barcoffing 
J-Cards. laser Labels, Printing Programs and Suppl es 
Plus... Small & Large Sty Tape Duplication and CD's! 
FREE CATALOG! (800) 487-SPIN 

SPIN Boa 957063. # 10. Lake Mary. H. 32795 USA 
4Nehsite: www soingwriteruroducts.corn 

songwriter's s howcase 
& Record Revi.aw'm 

Make contact. GUARANTEED response 
from music & entertainment industry 
pros. Send $10. for each song submitted 
on cassette, CD, MD, or VHS to: 

billyrokit Records P.O. Box 602 
ee Hollywood, CA 90078 

Alesis-3630 Holdredge Avenue, Los 
Angeles, CA 90016 (310) 558-4530 15 

Atlantic Records-1290 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York, NY 10104 

(212) 707-2000 9 
Berklee College of Music-1140 Boylston 
Street, Boston, MA 02215 
(617) 266-1400 61 
Billboard Talent Net-1790 Broadway, New 
York, NY 10019 71 
CAD-341 Harbor Street, Conneaut, OH 
44030 (800) 762-9266 23 
Cakewalk-PO Box 760, Watertown, MA 
02272 (617) 926-2480 66 
Capitol Records-1750 N Vine, Hollywood, 
CA 90028, (213) 462-6252 6 
D'Addario-595 Smith Street, Farmingdale, 
NY 11735 (516) 439-3300 26 
Drum Workshop-101 Bernoulli Circle, 
Oxnard, CA 93030 (805) 485-6999 58 
Electro-Voice-600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, 
MI 49107 (800) 234-6831 20 
E-mu Systems-1600 Green Hills Road, 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066 (408) 438-1921 60 
Epic-550 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 
10022-3211 (212) 833-8000 3 
Epiphone-645 Massman Drive, Nashville, TN 
37210 (800) 283-7135 37 
Evans-595 Smith Street, Farmingdale, NY 
11735 (516_)439-3300 70 
Fender-7975 North Hayden Road, Scotts-
dale, AZ 85258 (602) 596-9690 4 
GHS Strings-2813 Wilber Avenue, Battle 
Creek, MI 49015 (800) 388-4447 59 
Gibson-641 Massman Drive, Nashville, TN 
37210 (800) 283-7135 31, 43 
Lexicon, inc.-3 Oak Park Road, Bedford, MA 
01730-1441 (781) 280-0300 33 
Line 6-11260 Playa Court, Culver City, CA 
90230 44-45 
Martin Guitar Co.-Box 329, Nazareth, PA 
18064 (800) 345-3103 63 
Mezzoman Productions-100 Grove Street, 
Worcester, MA 01605 (888) 231-9927 88 
Modern Postcard-6354 Corte del Abeto, 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 
(800) 959-8365 88 
Monster Cable-274 Wattis Way, South San 
Francisco, CA 91361 2 
Musicians Institute-1655 McCadden Place, 
Hollywood, CA 90028 (213) 462-1384 35 
Paradigm Records-67 Irving Place South, 
New York, NY 10003 (212) 387-8900 90 
Parker-316 South Service Road, Melville, 
NY 11747 (516) 333-9100 13 
Peavey-711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39301 
(601) 483-5365 7, 53 
Program Solutions-753 North 9th Street, Suite 
131, San Jose, CA 95112 76 
Quantegy-800 Commerce Drive, Peachtree City, 
GA 30296 49 
Righteous Babe-PO Box 95, Ellicott Station, 
Buffalo, NY 14205 ( 716) 852-8020 62 
Roland-7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, 
CA 90040 (213) 685-5141 4 
Rykodisc-Shetland Park, 27 Congress 
Street, Salem, MA 01970 42 
Sennheiser-1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 
06371 (860) 434-9190 Cover 4 
Takamine-P0 Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 
06002 (800) 647-2244 Cover 3 
TASCAM-7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, 
CA 90640 (213) 726-0303 38-39 
t.c. electronic-705-A Lakefiled Street, 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 27 
Verve Records-825 8th Avenue, 26th Floor, 
New York, NY 10019 (212) 333-8000 90 
Virgin Records-338 N Foothill Road, Beverly 
Hills, CA 90210 (310) 278-1181 86 
Whirlwind-99 Ling Road, Rochester, NY 
14612 10 
Yamaha-6600 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena 
Park, CA 90620 (714) 522-9011 57 
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K
enny G held a music marathon Monday, setting a world 

record for playing the longest saxophone note. The star 

held an Eb for 45 minutes, 47 seconds. . . . He got the 

idea after he met Mark Young, publisher of the Guinness 

Book of World Records, and learned the book didn't have a record for 

the longest note. Young encouraged the sax man after he saw his 

circular breathing technique (breathing through his nose while he 

plays).—USA Today, Dec. 2, 1997 

"This is a dream come true," said Kenny 

G backstage in the press room at last night's 

1999 Grammy Awards after receiving a record 

fourteen Grammys for his groundbreaking 

G was eager to give credit to his collaborators, especially co-producer 

David Foster and co-writer Kenneth " Babyface" Edmonds, who shared 

Song of the Year honors with G for the single " Minutes 12 to 15." 

"When I was going into the studio," G said, " I was fully intending to play 

an F#. I realize now how dull that would have been. At the last minute, 

David and Ken talked me into playing an Eb. Boy, do I owe them." (A fifteen-

minute practice run on F# is added as a bonus track on The Note CD.) 

On the MOR 
charts, length 
does matter. 

album The Note. "I truly believe that this is my best work. To have my 

peers agree is icing on the cake." 

The Note, on which G plays an uninterrupted 45-minute-47-second 

Eb, won in categories including Record of the Year. Song of the Year, 

Jazz Contemporary Album, Instrumental Jazz Contemporary Album, 

and Jazz Instrumental: Contemporary, as well as Lite Jazz, which was 

awarded for the first time this year. 

(The sax man graciously announced that he plans to return his award 

for Traditional Polka, which he apparently received because no 

Traditional Polka albums were released this year.) 

"This is really a culmination of everything I've been 

trying to do my whole career," said an exhilarated 

G backstage. " I've gradually been making my 

music more predictable and thus less 

noticeable. But for the first time, I've 

managed to record an album that truly 

blends in with whatever the listener is 11, 

doing. Played at the right volume, it's 

completely unobtrusive." 
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The Grammy success of The Note, which 

was released in early 1998, may have been 

predictable. Last September, he garnered his 

first MTV Video Music Award for the Herb Rifts-

directed " Minutes 12 to 15" video—a black-

and-white freeze-frame of G in profile. Even the critics have come around: 

The New York Times said The Note was " as melodically sophisticated, 

interesting, and adventuresome as anything Mr. G has done so far." Next 

week, Arista is releasing the fifth single from the album, tentatively titled 

"Minutes 32 to 35." Richard Clayderman, Andreas Wollenweider, and 

Zamfir have expressed interest in covering the work. G refused to 

confirm or deny rumors, however, that he is considering a duet version 

of The Note with Whitney Houston or Mariah Carey. 

On the legal front, G announced that his lawyers are close to 

reaching a settlement with hip-hop 

impresario Sean " Puffy" Combs, who 

sampled portions of the album on his 1998 

hit " I'm Missing You Worse Than Ever." 

Ironically, given the huge success 

of The Note, Arista and G almost 

didn't release the album at all. 

"But I decided I owed it to the fans," he said. " My 

theory has always been that my public will buy 

anything. This album proves it." — Tom Conroy 



THINKACOUSTIC 

ELECTRIIC 

LA 

Wh rk state df rnc4 nothing quite tops John SCofiel 
rec. • I m, "Quiet qtribibes John's jazzy sophistication 
Takamine's ng intimacy. Pure t coast ecstasy. 

When John r  axes, He ails neighbor Al* iî Arkin, kicks off-his shoes, and 
his Takamine hey put n the ¡ava and b ssa nova into the night. Life is 

Box 507, Bloomfield, CiF 06002 - Visit Takamine Online at: www.KamanMusic.com 

Photo by Jeff Sacks 
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Welcome to a dynamic revolution. Sennheiser's Evolution Series 

introduces completely new standards of microphone 

performance at remarkably affordable prices. 

Meeting every possible reauirement— from vocals to 

acoustic instruments, percussion and instrument amplricatian — 

the Evolution Series has beer created after extensive researn 

into the needs of today's musician. These remarkable 

microphones represent our eate-of-the-art response toynur 

explicit demands for superior performance, reliability and value. 

Evolutior combines Sennheiser's immense experience i 

microphone design with the latest advances n manufacturing 

and material technologies. 

We've been listening to you. 

We've heard what you said. 

Now come and hear the results. 

G 

Amazing SPL in excess of 15CdB on all models. 

Outstanding feedback rejection. 

Advanced shock-mount design minimizes handling noise. 

Rugged road-proof constrution. 

Designed and built in Germany. 

...and they sound great! 

Dynamic microphones will never be the same. Visit your 

Sennheiser dealer and experience the Evolution revolution. 

volution 
The Microphone Series 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, i Enterprise Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371. Tel: 86o-4-919o. Fax: 860-434-1759. Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com 
Sennheiser Mexico: Av Xola 613, PH6, Co'. Del Valle 03100, Mexico, DF. Tel: (5251 639-0956. Fax, (525) 639-9482. Sennheiser Canada: 221 Labrosse Axe, Pte-Claire, PQ H9R iAs, Tel: s14-426-3013. Fax, 514-426-3953. 




